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FRIDAY MORNING SESSION 
• 

December 12, 1952 

Registration and various preparations occupied the first 1norning of 
this second annual meeting of the Plant Propagators Societ)'· The meet
ing was scheduled to be called to order at 1 :30 p. m. b)' Preside11t James S. 
Wells. 

The Second Annual Meeting of the Pl,int Propagators Society con
,,ened 1n the Ballroo1n, Wade Park l\1anor, Cleveland, Ohio, at 1 :40 
o'clock, President Jame~ S. '.Velis, Koster Nurser}', Bridgeton, N e,v 
J crse)', presiding. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Gentle1nen, v.'e were waiting for the 
microphone to be fixed but thr engineer isn't here, so we propose to start 
an)'Wa)', and to get things rolling I understand that l\1 r. Arnold Davis, 
who is the Director of the Cleveland Garden Center, is going to welcome 
us here. Mr. Arnold Davis! (Applause) 

l\1R. ARNOLD DAVIS: I ,1m here 
someone to Sa)' we arr glad that )'OU came. 
that to all of :,'ou and I 11eed sa:,' no more. 

because it is customar)' for 
I hope Ed. has alread:,, said 

This is the second conference of the Plant Propagators Society which 
is being held in Cleveland. Last )'ear, the first conference was held at 
Hotel Statler. I a1n very glad to see so many of you here again this year. 

lvl)' horticultural background is perhaps of a nondescript nature. I 
grew up in the east, in the section v.1 here we had a large number of private 
estates and on each of these private estates there was a superintendent. 
Occasionally, the superi11tendent ,vould speak to }'OU; most of the time 
he talked about you. He told )'OU what to do and how to do it, and there 
is no question that class of men kne,v l1ow to grow things, knew how to 
grow them well, and took a g1 eat deal of pride in the secrets which the}' 
had. Also, at that ti1ne there were very few people who were interested 
in ornamental plants. There were ver)' few people who made an)' 
pretense of knowing the technical names of plants. 

The group that knew their material b}' and large were Kew men, 
men from Glasgow and 1nen from Edinburgh, occasional!)' a man from 
Germany and once 1n a long time a man from Denmark, but their horti
culture was sound. The:,' kept it to themselves and when the:,' left this 
world they took it with them. 

Now during this period of some 40 or 50 )'ears, the lifetime of those 
of us who are here, we have seen the whole picture change. There have 
been many reasons for that. First of all, there started in this country a 
great movement for amateur horticulture. Second, the experiment stations 
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began to investigate the field of horticulture, usually at the request of 
nurserymen's associations. They had definite problems. They wanted 
help and they went to the experiment st:1tions, and the information became 
public. More and more, you find publications coming out on the control 
of plant diseases, on the propagation of plants, on the field of let's say 
breeding of new varieties of plants. The result has been' that at the 
present time there is a present interest in ornamental horticulture that 
reaches down, down not to the private estate man, not the man with a 
large home, but the little individual who may be far down in the scale. 
But he is important, and I want to reiterate that statement, that his interest 
may be in African violets in the kitchen window and begonias, he, however, 
spends money for plants and as his status changes he will continue to spend 
more money for plants. 

At the present time, it is a great industry. Now I hold two theories 
concerning this industry. One is that you and I who are not horticulturists 
do not appreciate the dignity of those whom we employ. We underesti
mate ourselves with the knowledge we have accumulated and we are in
clined to pass things by lightly and say anyone can grow it. I think we 
need to evaluate the information which we have acquired the hard way. 
I think we need also to exchange ideas and one of the valuable things that 
you get out of a conference of this sort is the fact that )'Ou give some
thing and you get something. Somebody else gets some new ideas. He 
may become a competitor of yours. I sincerely hope he does, because when 
he begins to compete with you, you get on your mettle and say, ''I am not 
going to let that bird beat me," and you begin to bring out better things. 
You grow your plants better, you begin to work out shortcuts. The net 
result, more people are able to enjoy the results you have. I am a firm 
believer in competition. 

M)' second point is that gardening toda)' has reached the stage where 
in this country it is a form of recreation. You and I probably don't think 
of it as recreation; it is our business. The man who takes care of the 
greens on the golf course doesn't think of golf as recreation and a pro
f~ssional golf man feels the sam~ way about that particular field. 

' ' 
Now I would like to have yott think about this. You ,have certain 

forms of recreation in which you indulge. Some of you may have boats 
or some of you may ride horses and some of you ma)' play tennis, and some 
of you are maybe content to play penny ante. I don't care what you do 
for recreation. The point which I think is vef)' in1portant is that in your 
own recreational activities you, expect to spend some money. Now if )'OU 
and I as horticultural professional promoters-I happen to be a horticul
tural promoter if you want to know what I am-appreciate the fact that 
we are working with a field that is 1·ecreation let's say to most of the 
people we come in contact with, then those people should expect to pay for 
their recreation. Actttally, they think more about it if they have to pay 
for it. It is going to do a great deal to lift the dignity of horticulture, 
and let's say to give you the type of income for the knowledge you have 
put into it again to develop or promote the business you are tied up with. 

There are two things :i,·ou can think about as far as the present day 
is concerned. I sincerely believe that as this country expands, and it is 
going to expand very rapidly in the next 15 years,-that is not mv state
ment; that is the statement of the bankers who make the loans, ~ho see 
the babies coming along, all of '\\•horn want homes:-there is going to be a 
terrific demand for lawns and plants and the things that go with gardens 
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and it is going to _be people in your field of activity that are going to supply 
that type of plant. 

Now we need better types of plant materials. I am old enough to 
remember the introduction, the every-day introduction of the Japanese 
barberry, and I am )'oung enough to. begin to see the over-production of 
Japanese yews. Don't feel badl)' becau~e I made that statement. I think 
the yews will reach the point where barberr)' has got to today. We need 
new plants. The onl)' way we are going to get thcm,-1 am not referring 
to exploration, I am referring to the fact that some of you boys can 
propagate superior strains and superior t)'pes so they hit the market, so 
people can buy them, so there i~ an interest for more people to want them, 
so the market gets bigger. 

I am very glad to seriously welcome you here for what I hope will be 
the most profitable meeti11g that the Plant Propagators Society has had. 

I would like at this time to pay a little tribute which passes off lightly 
but it is ver)' heartfelt and ver)' sincere, for the work Mr. Scanlon has 
done in putting together this meeting and I would like to ask you to give 
Mr. Scanlon a big hand for his courage in calling this meeting and I hope it 
works out as successft1lly as he intends 1t should. Thank you very much. 
(Applause) 

PRESIDENrf WELLS: Thank )'OU very much, Mr. Davis. You 
stole my thunder about Ed. Scanlon. If there is one man here who 
deserves praise, it is he, because he ,is the man who has done all the work. 
That is always the case with the secretary and we are laying plans to 
see that he continues. 

We have had a meeting this morning at which we have been trying 
to plan ahead and 1t was originall)' arranged for me to give you details 
of some of the things we decided this morning at this time. We decided 
later that it would be best if we stuck to the program. We didn't quite 
finish all the things we wanted to do, so we are going to have a11other 
meeting this evening at around 7 :00 o'clock, finish things up and present 
them to you at the b11sine~s 1neeting at 8 :30. 

Probably many of you are wanting to know how you can become a 
member. What are the formalities, and so on? We hope to be able to give 
you all the answers then. We hope that the business meeting will not be 
too long with that kind of thing because weJllight continue into a general 
discussion on plant propagation, call it a round table, if you will, because 
that is really what we have come here to talk about. 

I would like to set a keynote, if I may, and that is that this is not a 
meeting that is a stiff and starchy affair. that is all cut and dried. We want 
to hear from everyone. We want anyone who thinks he has something 
to say to make an effort and get up and say it. We want discussion. The 
more discussion we can get the more we believe everyone will get out of it. 
If you have anything to Sa)' at an)' of the meetings will you try to speak 
clearly so that this lady can take dow11 what you say. Preface )'Our 
remarks with your name, and if )'OU like, your nursery or your place of 
business to identify yourself, and please do speak clearly because we are 
planning on printing a complete proceedings of everything that goes on 
here, and that we believe will be one of the most valuable things to come 
out of this meeting. 
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With those few remarks, we will get down now to the main part of 
the program this afternoon, which is a ''Viburnum Round Table," in the 
beginning. 

Now before passing the meeting over to Dick Fillmore, I would just 
like to introduce him with a couple of words. 

I first met Dick some four years ago, at the Arnold Arboretum. 
He is a quiet sort of person, but we no sooner met than we were into 
his greenhouse and poking around among plants and one of the first 
things we talked about was viburnums. Since that time, it has been my 
pleasure and privilege to extend that first meeting into a frie11dship which 
I value and I know him to be one of the very best plants1nen in this countr)'· 

Now, it is customary for people introducing someone else, particularly 
in America, to make some fulsome comments. I don't intend to do that, 
and what I have said is sincere. Dick Fillmore is well worth listening 
to, so with that, I would like to introduce Dick Fill1nore of the Shenandoah 
Nursery . 

. . . Mr. Richard H. Fillmore, Shenandoah Nursery, Shenandoah, 
Iowa, took the chair as discussion leader . . . · 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen: 
I am very glad indeed to have an opportunity of speaking before this Second 
Annual Meeting of the Plant Propagators Society. I prize Jim Wells' 
friendship very highly and I am glad to have him recognize that friend
ship on this occasion. 

, 

I feel particularly happy today that we have l\,fr. Case Hoogendoorn 
of Newport, Rhode Island, to share the responsibility of this program on 
the propagation of viburnums. I have said to Mr. Hoogendoorn within 
the last hour that I wish I had the skill in my hands that he has i11 his. 
I am sure that we shall enjoy Mr. Kern's discussion of ''The Propagation 
of Viburnum from Seed." I look forward to that discussion, myself. 
We are intending to g'row viburnums from seed at the Shenandoah 
Nursery during the coming vear and. I delayed stratification and other 
work on those viburnum seeds until such time as I could hear his discussion . 

• 

I will speak briefly abot1t the ''Propagation of Viburnums from 
Cuttings," and any discussion of this type, to my mind, should be taken 
u11 under four or five general headings. 

The first heading would be timing. What time of the year shall we 
make the cutting? 

The second topic would be the t)'PC of cutti11g. What type of cutting 
shall we make? 

The third topic would be, having made the cutting, what sort of a 
medium shall we put in it? 

The fourth topic should be what sort of culture should we give the 
cuttings after we have finally placed them in that medium. 

I am not going to discuss all of these topics. I think that the discus
sion will include comments and questions which will bring out these 
various points in more detail than I wish to give to them at this time. I 
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am going to confine my remarks to the type of cutting in relation to the 
rooting and survival of the cutting. 

First of all I would say that viburnums in general, and many of you 
folks may not agree with me, are easy plants to root but relatively difficult 
plants to grow on. '!'hat is, they are likely to die following potting or 
following transplanting, so that having rooted them very successfully, we 
may find ourselves with nothing but a lot of blackened stumps either three 
weeks or six months after they have been put in the pot. 

It seems to me that the type of cutting has a very great influer1ce on 
rooting and survival. I have repeatedly made cuttings of Viburnum 
Carles1 and Viburnum J uddii out of rapidly growing shoots. They root 
in three weeks. The}' die within 3 or 4 weeks of the time they are potted. 
That is particularl}' true when the cuttings are made on the early side, in 
June and July. At the Arnold Arboretum, we had much better success 
by taking tw1gg}' cuttings of Viburnum J uddii and Viburnum Carlesi. 
By the twiggy type of cutting, I mean those twiggy shoots that can be 
gathered from older plants and which usually have two or three year old 
wood at the base. Short twiggy shoots root in late July or even early 
August in the Boston area. 

On one occasion, and incidentally, I have not got enough experimental 
evidence for this method to want to make it universally applicable right 
,tway. It needs more experimentation and it is something for you folks 
to experiment upon if }'OU have the time and the inclination, but in one 
i11stance we took 200 cuttings of Viburnum J uddii, which is a close relative 
of Carlesi, 125 of those ,vere the tips of shoots, soft tips of shoots such as 
one would ordinarily regard as being real good cuttings. Practically all 
of the cuttings of that t}'pe which we took died. We did, however, manage 
to get 37 of those to root. Now with this twiggy type of cutting we got 
71 out of 75 to root, the short soft sl1oot 37 out of 125 and the short 
twigg}' shoot 71 out of 7 5. 

We observed in January the number of potted cuttings which had 
started and those which had not started. Our idea was that viburnums 
might follow the pattern of magnolias, for example, which, if they start 
toward growth, have a much better chance of surviving throughout the 
winter than those which remain completely dormant. We didn't get any 
difference with these viburnums. The plants which had started by 
January did not sur\·ive any better, that is in terms of surviving until 
March or April, than those which had not started by January. 

We also tried to determine the importance of the transplanting shock 
factor. We potted some of these cuttings directly in pots so we would 
not have to move them following rooting and there again we didn't deter
mine any differences. So neither the starting of the plants in the pots 
nor the transplanting shock following potting had anything much to do 
with the loss of the plants either soon after potting or during the winter. 

'fhere are a number of things which could cause these plants to die 
during rooting. In the first place, they could die of starvation if you 
,vant to put it that wa}'· They might exhaust their food reserves in the 
production of roots and the foliage that had developed on them might be 
incapable of furnishing sufficient sugars to maintain the life of that plant 
and give it sufficient impetus so it would go on and grow. Now that, 
frankly, seems unlikely to me; nevertheless, it is possible. · 
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They might die from transplanting shock and that would apply in 
particular if one were to take his rooted cuttings and pot them too deeply. 
Deep potting is something to watch out for with cuttings of many types and 
I think that applies particularl)' to viburnums. Nevertheless, I don't think 
that the most of us plant our cuttings too deeply and I would, therefore, 
not attach too much importance to this factor. 

The third thing that might cause difficunJ' with those cuttings would 
be the prolongation of dormancy. In other words, when we take the 
cutting in the rapid growing state away from the plant and put it in 
the rooting medium and it roots, we do not ordinarily get a continuous 
growth. It is likely to go i11to dormancy let's say in July and if dormancy 
has to be prolonged from Jul)' until the following April that is quite a 
different matter from the norn1al dor1nancy which might be experienced 
from October to April. 

There ma)' also be difficulties involved in dormancy at high tempera
ture which usually will be experienced in July and August and the early 
part of September. I think there might be some difficulty connected with 
prolonged dormancy which would account in part at least for the failure 
of these and certain other cuttings to survive the winter and become good 
plants. 

There is a further factor which I think is of considerable importance 
and that is this: I think that the age of the wood or the age and develop
ment of the tissues at the surface of the soil has a very great deal to do 
with survival. Although I am not a professional plant pathologist·, I 
believe that what we are dealing with ma)' be primarily a disease problem 
and that the diseases affecting these cuttings are closely related, and possibly 
even precisely the same, as damping-off of seedlings. 

I have further observed if we wait very late with our one-year shoot 
until it is very hard, then the survival over winter is a little better than it 
will otherwise be, but if we have this twiggy two or three-year old wood 
at the base of the cuttings we seem to get reasonably good rooting and 
reasonably good survival. That system worked out comparatively well on 
that occasion with Viburnum J uddii. It isn't my custom to leave out 
those occasions on which my little schemes fail, because it very often 
happens they don't work. The following year with Viburnum Carlesi we 
attempted the same thing with 280 cuttings and none of them were alive 
on the 20th of M,1rch the following year. Viburnum Carlesi is another 
species where we made the cuttings later. Also, they might have experi
enced quite different conditions during the period of storage because we 
had them in a pit house in which the temperature fluctuates. Nevertheless, 
the indication we got with our experiment of 200 cuttings of Viburnum 
J uddii is to my mind of sufficie11t significance to warrant someone going on 
with this problem and trying to solve it on the basis of type of cutting wood 
and on the basis possibly of using a sterile medium and also on the basis of 
varying the winter storage te1nperatures and other factors which might 
contribute to losses in these plants. 

Now with regard to the rooting itself, the soft shoots will root in 
about three weeks and the twiggy shoots in about six weeks. The difference 
in percentage of rooting between those two types of cuttings is practically 
negligible. It is simply that the older shoots take longer and st1rvive 
better, and I might say in addition that once these cuttings are rooted 
and are through the first winter they make fine plants. They do well on 
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their own roots and I should think if any commercial grower could find 
the means of rooting these plants 50 per cent that it would probably be 
a profitable undertaking. 

Are there any comn1ents or questions? 

MR. FRANK 0. ANDERSON (Erie, Pa.): Did you use hormone 
powder on those? 

CHAIR1\1AN FILLMORE: Yes, I did use hormone powder. 
I used Hormodin 2. 1 would say in ge11eral that hormone powders 
probably haven't got mt1ch value on viburnums. That is a debatable topic 
and I should think someone would have comments on it. 

MR. JOHN VERMEULEN (Neshanic, N. J.): My question is, 
Where were these viburnums kept in the winter, in a war1n greenhouse 
or a place where the}' were frozen and kept dormant? 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: The)' were placed in a cold pit house 
where the temperature runs from 35 to 40 degrees during most of tl1e 
winter. Following l\1arch 15, the temperature went up, the}' began to 
grow, and 1n late Ma}' we bedded them out. 

MR. VERNI EU LEN: May I ask one more? We haxe experi
mented a lot with these particular t}'pes. We have grown Viburnum 
Carlesi for a number of years, I would say almost l O years, and we have 
found some of the problems you have found, that the plant takes well when 
the cutting is late, especially Viburnum Carlesi. We have experimented 
by taking our cutting~ out of the greenhouses and putting in a cold frame 
in October, and after having them in the cold frame when winter comes 
we just let them freeze and we find we get at least 90 to 95 per cent good 
plants in the spring. It n1ay be the answer. I can't guarantee it. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: Well, that ~ounds like a very valuable 
comment. Mr. Vermeulen has found if he stores the cuttings in a frame 
where they will actually freeze up they will winte1· better than in a warm 
grec;nhouse or even a greenh9use of 35 or 40 degrees. That sounds per
fectly possible to me. For one thing, the disease organisms which I per
sonally feel are most responsible for these losses simply will not thrive 
when the ground is frozen and they may thrive to some extent at 40 degrees. 

MR. JACK BLAUW (Bridgeton, N. J.): I would like to know 
what medium you used in the cuttings. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: The medium I used on that particular 
lot of cuttings was Flowerite, which is also sold under the name of Perlite. 
It is a light, white, fluffy sort of stuff. I don't think the Flowerite would 
make any important difference in the results. I think substantially the 
same result would have been obtained in sand or sand and peat or 
vermiculite or several other materials which could have been used. 

MR. CARL KERN (Wyoming Nurseries, Cincinnati, 0.): You 
spoke of losing some of your rooted cuttings after }'OU had taken them 
out of the sand. I believe the loss occurs largely because you lift your 
cuttings out of the sand when they have only formed so-called primary 
roots. If you permit your viburnum cuttings to remain until the} have 
formed a secondary root system your losses are cut to zero. 

I have had experience with Viburnum Carlesi with the humidity 
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S}'Stem and they form a root S}'Stem like a bottle brush. I thoupi~ they 
were oka,, let's pot them up, since they were 95 per cent rooted 1ns1de of 
10 days.· 

1

0ut the}' went and the}' tur11ed to black stumps, while on the 
other hand, we rooted J uddii, Carlesi-1 just made these for a test- -late 
August or first week in September and permitted them to remain i11 the 
sand until just abot1t two weeks ago. We took them up and the}' had a 
secondary root formation and ever)' plant lives. Never move your cuttings 
out of the sand 11ntil vou have a secondar}' root system formed. . ' 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: That sounds like a valuable com
ment, too. I notice you took them on the late side so you had very firm 
wood. 

MR. LESLIE HANCOCK (Cooksville, Ontario): Further to 
what Mr. Kern said, and }·ou mentioned starvation, have you given thought 
to the possibilit}' of liquid feeding, before re1noving? 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: I haven't particularly, but I think 
liquid feeding before taking them out would be important. Years ago 
we were all taught that the mediu1n had to be sterile, the sand had to be 
clean and so forth, and a great deal of that is apparently just pure non
sense, because I see lots of folks who are getting excellent results in a 
medium which is neither sterile nor clean and they use plent)' of nutrient 
solutions to build up the cuttings prior to taking them out of the cutting 
bed. I should think following rooting a shot of nutrient solution might 
work out nicel}' on a good man}' types of cuttings, including viburnum. 

l\!IR. CASE HOOGENDOORN (Newport, R. I.): Since we had 
SfJ many losses, what we tried a couple of years ago was to make our 
cutting rather hard after the middle of August and stick them in flats of 
sand and gradual!}' harden them off and carry them in the cold frame 
without disturbing. In the spring we take them out and plant them, and 
have good results b}' not disturbing them at all. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: That is what we tried to do with 
ciur potting and it worked out well enough. I think now, from what you 
gentlemen have said, if we had dropped our storage temperature from 
35 or 40 down to 25 or 30, that we would have had a great deal better 
success, and if I had an opportunity to experiment with this again that 
is one of the things I would do, just' drop the temperature and see if that 
wouldn't help solve the problem. 

DR. J. R. KAMP (University of Illinois}: I want to make a com
ment about Mr. Hancock's suggestion about nutrients in the rooting me
dium. We have found on a number of things that we get better results if 
we apply nutrients to the rooting medium about 10 days before we are 
going to take the cuttings out. This would be especially good in the case 
of your leaving them in to get some secondary roots. If you apply the 
nutrients about IO days before you take them out, they are ready to send 
out some extensions of their roots in about IO days. That mea11s just at 
the time you are getting them into the pot they are sending out new roots, 
so you don't have a stoppage in root growth and it really works quite well. 

I had a question about this Perlite. Just what grade? What size 
particles are those? 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: It is a comparatively fine particle size. 
It would be about like No. 7 silica sand or a little finer. 
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An}' other comments or questions? 

DR. HENRY T. SKINNER, (National Arboretum, Washington, 
D. C.): Your remarks about Viburnu1n Carlesi reminds me of a little 
experiment we did at Cornell a few years ago with Viburnu&. Carlesi 
when the growth substances were j11st coming out. We rooted quite a 
batch of Carlesi and carried them through the winter, as I remember, all 
the ones that were rooted with growth substa11ces came through the winter 
and all those rooted without treatment we lost just about 100 per cent. 
It was a little interesting then on the basis of the growth substances. Since 
then it has occurred to me it is probably connected with the point Mr. Kern 
brought out, the ones ,v1th growth s11bstances rooted a little early. Those 
,vere probabl}' earl)' July cuttings and the}' became established and made a 
rather better root development, and as a result, those pla11ts carried through 
the winter, whereas, the others didn't. 

Of course, in the n1atter of azale,ts, with which I am a little more 
f,1n1il1ar than viburnums, I al~'ays say that azaleas of difficult t}•pes should 
be rooted earl}'· If there is a little top growth in the winter in the green
house, you will ha,·e no losses. I think the same principle applies with 
viburnum except you ma}' get by with extra root development instead of 
top growth. I think that growth is very important, and once you get that, 
I don't think you have trouble over-wintering. 

CHAIRl\1AN FILLMORE: I would just like to comment on that 
very briefl}'· I can see there might be ,·er}' great value indeed in having a 
heavier root S}'Stem. As far as the development of tops on these viburnum 
cuttings is concerned, on the basis of this little test of mine, it doesn't make 
any difference. The pl,tnts which did not develop new gro,vth came 
through just as well as the plants which did. Now it is entirrly possible 
that the more heavily rooted ones survived better than the more light!}' 
rooted ones. I didn't attempt to separate on the basis of light rooting and 
heavier rooting. Some of them were cuttings potted before rooting and 
w~ didn't have an opportunity to examine them. Any othei: comments or 
questions? · 

MR. DeGROOT (Sheridan Nurseries, Ontario): A few years back, 
it must have been in the twenties, we tried Viburnum Carlesi from cuttings. 
They were all lost, which was discouraging, but afterward we left them 
two years outside in the frames where the}' were first planted and there was 
a bigger percentage for transplanting. 

MR. JACK BLAUW: I did the same and we planted them for one 
y·ear in the frame and they grew ver}' well. We made the cuttings in the 
greenho11se and planted them in the cold frame and left them there for a 
full year and the next spring dug them out. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: These cuttings were made up in the 
greenhouse, planted in the frame and left there for one full year, following 
which they could be field-planted without losses. An}' other comment? 

' PRESIDENT WELLS: Dick, I would like to make a comment, 
if I may. I think that Carl Kern has got somrthing really important in 
this secondar}' root system. It is wrong perhaps to consider what viburnum 
will do in the light of how other plants behave because every plant is an 
individual, but we have found in other forms of plant propagation that if 
we can obtain a secondary root system, that is small branch roots from the 
soft primary roots which emerge from the cutting in the first instance that 
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those cuttings ,vith the secondar)' root S)'Stem will stand much rougher 
treatment, will go ahead more "'igorously and generally are far less difficult 
to h:1ndle and deal with. 

Our preoccupatil)n with this proble111 wa~ directed to machine planting 
of )'Oung material and cuttings coming out with soft roots couldn't be 
1nachine-planted. The)' just wouldn't take it, but get the roots toughened 
up and get a secondary root S)'Stem and the)' will take it very well. I be
lieve that is a ver,, fundame11tal point . 

• 

CHAIRi\1IAN FILLlVIORE: Are there an,, other con1ments on this -
topic of rooting vib11rn11ms with cuttings? If not, we have two other 
SJ)ealcers, l\11 r. Kern and l\1I r. Hoogendoorn. 

PRESIDEN"l' WELLS: This q11estion of viburnums from cuttings 
i, 11ot closed because we pass along to the next subject. If anyone gets a 
l1ra1nstorm and thinks of something, b,, all means get up and say it. "fhese 
proceedings a1·e going to be edited and put into some sort of order before 
they are final!)' printed. What ,ve want is information, so at an)' time 
during the meeting if )'OU have something to sav on an)' topic, please come 
forward with it. 

Now our next speaker 1s Carl Kern, and probabl)' man)' of )'OU know 
him much better than I do, but on a number of occasions I have met him 
and his wife, whom I ;1m ,,erv glad to see here, too. She always comes w1tl1 
him to these meetings. Carl is another one of these real plantsmen. He 
sent me a magnolia some long time ago. I plantecl it in my garde11 and a 
man ca1ne along with a 111ower and cut the thing to the ground, and that 
was the end of l\1Iag11olia Carl Kern. 

l\1I R. CARL KERN : You will get another one. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: That is what I had in mind., (Laughter). 
Without more ado, therefore, I would like to present Carl Kern, ,Vyoming 
Nurseries, Cincinnati.' (Applause). 

MR. CARL KERN: l\1r. President, ladies and gentlemen: It 
gives me great pleasure to appear before you this afternoon and speak to 
you on the subject of ,,iburn11m. You know viburnums and magnolias 
are two of my pet hobbies. I have played around with those plants all my 
life. I give 1nagnolias pr1mar)' choice and viburnum second. 

Just a few short remarks to give )'OU some idea of the importance of 
the viburnums. We know of about 120 species of viburnums ,vhich are 
native of North and Central America, Europe and North Africa and of 
later years we have recei,,ed these wonderful compa1·at1vely new intro,luc
tions from eastern Asia which can be enumerated as high as from 54 to 70 
Asian species. So you see, we have a tremendous reservoir of plant material 
to deal with from the~e ,,iburn11ms. 

All the viburnums are highlv valuable shrubs of great plant material 
value in landscape composition or wherever else they might be used. We 
have tall species viburnums that will attain a height of 25 to 30 feet, such as 
f/1b11r11u1r1 rufid11lurr1, and I tl1ink I have another one here Lentago, the 
co1nmon inkberr)', a native species. · 

Then, on the opposite side we have Opulusnanum-a plant about 
I ~l to 24 inches in height, and the next medium-sized shrub, cassinoide.f, a 
very ,,aJuable plant in an)' landscape composition. 
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. A1nong the viburnums, the general public thinks immediatel}' of snow
balls. That seems to be the charm of viburnum, tl1e snowball. They all 
have a picture in their mind of a round, glossy, shiny ball of flowers. Among 
the snowball types, the flowers are totally sterile so you will never find any 
seeds on the so-called snowball viburnums. 

The oldest known snowball is the European f/iburnur11 Opulus and 
then we have our Japanese viburnum Viburnum tomentosum, sterile or 
V. plitcatun1 as it is sometimes called. The Chinese snowball viburnum, is 
f/iburnun1 111acrocephalum, sterile. 

The Chinese snowball is perhaps the peer of all the sno,vballs. It will 
produce balls eight inches in diameter and the plant is loaded from top to 
bottom. The range of hardiness of the Chinese snowball is somewhat 
limited. I don't think it would grow as far north as Boston. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: No, not successfull)'· 

QUESTION: What is the Latin name of that Chinese? 

l\1R. KERN: f/1b11rnu11z 1nacrocephaium. That means big head. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Is it true they have flowers eight to 10 
inches across? 

MR. KERN: Yes, eight incites across. 

l\1R .. KE~N: The,e are just a few short remarks as to the family of 
viburnums in general, and I would like also to point out to you the value 
of the gorgeous fall coloring foliage of the viburnums. Some of these are: 
Carlesz is gorgeous. Bztchuense is a gorgeous sight with its hard-to-describe 
orangy-red color. All of our viburnums are very highly attractive subjects 
in the fall, aside from the evergreen species of which we are able to gro,v 
a few, but only one of which I would recommend. 

Now, on the subject of seeding. The viburnum fan1il}' produces most 
unusually attractive fruits \\'hich are at times more attractive than the 
flower or the foliage of the plant itself-I might say two-thirds of our 
viburnums are planted and grown for the attractiveness of their fruits. 
So in order to produce plants, then we go back to seed. That means we 
usually have seeds to produce plants in large quantities. 

One of the first things the propagator concerns himself with ir1 pro
ducing viburnum from seed is careful observation of the seed-bearing plants, 
beginning as earl)' as August. Some of our viburnum species ha,•e a habit 
of maturing the seeds vef)' early ;ind others again are later. In order to 
acquaint ourselves with the habits and nature of these various maturing 
viburnums we have to watch them careful!,•. , 

One of the earliest to mature is lanta11a 1·ugosu,11. 'fhey mature about 
the earliest. I have made it a practice to ol1serve these plants caref11ll}'· 
As you are fully aware, ,·iburnum 5eeds are of the bon)' hard shell t)•pe. 
A tough customer to handle, as far as germination is concerned. 

I have made it a practice to clean the seeds earl}', just as soon as the 
first signs of approaching maturit}' appear. That is the time to get them. 
If you permit these seeds to remain on the mother plant until they reach 
full maturit}', that seed coat becomes to11gl1er and tougher. It will, there
fore, tl!,ke that much more ti1ne to germinate the seed. That is one theory 
I have followed consistently. 
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I might illustrate to you. You all knov., T1 1bu1·11u,,1 lantana seed will 
remain on the bush until the seeds shrivel up, become black and hard, 
almost dry. You gather that seed and proceed to plant it and you will 
find that late harvested seed will lay over at least two years until it ger-
1ninates. If you plant it in the fall, nothing happens the following spring. 
It lays over until the following su1nmer and comes up the year after. You 
sl1ould gather your lantana seed earlv, when it just has reached about the 
transition point from green to red and a few berries here and there will 
already have shown that bluish-black color. I bring them in and let them 
mature on a trav for a week or 10 days. I always clean any seeds, espe-

• 

cially the seeds of these flesh)· viburnums. It is essential to wash these 
seeds clean, due to the fact that you can't handle the sticky gummy masses. 
You have to clean them. After the ~eeds are clean, I never permit them to 
dry too much. I let them dry so I can handle them. That is only a matter 
of six or eight hours or a day . 

• 

As soon as they have been thoroughly cleaned we stratify these seeds 
immediately in pure sand and, as the vibt1rnum varieties come in we even
tually reach the point at the middle of October or end of October when 
we plant everything out in seed beds at once, with a few exceptions. I 
would recommend fall planting of all viburnum seeds with a few excep
tions which I will mention to you later. 

A viburnum seed bed should be a well-prepared one, consisting of a 
sandy loam, perhaps a liberal amount of peat chopped in with it. 

The method of planting seeds is optional. You may broadcast them 
if you want to. I prefer to plant them in drills. I use a strip of sheathing, 
I think about 4¼ or S inches wide, draw the drill, and insert the seed. 
That does away with the laborious job of stripping the seed bed, sowing 
the seeds and then covering afterwards. By sowing in drills, we move 
backwards, push back beyond the seeds and we are always done. Inciden
tally, when the seedlings first appear, it gives us a chance to do a little 
cultivating, if necessary. 

' 
. Now, tl1e str~tification of seeds; as I will ment.iop at times, is quite an 

essential thing, especially of seeds of your old pet which has ~een mentioned 
so often, Vibur11unz Carlesi and the leather leaf viburnum. These two 
species have a funny habit. They never will germinate in the spring 
months. I don't care ho,v I have handled thrse seeds, they will only ger: 
minate and the seedlings will appear late summer, July and August. 

I brought with me here a sample of T1 1burnu1n Carlesi. It appeared 
about the middle of August. We potted them immediately. A plant like 
this would never carry over winter out of doors in an open seed bed. There 
would be 100 per cent loss. 

At the end of one year, we have this. Now this is an average size 
plant. Sometimes we get them two feet high in one year. This plant is 
ready to be bedded this coming spring. 

At the end of another year we have a V1burnu111 Carlesi of this type. 
Look at the root system. This plant is ready to go into the field now. You 
still see the remains of the old pot ball . 

• 

Now here we have a Viburnu,,z Carlesi on its own roots, which I pre-
fer to any grafted on dentatum or lantana. 1'his is absolutely on its own 
roots, and incidentally, you will find a seedling T1 1burnu1n Carlesi is a better 
plant than any ever grafted or even a cutting. 
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Sorr1e of ill}' fr1e11ds sa}' these viburnum seedlings won't bloo1n. Who 
said so? f/1bur11ur11 (,,'a,·lel·1 is a true species. It blooms cert:1inl}' in the 
field :1fter the second ,,ear. We have bushes 1n full bloon1. You ,viii find 

• 

that plant real!)' grows. l'h1s plant 1s only 30 months old fro111 seed. 

I brought a specimen of f/1b11rnu111 1·/1ytirlopl1J'llu111. (Showing speci
men of plant). RhJ·t1rlophyllu111 seed behaves lil,e Carles,. It will not ger
minate until late sum,ner. We carr}' 1t over one }'Car, transplant it in a 
bed and this is the resulting 011e }'Car transplant of f/1bu1·1111111 1·/1J1t1rlopl1J'l

l u Ill. 

I have selecte(l t}'!)C, of these f/1bu1·11u111 1·/1vt1rlup/1yll11111, I am a great 
believer in the selection of t,'1)es. Nature is a great selector of t)'pes when 
it co111es to hard111e,s. We grow these seedlings fro,n plants that I have 
k11ow11 have survived for the last 30 }'ears in the Cincinn:1ti are:1, bloomed 
and had t1·11it 1n the !,1st 30 }'Cars. In other word~, the}' ha,,e become the 
survivors of the fittest. Tl1ere 1s ,t great deal in the select1on of t}'pe,. 

A1nong other things, I \)rou[;ht }'OtI he1·e the result of seedlings of the 
Chi11ese te:t viburnu,n, f/1bu1·1111,11 set1ge1·u111. Here I believe we have one 
of the most gorgeo11s of all fr111tir1g ,,iburnu111s. It took these fello,vs two 
years and the}' sprouted this spring. It ts ;1 ver}' rap1d-grow1ng thing. 
I11cidentall}', 1t 1s one of the best to grow frorn cuttings. 

Among the othe1 specimen,, I have f/1bu1·1111111 1·u/irlulu111, tl1e so-called 
rust}1-black Haw, a native which I think has been overlooked ,nuch too 
long. You see 1t still carries its leaf. We have had several frosts and it 
still has a beautiful!}' thick, gloss,, foliage rese1nbl1ng a laurel. f/1burn11111 

r11fid11lu111 lends itself to pruning in all forms. If }'OU care to grow them 
up into pyramids or grow them in a standard manner, or a globe-head, you 
can do so. All these things are possible. As a foliage plant and for fruit, 
it cannot \)e excelled. It has al,va}'S been a ITI}'Ster}' to me that this 11ative 
has never f<1und its wa,, into the nurser,, trade. The fruit starts in as a 

• • 

darl, olive gree11 fruit ;111d turns-how could I describe it-to a sort of a 
plum-blue color, ,vith a plum blush. Later, it goes over into blue-black in 
large heav)' clusters. f/ihu1·11urn rufidu/11111 should be planted as a single 
speci,nen. Whe11 1t is in fruit,, it beats an}'thing I could picture to }'Ou, 
even 1n the fl.ower1ng sh1·11bs. 

Here are a few seedlings, one of f/1bu1·nu111 la11ta11a r11gosur11. I know 
}'OU are fa1niliar with the la11ta11a. This is rugosum or the so-called crinkly 
leaf v1burnu1n. 'fhere aga111, we have ;1 viburnum of exceptional value as 
far as its fruit is conccr11ed,-g,reat big, gorgeous clusters of berries three 
times as large as the common lantr1na and as ;i specirnen plant it cannot be 
excelled. 

'l'hen 
rl1latr1tu111. 
,,1burnums 

I ha,,e a few n1ore. 
It is not a 11ovelt,, 

• 

It won't do for me to me11tion f/1burnu,11 

an}' more, but one of our best red-fruited 
1n the busi11ess. -

Among the cornrnoner native viburnum are f/1b11r1111111 p1·un1fol1un1, 

,vhich is next to a floweri11g dogwood. When that is in bloom 1t makes a 
111ce plant. It can go 30 feet high, usually IO or 15 feet. When in bloom 
it is a ver)' show}', gorgeous plant. • 

Then a1nong our common native species 
mon ~ranberr)', need not be o,,erlooked. 

f/1bur11u111 t,·ilobu,11, or com-

' ' 

We also, of course, in ever,, list have f/1bur11u111 rle11tatu,11. - I use 
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{,/1bu1·11u111 1110/le, the Kentuck,· viburnurn in !)reference to de11tatu111. It 1s 
• 

a 1nuch l1eavier, broader leaf, thicker foliage, and a heavier structural shrub 
,vhich does ,1 gre,tt de,11 1nore good as far as foliage effect is concerned than 
rle11tatu111. ll<ith shr11bs are valuable adjuncts for shady plants and things 
of that t)•pe. 

I am going to tell )'OU something else about seeding other than vibur-
1111m. I would like to show ,•011 somt>thing in cherry. Here we have a 
seedling, a one )'ear's seedling of P1·u11us sub/11rtella pe11dula, the ,veeping 
cherr)'. This plant has grown from a seed smaller than a s1nall half-size 
pea, since the e11d of l\1Iarch, to a three-foot piant. It is unbelievable. You 
,vii! notice the ten<le11C)' of these little branches to hecon1e pendulous. 

Now it is amazing that in two )'Cars' time I can grow a weeping cherry 
tti four or fi.,•e feet height, and the P1·1111us subl11rt~llt1 in the market are 
standard grafts on a co1nn1on S\\•eet cherr)' which seems to have a dwarfing 
effect of the ,veep1ng cherr)'· E. W. \\,7 1lson ( Chinese Wilson) from the 
1\1nold Arboretum, with ,vhom I have talked man)' a time, used to tell 1ne 
he had seen P1·11n1rr ;·11bl111·tella pe11rl11lr1 80 feet high. He n1entioned that 
111 his book, ''N,1tu"ral Things Weren't Grafted.''. 1'hey grew on their o,,,n 
roots fro1n seeds, and I have l)een doing that. 

I gather these seeds from a grafted specimen of pe11dula. I kno\\• it is 
a good pink. 1'he)' n1a)' var)• from blush pink to pink. Look at a plant 
like that. You can get trees 40 or SO feet high of weeping cherr)'· 

lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: Is tl1at the single flower? 

1\1 R. KERN: The single t)'pe. 1'here is no seed on the double. 

l\lIR. HOOGENDOORN: 1'he stem of the single flower-is that 
not called '' Higan Cherr}' ?'' 

i\1R. KERN· I believe that is what it 1s. The double never seeds, 
of course. 'fhe on!)' trick is to gather the seed of these cherries. Some
t11nes we have a late spring trec-ze and the seed of these flowers is lost. It 
tal<es a lot of time and patience and observation to gather tl1ese seeds and 
1nost important <lf all, we have got to beat the birds to the punch. The 
birds .wait for these cherries. The)' are gone in 011e da}'· l\·'Iaybe that is 
the re,tson things like that are nevt>r listed. 

Now I have ver,, near!,, reached the conclusion of mv talk on vibur-
• • • 

nums. Here I bro11ght also a seedling of Cedrela s1ne11sis, a tree that has 
been overlooked too long, big con1pound foliage in summer creamy white, 
bluish-black berries in the fall. It is a tree of China. This plant grew in 
()JlC \'Car . 

• 

If an)' of )'Ou care to look over these specime11s later on, I will take 
them to the tal1le and we ,viii do our best to answer questions. 

lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: Those little seedlings )'Ou showed us, 
how do }'OU keep them over winter? 

i\1I. KERN: ,-Ve carr)' tl1e1n over 1n a cold deep frame. 
tl1rough I 00 per cent. 

Thev come 
• 

off? 
l\1R. HOOGENDOORN: Don't )'OU have trouble with damping 

lVIR. KERN: ,-ve cover with glass, carf}' them air-tight. 
through. 
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l\lIR. PIETER G. ZORG (Fairview, Pa.): We have trouble when 
we buy our seeds of viburnum. The seeds come up in about September or 
October and then when they come up they stay just above the ground and 
in the cold they freeze and we may many times lose them. What do ,ve do 
in a case like that? 

MR. KERN: Like I showed you, I pot them. 

l\1R. ZORG: Where )'OtI have thousands and thousands, it takes a 
lot of space. 

l\lIR. KERN: You might try covering with pine needles or sawdust. 

i\1R. ZORG: Wheat straw is used and then in the spring we alwa)'S 
check them and we find some of these varieties coming up already. 

l\1R. KERN: I ,vouldn't use co111mon wheat straw. Wheat stra,v 
carries too much moisture. It becomes supersaturated. You should use 
pine needles or sawdust, which is fluffy. 

MR. ZORG: ls there an)' method known to you to hasten germina-
tion? 

MR. KERN: I might tell you this: I started to experiment \\'ith 
these sulphuric acid solutions, 1 and 2 and 5 per cent solutions. I have 
subjected the seeds to the action of sulphuric acid. So far I haven't gotten 
anywhere. It is too early to say anything about it, but I think eventuall)' 
I will be able to break these seeds so they will germinate in April and Ma)' 
instead of three months later. When ,ve do that, we can grow this thing 
the first ye:1 r. 

MR. HUGH STEAVENSON (Forest Keeling Nursery, Elsberry, 
Missouri) : I would like to comment on that dormancy of the shoot that 
you referred to. All types of viburnums have two kinds of dormancy·
hypocot),l and epicotyl, which is shoot .dormancy. The roots start growing 
in the first summer and if you will dig in your seed bed you will find a very 
extensive root system by fa~!, but the shoot is still dorma_nt and, it has to 
go through the second cold period to break dorITiancy and it shoots up the 
follo"'·ing spring. I think where you get them early you no doubt- get that 
root growth the first fall, when normally it occurs the following summer. 

MR. KERN: That is right. • 
, 

i\1R. STEA VENSON: Viburnums are near!)' always a twO-)'ear 
• • propos1t1on. 

MR. KERN: In closing my remarks, I have made a list here of the 
specimens of viburnum which I would recommend for mass production' 
from seed: 

Vibur11u111 acerifolium. It is a native, low-growi,ng, excellent for 
sl1ade plan. 

Viburnun1 alnifoliu111, a great big, enormous, broad-leafed viburnum, 
a very valuable plant, also a native. 

Viburnum ,Carlesi. 

Viburnu111 dilatatun1, the Chinese red species. 

Viburnum molle. 
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//1bu1·nu111 11udun1, ,vith laurel-like foliage, shin)' and verJ' beautiful. 

This viburn11m should be grown more. 

//iburnu,11 trilobu111, the high-bush cranberr)'· 

//1burnun1 pru11ifoli11111 or so-called black haw. 

f/iburn11111 rhJ·t1dophyl/11111, the leather-leaf viburnum. 

//1burn11111 ru/idu/11,n, the rustJ' black haw. 

Viburnurn setigerum, Chinese tea viburnum. 

V1bur11u1n to111entos111n can be grown from seed very successfully. 
There again, J'OU must be on the trigger "'hen the seed is exactly right, red. 
You might be two da)'S too late. You have to catch it right at the right 
n1omen t. 

//1bur11u111 W r1g/1t1, another red f1·uiting viburnum. 

//1burnu111 dentatum, the old arrow wood. 

And f/1bu1·1111111 S1Pbold1, another one of ou1· tall:growing Asiatics. 
Speaking of //iburnurn Sieboldi, there is one of the trickiest things. I have 
stratified- f/1burnu111 Sieboldi seed and tried to hold it over until the middle 
of March. Invariably, I lost it. It must be fall planted. Viburnum Sie
boldi in one year will grow 15 or 18 inches high. 

This is a list of viburnum species, the clones of which I would recom
n1end for seed production in large quantities. Any other question? 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Do you find //zburnum Wrighti comes 
true from seed? 

MR. KERN: Yes, we get good seed. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Does it come true? 

MR. KERN: Yes, it is an original species, not a clone. Often my 
friends say V1burn11m Carlesi seedlings wo11't bloom. I say, ''How come? 
Who said it wo11't bloom? We proved that long ago." It is an original 
botanical species and will bloom. 

I will sa)' this, in these seeding operatio11s and handling thousa11ds of 
seedlings we ran across quite a few outstanding variations. I have some 
crosses from seeds gathered from Viburnum Carlesi and Viburnum Burk
woodi which I grew side by sid~. I obtain crosses. Some will hold foliage, 
J'et they bloom like Carlesi. I am watching these things carefull)'· Maybe 
some daJ' we will stumble across something. 

Another thing yo11 might hear about,in the next two or three years,
we are about to introduce a pink Japanese snowball. Now that may sound 
pretty fishy to some of you men, but we were fortu11ate enough to observe 
a twig on //ibur1111m p/1catu111. 'fhe foliage was deeper and greener. It 
just was different from the rest of the plant. That twig attracted my at
tention and I thought it might be something valuable. I was able to get a 
piece of wood and made three buds. I happened to have tornentosum in the 
field, and I budded it. The following year tl1e buds stood very well. Last 
J'ear, I was able to get the first bloom on these buds and I have appleblossom 
pink viburnum. I am !)OW in the second generation to prove whether this 

' ' 
thing is constant. You know they can reverse themselves. I may wind up 
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,vith a pt1re white one, like the original pl,111t. Ho,vever, l think possibl)' 
a pink snowball is 1n the offing. 

MR. HOWARD SCARFF (W. N. Scarff & Sons, New Carlisle, 
Ohio): What has been )'OUr experience with T1 1b111·1111111 B111·kwood1'! 

• 

l\1IR. KERN: 'I'hat is a clone. 

i\lIR. SCARFF: Will It revert? 

i\lIR. KERN: You get all sorts of t)'pes. That /1 1b11r1111111 Burkwoodi 

is a h),brid of utile, an evergreen vib11rnum and Viburnum Juddii, which is 
a hybrid clone ( V. carlesi and V. bitchuense). We have J uddii growing 
from seed. It is not the real thing. 

' 

Another viburnum is l1 1b11r11u111 Cl1e11a11lt1, another coining viburnu1n. 
It is a pink bloomer, seeds ver)' heavtl)'· It is hard!)' mentioned )'Ct, but a 
very fine plant. · ' 

MR. A. SHA!\1l\1ARELJ..,O ( So 11th Euclid, Ohio) : In a block of 
V1burnu111 to111entos11111, I found one form resembles ;1rbor vitae. Will vou 

• 

tell me "\\•hat it is. I don't think it is an),thi11g new. 

l\lIR. KERN: In the trade there is a fl1bur11u111 to111e11tosu111 Hessei, 
a compact for1n that the Hessei Nurser)' 1n German)' propagated~ That 
might be one of these sprouts. Hang onto it. 

l\1R. SHA!\1MARELLO: I have never see11 it 111 bloom. 

MR. KERN: It ma)' bloom eventually. I would hang onto it. There 
. II d ''H '' is one va r1et)', ca e , esse1. 

l\1IR. LADDIE .T. l\1ITISKA (l\1Iitiska Nurseries, A1nherst, 0.): 
I wish to comment on the flowering qualities of Viburnum Carlesi. We 
have about 15 plants. We gathered the seeds and picked out 15 pounds of 
clean seed. 1 think that shows thev bloom 11icely . 

• 

MR. KERN: Again I might tell )'Ou, we are never sure wh,tt seeds 
,viii do from )'Car to year. There is no fixed rule. The maturity of seed 1~ 
variable, just as var1,1ble as the "\\'Cather._ One )'Car }'OU ma)' have a tre
mendous crop, 100 per cent gern1inat1on results, another )'Car )'OU come out 
zero, nothing doing, so you have to have a lot of perseverance, patience and 
''st1ck-to-it-ive-ness," and that is the onl)' way you will get results. There 
is no cure-all for ever)'thing. 

In closing my remarks, I might sa}' that we love this work in our 
Plant Propagators SocietJ•. We love the activit)' as a whole. \Ve propose 
to plant propagators to disseminate good practical knowledge and we pro
pose to pursue the science of plant propagation along scientific lines. Let us 
first of all be propagators and not ''profitgators." (Applause). 

PRESIDENT WELLS: I am glad to see ever)•one so 
dorses that last remark. 

heart1lv en-. , 

Just a couple of comments before Dick introduces the next speaker. 
We don't want to be pedantically difficult about getting these records 
down, but would )'OU please be ver)' careful when )'OU get up to speak 
clear!)' and speak loudly? The essence of this meeting is in what this lady 
is doing down below here and she needs to hear what )'Our name is and 
what )'OU have to saJ'. So speak slowl)', clear!)', distinctly, enunciate your 
name so she knows what to put down. 
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The second thing, a number of people have brought plant material and 
at the end of the afternoon meeting we will try to get some tables set up 
here and get this material lined out so for this evening's meeting we can 
have the material on hand and it will, no doubt, form a basis for much 
discussion. If anyone has anything with him, will he please bring it along 
after the meeting is over this afternoon, so we can set it up? 

CHAIRMAN FILLlvIORE: Now I would like to make a couple 
of comments also. The first one is that Mr. Kern's discussion of green seed 
or nearly green seed interests me a good deal. I don't know of a single 
instance where, if the embr)'O is excised from the seed at the proper time, 
that embryo will fail to grow. In other words, the embryo begins to de
"·elop and it goes on developing and at some time in its development dor
mancy is usually imposed upon it b)' the fruit. If the fruit matures very 
fully, the depth of dormanC)' ma}' be ver)• great; if the fruit is relatively 
immature, dormancy ma)' be relative!)' short. If the embr)'O is excised 
early and grown under sterile conditions, dormanc,• ma)' not be present at 
all. There is, therefore, a verJ' great deal of advantage sometimes in 
handling seeds in the green condition. 

There is another thing, too, not all v1bu1·nums _have dormanC)'· For 
example, I once got a collection of T1 1bu1·11u111 11udu,,1 from the Carolinas 
in which there was no dormancy whatever. We simply sowed cleaned seeds 
in a warm greenhouse. They germinated like tomatoes. The Bo)'Ce Thomp
son Institute has reported T11burnum scabrellu1,1 which behaves the same 
way. I have never been able to find scabre[lu111. I understand that southern 
scabrellum and northern de11tatu,,1 are related. There is a complex, begin
ning with dentatu,n in the north and going south into pubescens and sca
brellum. At the southern extreme you have seeds which will germinate 
freely and don't exhibit dormancy and in the north with the Viburnum 
dentatum you may have the double type of dormancy which was mentioned 
earlier in the afternoon. ' 

Now I should like to introduce Case Hoogendoorn of Newport, Rhode 
Island, whom I have known for a number of years. Mr. Hoogendoorn is 
one of the most competent and successful plant propagators in the east. I 
have frequently visited his greenhouses. His latchstring is always ot1t and 
I vrould certainly urge any of you folks who find yourselves in the vicinity 
of Newport to try to call around on his birthday because that is always a 
fe1tive occasion and he is particularly happy and glad to greet visitors at 
tJ,at time. (Applause). 

MR. CASE HOOGENDOORN (Newport, R. I.): Mr. Chair
man, ladies and gentlemen: Thev selected me to speak on ''The Grafting 
of Vibu1·num'' which to me has a lot of advantages. 

I didn't bring any san1ple or demo11~trations. All I brought was some 
paper and what I am going to read to )'OU is only our experience with 
grafting viburnums, and as you will notice, we still have problems. Most 
viburnums are easv to graft, and the one we have most trouble with is 
Carles,. That is_ v.•h)• I want to tell you our experience. After I get 
through, maybe somebod)• can straighten me out with some of these prob
lems . 

. . . Mr. Case Hoogendoorn read his paper on ''The Grafting of 
\ T"b '' 1 urnum ... 
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The Crafting of Viburnum 
C. HOOGENDOORN, NURSERYMAN 

T11rner Road, Newport, R. I. 

We graft Viburnum and do both winter and su1nmer grafting and 
will start to discuss the understock we use for grafting. 

We graft Virburnum and use nothing but Viburnum Dentatum f,1r 
understock and onl}' use Viburnum Lantana when we cannot get enough 
Den ta tum. 

However, in t~e past we experienced considerable trouble with black 
S\)Ot and leaf drop in the foliage of Viburnum Carlesi. 

Years ago in Holland we used nothing else but Viburnum Lantana 
for uRderstock so after I came over, continued to use Lantana for under
stock. 

Finall}' about 1930 we tried Dentatum as an understock and dis
covered that we were getting just as good a growth and were not bothered 
half as much with black spot and leaf drop . 

• 

Since then we have alwa,,s used Viburnum Dentatum as an understock 
• 

except when we cannot get enough Dentatum. 

I know that a lot of people object to grafted Viburnum and complain 
about suckering and the}' are full)' justified in a good many cases. In order 
to overcome that, we t1se nothing but nursery grown Viburnum Dentatum, 
one or two }'ears old and de-C}'C all understock ( especially around the neck 
of the root) before potting. We have never used collected Viburnt11n 
Dentatum. We've looked i11to that when nurser}' grown seedlings were 
sometimes unavailable but the samples we received at various times showed 
they were mostl)' suckers and loaded with sucker eyes all the way through 
the roots. We have skipped grafting Viburnum in some years rather tl1,1n 
graft on collected ~tock: 

' 
No doubt, a lot of people have a good reason to complain about 

suckers on grafted or budded Viburnum if they bought them from a careless 
propagator or grower who did not go to the trouble of de-e)1ing his under-
stock. , .• 

. 

We take most of our grafted Viburnum and plant them in ,l bed for 
one )'Car before we sell or line them over the field. When we dig then1 
from the bed, we look them over very carefull)' again for suckers. We may 
find a few small stickers ( and it is onlv a few) which were too small to 
see or were skipped in the de-eying process. After that we line them over 
the field to grow into saleable plants and whether we have them for two 
or three )'Cars or more in the block. we very rarely find any more sticker~. 
I hope that this explanation will do a,vay· with a lot of the prejudice many 
people have against grafted Viburnum. Just buy them from a conscientious 
nurseryman and yott will be alright. 

I realize that I have gone wa,, ahead of myself as I still have not told 
you anything about grafting. 

We pot all of our understock in good potting ~oil witl1 some sand and 
peat mixed in it to prevent the soil from getting sour in the pot. 

About the middle of October we pot up our understock for winter 
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grafting. If yot1 can keep the foliage on for some time, they will reroot 
very readily which is preferred. If )'OU do it too late or too early, the leaves 
will drop soon after potting and then they will not start rerooting until 
February when yot1 get action again i,1 the tops. 

When we graft them we leave the tops on and use a side graft and 
then put them in the sweat bench ,vith the unions buried in damp peat 
moss. As you all know, a sweat bench or just as often called a grafting 
bench in a greenhouse is covered with sash on top of the bench. 

After the grafts are in this grafting bench, they have to be watched 
very carefully. Viburnt1ms do not like excessive humidity so the first 
thing we do every morning is to hang up the sashes and drain off all the 
excess humidity which collects on the glass. Then we leave them ope11 
for ten or fifteen minutes and as the}' progress, we extend this airing 
period. During the hottest part of the day when the sun is out, we roll 
thin linen over the glass for shading. 

Viburnums react very quickly under glass and in about ten days we 
1iut a two inch stick under each sash and carry air on them continuously. 
\Ve have learned through sad experience that Viburnums do not like too 
1nuch heat and the more they progress, the more air we give them. That 
way they are well hardened off by the time they are fully united and ready 
to be taken out of the bench. We have had a lot of trouble while they 
\\'ere in the grafting bench because after a while, we got a swelling at the 
terminal of the scion and they would split right down. This, in turn, 
dried out the scion and just killed that graft. 

At first when we did not know this, we had severe losses that wa)' 
especiall)' when we grafted them in Marcl1 when the greenhouses were 
getting pretty hot. So after that we have always grafted them in our 
first batch of grafts around New Year which is the coolest part of the 
winter in the greenhouse. We have overcon1e this splitting pretty well 
b)' careful watching. 

One thing I would like to mentio11 now is that we have never 
experienced as much trouble with splitting in Viburnum W righti, Burk
wood1 or Setigerum as we have in Carlesi. We find that Viburnum 
Carlesi 1s the most troublesome \\'ith this splitting. 

Since we have found out that Viburnums do not like too much hea,t 
and moisture, we started to experiment with grafting them on an open 
bench. \Ve bur)' the union under peat and just throw some papers o,,er 
them for the first two ,veeks. E,,er)' morning we take these papers off 
and fog them with a fine spray nozzle and then put the papers back again. 

In about two weeeks we get considerable action and most of the 
scions are breaking b)' that time. Then we take the papers off altogether. 
On sunn)' days we keep fogging them once or twice a day. 

Just as soon as most of them are well calloused and united, we set 
the111 over and at this time put them on top of the peat in order to harde11 
the callous. We bur)' again the ones which are not fully united until they 
are finished up. 

The reason for setting these grafts over 1s a ver)' important one. We 
have fo11nd that once )'Ot1r graft is united an<l )'OU leave that graft buried 
in the peat, the callous starts to get water)' and turns black and you can 
lose )'Our grafts just as fast. So )'OU see that no matter whether you 
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graft in a grafting bench or open bench, )'Our grafts alwa)'S need careft1l 
watching. 

Well, that is our experience with winter grafting of Viburnum and 
as I mentioned in the beginning, we also do summer grafting. 'fhis has 
several advantages which you will notice as I go along. 

The plants we graft in the summer are potted up in the spring 1n 
April and plunged outside in an open bed. 'fhis potted stock is left there 
until the time we graft them. 

We generally graft toward the end of August or in the beginning of 
September. This depends on when our scions are ready since this is the 
dominating factor in summer grafting. We have to wait until we find 
branches which have stopped growing and are sufficiently hardened off. 
We have found that branches which are growing will wilt and do not 
callous and will fung11s ver)' easily. 

I would like to mention now that 
summer grafting and so we take all the 
this. 

fungus is your 
• precautions we 

biggest danger in 
know of to avoid 

After we plant out all our stock from the greenhouse, we clean them 
out by carrying out all peat and sand and even cleaning underneath the 
benches. Then we give them a thorough washing and let them dr)' out 
as much as possible. We open all the doors a11d ventilators in order to 
get as much air and sun in there as we can. When they are thorough!)' 
aired out we apply a coat of cuprinol to all the benches and leave these 
houses to air and dr)' out until we start making cuttings and grafting again. 
Then we bring in all new sand and peatmoss again and start off a new 
season. We also put on a coat of ,vhitewash on the glass and shades tcJ 
tr)' to l1old the temperature down as much as possible. 

When we bring in our Viburnum stock which we are going to graft 
from outside, we take a cloth and wipe off all our pots and also the base 
of the stem. Of course, by tl1e time we graft these summer grafts, the 
stems are potbound so we cut them off about an inch or more above the 

• 
pot; just enough so that we can graft on the stub. We take these grafts 
and put them 1n 011r grafting bench tinder glass and bury the union under 
damp peatmoss. 

Every morning we open up our sashes to drain off all excess moisture 
and air them for ten or fifteen minutes and agai_n this is increased as the 
grafts progress. On sunny days we roll the line11 over the glass as well. 

While we have the bench open, we go over these grafts very thorough!)' 
looking for fungus and also remove any bad leaves we may fi11d. As I 
n1ent1oned before, in su1nmer grafting fungus is )'Our biggest danger 
as it will wipe out a batch of grafts in no time. You must always remem
ber that a greenhouse in the summer is hot and humid and this is the ideal 
condition for fungt1s growth. But before you get that far, your grafts 
are a constant worr,, . 

• 

'fhese summer grafts also have tht·ir advantages. In the first place, 
)'OU do not need an)' fuel. In the second place, a summer graft which 
has been lined out for one yt'ar is a much stronger plant and a freer 
g1ower than a winter graft which has been lined out for one year. 

'fhe reason for that is, of courst', very eaS)' to explain. Your winter 
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' 

graft has been forced into growth during the winter while you ,vere graft
ing it and carried in the greenhouse until spring. After it is planted ot1t, 
it will take time out to rest and will rest for a considerable time before 
• • 1t starts to grow again. 

Now }'Ou take your summer grafts. It has not been forced into 
growth while it was grafted. After it was united and read}' to get out 
of the grafting bench, it ,vas taken to an outside cold frame and sash put 
over it. Then we start to air them again and as time goes along, give 
them more and more air to harden tliem off again to get them in shape 
to withstand the winter. 

B}' late fall they will drop their leaves and go to sleep and rest all 
winter. When these grafts are planted out in the spring, the}' will start 
to grow and grow continuously all summer long as the}' have had their 
rest period during the winter. Consequent!}', you get a stronger growing 
plant. 

Here is one more reason where summer grafting has an advantage. 
We have grown \Tiburnum Carlesi from seed for about twent}' years 
( that is, whenever we were able to obtain tl1e seed). Right now we have 
a considerable number of stock plants anywhere from three to five feet. 

N aturall}', an}•thing grown from seed will almost always show some 
variations 1n foliage and habit of gro\\•th, etc. and this is also the case 
,vith Viburnum Carlesi. , 

Since ;1 lot of ot1r stock plants are coming into maturity, we noticed 
a couple of }'ears ago that there were some outstanding plants among them. 
By grafting in late summer we have an excellent chance to select these 
plants to cut scions fron1. 

For instnace, we noted that some plants will hold their foliage much 
better than others. Some will have nicer foliage than others. There are 
some that will ha,•e larger flowers and son1e will hold the pink in the 
flower longer than others. Then again ,ome plants will show a better 
plant structure and form a better bush. And last, but not least, some 
plants form flower buds more read1l}' than others and are more persistent 
budders. 

So what we are after now is to gradually get a selective t}•pe of 
Viburnum Carlesi which is a good grower, has good lasting foliage, large 
flowers and is a persistent budder. 

' 

I know this is a mouthful and that is wh}· it will take quite some tirne 
before we will be able to work up a stock but I think 1t is worth the effort. 

But what I ma1nl}• tried to bring out is that you cannot select scions 
for foliage in the winter. So here is one more advantage to summer 
grafting. 

CHAIRl\!IAN FILLl\!IORE: Do we have an}' comments or ques
tions for Mr. Hoogendoorn on ''The Grafting of Viburnums?'' 

DR. HENRY SKINNER (National Arboretum, Washington, 
D. C.): This ma}' be beside the point. lvlr. Hoogendoorn starts from 
grafting. I wonder if this isn't the logical time to bring up the point as 
to whether one actual!}• should graft or shouldn't graft Carlesi. That is, , 

on the kinds of stock general!}' used. The suckering is one point which 
}'Ou made. It seen1s to me it is logical we might be able to find a non-
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suckering stock on which Carlesi should gro"'· as vigorously as it does as a 
seedling, as was pointed out earlier this afternoon. 

I might cite an experience in Philadelphia with a Carlesi which 
as far as we can tell is up to 30 years old. It was up to 4 feet high once. 
It was a grafted plant. N o,v that plant, had it been a seedling at 30 
years, I believe should have been possibly in the neighborhood of IO feet 
high at least. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Not necessarily. We have also found 
slow-growing types among the seedlings. In fact, we have one now. I 
found it a couple of year ago, which I have called ''compact," which is a 
very compact growing one and makes a beautiful bush and has a large 
flower. 

DR. SKINNER: You will get all variations from possibly dwarfs. 
You may get vigorous ones and the good types you mentioned. The good 
types should by all means be selected. I am wondering whether we hadn't 
better propagate on an in1proved stock or try some other method. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Some prefer softwood cuttings in order 
to reproduce the selected t}'pes and we have done that, too. We have 
grown viburnums grown from soft wood but the cuttings haven't much 
boost to them. The}' are ver,, slow-growing plants. So from a com
mercial point of view, it wouldn't pav us to grow them and we went 
to grafting where we get a vigorous plant faster. 

DR. SKINNER: 1'ou have assurance that that plant will be as 
• vigorous. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Absolutely. 

DR. SKINNER: 1.'hat is the question that is always raised, and 
I am just wondering how true it is. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Naturally, if you take a graft from 
a vigorous plant }'OU will reproduce that vigorous plant, and I have 
talked with other people at the convention last summer and I passed the 
same remark. In the first place, it is a battle to root and winter Carlesi 
from cuttings, and once vou have them and they don't grow, it isn't worth 
the effort. I was talking to a few nurserymen and they had the same 
experience and they were going to quit jt1st on account of its being so slo\V
growing. We can grow them faster, so we will ~tick to grafting. 

DR. SKINNER: I might mention just during the past weelc I 
received a letter from a European nurseryman con1ing over this summer, 
whose main object was to open a market for special types of grafted 
azaleas and I told hi1n I would be glad to help all I could. I know the 
gentleman well. I said, ''First off, think of a really good reason ,vhy you 
want to sell grafted azaleas in the United States, because that is one 
question that is going to be asked you." 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: That is the hybrid type. If you want 
to reproduce the same varieties, the onlv wa}' to reproduce them is graft. 
He isn't going to have much success trying to graft them in this country. 

DR. SKINNER: They have an idea hybrids will on!}' occasionally 
come from cuttings. 

lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: The trouble we have found with 
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azaleas is that it is too hot and dry here in July for summer grafting, you 
think you are cutting a good scion. You put it in the bench and graft it and 
t,vo days later it will be hard as a rock. 

• 

MR. HANCOCK ( Cooksville, Onta1·io): Mr. Chair1nan and l\1r. 
Speaker, without questioning your judgment that the strong growing 
,·ariety should be the source for )'Ot1r propagating material, I would lilce 
to raise the question whether some of those variations or apparent variations 
)·ou see in your grafted plants are not due to some special compatibilit)' 
,vith that particular seedli11g ,,,hich you u,ed for that plant, and if )'OU 
didn't have it on that stock it ,vould return to just the straight line 
material. I think you should take into account that when )'OU graft an)' 
plant the influence of the stock on the scio11 is considerable, so )'OU get 
variations due to the understock, just as in growing a d,varf apple yot1 
,viii get considerable variation because of the understock. This variation 
,,,ould hold good in orna1nentals. I wot1ld question whether )'OU get any
thing permanent if )'OU select ,•ariable stock. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: 'I'hose ~-ere selected seedlings. 

l\1R. HANCOCK: I thought you were speaking of the graft 
1naterial. 

l\1R. HOWARD BURTON (Hill 'I'op Nurseries, Cassto,v,1, 0): 
I wish to voice a minority report on your understock and it ma)' be due to 
the different climate but Carles, grafted or budded on lanta11{1 n1akes a 
vigorous growth and a better plant than on dentatum or n1olle, and with 
110 more suckering, really, I don't believe as much suckering. \Ve rnuch 
prefer lantana to {ientat11n1. We gave up dentatu,11 after a fe,,, )·ears' 
trial. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: We have found dentatu,n is e,,er,• bit 
• 

as good. We found \\'hen we were grafting la11tana we had considerable 
t1ouble with black spots and leaf spot. With dentat111n we didn't ha,·e 
half as much. \Ve are 11sing today dentatun1. 

MR. BURTON: The plants side by side would be half the size. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Again, tl1at might be a questio11 due to 
soil or climatic conditions. In our neck of the woods we found it the 
other way, and that is why, after all, you may tell the other fello,,· ho,,, 
to do a thing or )'Our experience, but that doesn't mean you can go home 
and do the same thing, where )'OU have a variation in climate and soil. 

' l\1R. MARTIN van HOF (Rhode Island Nurseries, New11ort, 
R. I.) : To answer that question about the understoclc, about de11t{1tu111 
arid lantana understock, I could say in our section we are surrou11ded 
b)' salt water. Newport, Rhode Island juts right out. We have blaclc 
spot not on!)' in the Carlrsi but we have black spot in the la11ta11a, so we 
clropped the latana in order to overcome tl1e black spot in our Cla,·f,,s1, 
so we used de11tatu1n exclusively. Our gro,vth on de11tatur11, as Case said, 
is really No. 1. We grow a four-)•ear Carlesi that size and that broad. 
(three feet by three feet). 

l\1R. KERN: I have heard the remarks made here about black spot 
'"·ith f/zburnum Carles1. I don't believe I l1ave ever seen it. One of the 
most hazardous agents that might come in contact ,vith v1burnu111 is sul
phur, sulphur dust in any form. Keep sulphur a'\\•ay from any viburnums. 
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Even the slightest whiff of sulphur dust and black spot shows up in 24 
hours. 

. MR. HOOGENDOORN: What would you use for black spot on 
viburnum? 

MR. KERN: I never had any. 

MR. H OOGENDORN: Wonderful. LuckJ'· (Laughter) 

MR. R. M. FISHER (C.R. Burr & Co. Inc., Manchester, Conn.): 
I think from the plantsman's standpoint, who ultimately uses the plant, 
dentatun1 is much better. For the ordinary layman it is pretty hard to see 
the suckers on lantana and the first thing you know they have a plant that 
is all reverted and they will come and ask what it is. Sorry, you got the 
wrong plant, whereas, in dentatum they can at least see the suckers quite 
readily and take them out. 

Another thing about vigor, I think you get the same vigor, in fact 
I have had the same experience you have had, more vigor with dentatum, 
and of course, we have suckers beca11se we bud ours. I would rather bud 
them than graft them. We bud them on dentatum and the vigor is there. 

l\1R. HOOGENDORN: Don't }'OU de-eye your stock before 
budding? 

MR. FISHER: No. If you get too much soil up around the 
stock, it seems to want to sprout under the ground surface. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: That is whJ' I prefer grafti11g, beca11se 
),Ou can't control your suckers. 

l\1R. FISHER: That is the difficulty with budding. 

MR. JACK BLAUW: On your winter grafting, is it necessary 
to wax the understocks? 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: That is what we did in Europe. 

MR. BLAUW: We dip them in wax. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: We don't. We tried that, too, but 
"'e are getting away from wax inside the greenhouse. We used to wax 
maples and blue spruce and even then we found you have quite some losses 
again at the end of l\1arch and dt1ring April while they were in the green
house because the wax draws the heat and I have seen a lot of them dying. 
We tried waxing magnolias and they would still die at the end of March 
and April. When it is hot in the greenhouse the wax draws the heat. 
That is what kills them, so we are getting away from waxing. 

MR. BLAUW: We don't have any trouble. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: What do you use instead of wax? 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Nothing. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: J11st bury the union in the peat? 
' 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: I would like to comment on that. 
I think a good many people who are waxing and that might include Case, 
are using too much. If you heat the wax to between 160 and 170 degrees 
and keep it there and just dip your plant in and out, you will be all right. 
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If the wax gets any colder and particularly if you have real cold material 
going in, you are going to get too much wax on. l\1ost of the waxing I 
see, the plants have been waxed too heavily. I have had splendid results 
with maples and magnolias by waxing them all over with Parowax. I 
think }'OU have to control the temperature of the wax or you get too much 
on. 

DR. FRED J. NISBET (l\1usser Forests, Indiana, Pa.): I \vonder 
if a11yone has u,ed any of these compounds made from the Goodrich 
Latex, such as Plantex, to get away from the dipping of the paraffine 
and yet holding the moisture within the plant. It would seem like a good 
opportunity to get something that would go on easier and give you less 
trouble. , 

l\1R. HOOGENDOORN: I don't know. 

CI-IAIRMAN FILLMORE: Any cornments on the use of Latex 
for grafting? 

MR. JA1\1ES ILGENFRITZ (llgenfritz Nurseries, Inc., l\1onroe, 
l\1[ichigan): We do have a product which we call Plantex, which is the 
Goodrich VL600 with a wetting agent. 'fhat is what all of them are 
comprised of. 

I would not recommend Plantex for grafting: because I believe the 
preparation is very penetrating and it '"'ill enter into the joint, the union, 
to such an extent that I would hesitate very much to use it. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: We had a member of the company come 
to our nursery a little while ago and suggested to us that we could use 
tl1at Latex compound and spra}' it on the grafts after they were completell 
i11 flats before they went into the greenhouse as it is sprayed onto the 
plants out in the open field. We haven't tried it. I felt very doubtful 
about it. It didn't seem to me that would cover the plant as it should, but 
maybe we are not right. I think perhaps we should try it. We ha,·e 
tried it; we are tr~,ing it at thi, moment on cuttings, and it does seem to 
have a place there. That is rather getting off the point of viburnums but 
it seems to help on rhododendron cuttings. 

CHAIRMAN FILLJ\tIORE: An}' otl1er comments? 

l\1R. MARTIN VAN HOF (Rhode Island Nurseries, Newport): 
As usual, Case was very thorough in explaining the graft, as he does 
ever}'thing. Whatever he does has to be just so. There is one thing I 
don't think he brought out in that summary of grafting, and that is the 
preparation of the peat. I think he skipped that. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: No, I mentioned the viburnt1m and peat. 

• 
MR. VAN HOF: I mean the moisture content of the peat, especially 

1n sun1mer. 

l\1R. HOOGENDOORN: The moisture content should be very, 
very light, again to fight the fungt1s. 

MR. VAN HOF: Another thing, when he brings them out of the 
greenhouse-I don't think he me11tioned that-in what sort of a frame. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: We put them in a frame with high sides. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: AnJ' otl1er comments or questions? 
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Well, you have heard me speak ver)' briefly about one possible means of 
, 

rooting and of wintering vib11rnums. You have heard numerous com
ments to the effect that not disturbing the plants and permitting them to 
make secondary root systems will encourage better survival. 

, 

You have heard Mr. Kern say that collecting seeds somewhat on the 
green side will help to ensure quick production of seedlings, especially in 
the species. Clones, of course, will have to be propagated by some vegetative 
n1ethod. l\1r. Hoogendoorn has s11ggested grafting viburnums both in 
,,,inter and in sum1ner as a possible means of perpetuating these clones, so 
one can be assured of having dwarf plants or plants with superior flowers 
or more flo,vers, as the case ma}' be. 

I would like to say frankly that I have no prejudice against grafted 
plants. I don't think that we should even work toward trying to produce 
every plant fro1n cuttings. In many cases, plants on their own roots will 
be disadvantageous, as in the case of certain commercial peaches in 
nematode-infested soil, and there are many other similar instances. I 
think the grafting technique is here to sta)'· ' 

I believe f/1bur11u,1z de1ztatu1n stocks. either from seeds, cuttings, or 
l,1yers, when properly de-eyed and properly grafted or budded make com
paratively satisfactory stocks for Viburnum Carlesi. By the time the 
plants attain two or three feet, at which point they would normally go on 
the home grounds, if the)' have been properly handlea in the meantime, 
the chances for serious suckering or cleterioration at the union or an)' 
other diffi1culty is relatively slight. I think that concludes the discussion 
of viburnums unless there are further questions or comments, in which 
case we ,vould be very glad to have them. 

PRESIDENl' \.YELLS: Didn't you want to say something, Mr. 
Bosle)'? 

MR. PAUL R. BOSLEY (Bosley Nursery, wlentor, Ohio): I was 
rising to make comment on the use of wax and on the use of the Goodrich 
spray material. Last year, we used it on azalea. On one group we 
sprayed the Goodrich material and, another group we dipped in wax that 
I am sure was satisfactorily warm and we got a thin covering. With the 
wax-dipped material we had probably a 98 or 99 per cent stand that made 
excellent growth 1n the field. With the Goodrich material we had notice
able losses, but the losses in the case of the Goodrich material were not 
11early as great as the losses we had by the old n1ethod, o{. grafting in a 
closed frame with fungus and other things overtaking the graft, so the 
Goodrich material stood intermediate between the closed frame and the 
wax-dipping. That ¼'ill answer two questions he1e. We conducted the 
experiment ver)' careful!}'· 

I would like to aslc Mr. llgenfritz a question. You made a statement 
that the Goodrich material had a penetrating effect and that all wax 
n1;1terials being offeret! were basically Goodrich material. Did · I under
stand vou correctly? 

• 

MR. ILGENFRITZ: No sir. Goodrich VL-600 is not penetrating 
of itself but to make it effective in the work where we use it, we put a 
wetting agent in it. That is true of Plantcoat. It is true of Wiltpruf and 
Plantex, the three products being offered right now. I believe the wetting 
agent, such as Santomerse S, will convey· some of the material in the 
cleavages of the joints. That is why I feel outside of experimentation it 
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should not be attempted for grafting. We had a little experience in our 
o,vn greenhouse which bears out that feeling. I shouldn't condemn it. 

MR. BOSLEY: We used the Goodrich material straight without 
• ,vetting agents. 

MR. ILGENFRITZ: Certainly, you shouldn't have that effect. 

l\1R. Bosley: We used paraffine as a dip. 

MR. ILGENFRITZ: If you felt that I said there was a11y co11-
nection between wax dip and Goodrich VL600, I didn't mean to convey 
that. 

MR. BOSLEY: I wanted to know whether you meant to say Good-
1·ich material penetrated the tisst1es by reason1-

MR. ILGENFRITZ (Interrupting): No. 

CHAIRMAN FILLMORE: Any otl1er comment? We shall ad
journ for this session, then. (Applause) 

... President Wells resumed the chair ... 
' 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Don't go away, gentelmen. ,ve are not 
adjourning the meeting. 

1'here seen1s to be a lot of controverS)' over this, and Charlie Hess 
is here and he is ''agin'' wax for the same reason that Case is ''agin'' it. 
Maybe these Dutchmen have got together, but ,ve are using wax and 
we are using it very successfully, and certainly we get a few losses as 
recorded in grafti11g maples. They apparently grow together quite well 
and make initial growth and then the )'Oung growth dies, but nevertheless, 
it is the best method we have found yet and we are getting much higher 
percentages than when we were putting the plants in sweat boxes and other 
confined quarters. ,v e have found that in general the further we can 
get away from confined quarters the better we get on. Now that is a 
sweeping generality, and of course, there are exceptions to it, but maybe 
this evening if we have time·-I brought a few slides along to show some 
experiments we made this summer, propagating right out in the open with
out an)' protecting whatever. That is on the other end of the pendulum 
as against the sweat box, but there is more in this than meets the eye. Just 
because it sounds a bit hard we shouldn't disc;1rd a suggestion. ,v e should 
try it out because )'OU get some rather astonishing results sometimes. 

Well now we come to the second main speaker this afternoon. You 
all know Chad. No need to introduce:' him i11 the normal sense of the 
word. 

I remember the first time I came in contact with Dr. Chad,vick I 
think it was in Philadelphia in 1949 and I heard him give a talk which 
showed conclusively no matter what we did, if we took a crop of B and 
B plants off the ground we never could recoup what we lost. He worked 
it all out in a most remarkable manner, I thought, at the time, a sort of 
profit and loss account and even if you piled manure on and ground crops 
}'OU still had ,t definite lt)SS. 

I said to somebod)' at the meeting, ''Who is Dr. Chadwick?'' 

''Oh," they said, ''he is a damn fine fellow. Even if he does work for 
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a university he is a man of the land and he calls a spade a spade." That 
was my introduction to him, and I found it a very sound appraisal of him. 
So, with that, I would like to call upon Dr. Chadwick to give his address. 
(Applause) 

. . . Brief recess . . . 

DR. L. C. CHADWICK (Ohio State University): I might say 
first I am happ}' to be here and see such a large crowd. I think when we 
organized thi5 group or meeting last year we had no anticipation that it 
would increase to such proportions in one year's time. 

... Dr. Chadwick presentecl 
Selection of Propagating Wood." 

his paper on 
(Applau~e) 
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The Importance of Uniformity and Timeliness 
In the Selection of Propagating Wood 

DR. L. C. C 1-IADWICK 

Depart111ent of Horticult11re, Ohio State University 

Much has been ,vritten in the 11ast denoti11g the importance of uni
formit}' and timelines5 in the selection of propagating wood and perhaps 
little that is new can be added at this time. However, 1t seems to me that 
the subject is of sufficient importance to warrant discus,ion. Those ,vho 
have had an opportunit}' to visit the commercial nurseries at Boskoop, 
I-lolland, sure!}' left impressed with the ur1iformity of the nursery stock 
propagated in that region. 

In the commercial propagation of plants interest centers around t,vo 
things pr1maril}', ( 1) quantit}' 11roduction and ( 2) the qualit}' of the 
plants produced. During the past few years, with the scarcit}' of nursery 
stock, emphasis seems to have been more 011 qu,antity than qualit}' 1n man}' 
of our nurseries. Quality of }'Oung propagated stock and quality of larger 
saleable stock seems worth}' of considerable emphasis in the U. S. nursery 
circles toda}'· Poor quality propagating stock results in poor rooting 
percentages, or the rooting may be slow and the growtl1 weak. Such slow 
or weak growth seldom responds to give good finished plants. 

In the discussion of tl1is subject it must be en1phasized that uniformity 
and tirneliness in the selection of propagating wood are not the onl}' factors 
responsible for successful propagation. Undoubtedly there are others of 
equal or even greater importance, but it is my intention to limit this dis
cussion to these factors and others closelv correlated with them. What I 

• 

hope to do in this discussion is to stress the importance of careful selection 
and if I can get }'OU to think a little more about it, I will have accomplished 
my purpose. 

Causes of f/ ar1ab1l1tJ', :i\1[any causes of variab1lit}' in propagation 
and in growth of young plants can be enumerated. Among the most 
important may be listed ( l) lack of typical or uniform stock plants, ( 2) 
carbohJ•drate-n1trogen relationship, (3) morphological relationship, ( 4) 
flowering vs. vegetative wood, ( 5) position on the plant from which 
propagating wood is taken, ( 6) sex, and ( 7) prevalence of disease and 
• 
insects. 

Lack of 1'J•P1cal 01· U n1for111 Stol·k Plants. In the cutting of propa
gating wood, especial!}' cutting wood, there has been a common tender1C}' 
to select this wood from row-run plants. This tendency has developed 
because of the quantity of propagating wood desired and to the ease of 
t:1king. Quantity production and the saving of labor have appeared more 
important than high qualit}' stock. Sure!}', the care and time involved 
in the selection of uniform propagating wood will pay dividends in the end. 
A plea might well be made for the establishment of stock blocks for prop:1-
gating purposes, a practice quite common several years ago. In such blocks 
the propagator can establ_ish true-to-name plants and varietal uniformit}'· 
Inferior plants and those not true to name can be rogued from the blocks 
leaving only those of exceptional quality for propagating purpose,. All of 
us, I am sure, have noticed on many occasions the lack of uniformity in 
growth habit of nurser}' stock supposed to be of the same variet}' or species. 

State nurserJ·me11's associations might \veil aid the colleges, universitie,, and 
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experiment stations in establishing trials leading to trueness-to-name and 
trueness-to-type in many kinds of nursery stock. 

In making the comments above I am not overlooking the possibility 
of developing new plants by propagating those with variable characteristics. 
That phase of production does not come within the realm of this discussion. 

Carbohydrate-Nitrogen Relationship. Propagators have long em
phasized the importance of selecting the ''right condition'' of propagating 
wood for softwood cuttings. A simple rule followed with softwood cuttings 
is to take the wood when it ,viii snap and not crush when bent. The 
snapping or crushing actually is of no importance, but the physiological 
and morphological make-up of the twig is important. The snapping is a 
manifestation of the correct physiological-n1orphological conditions. It is 
apparent from the literature and commercial practice, that the condition 
of the wood may be right for 5uccessful rooting for only a short time in 
some plant species and varieties and extends over a considerable period ,vith 
other plants, if air, moisture, and temperature are satisfactorily regulated 
during the rooting period. Philadelphus coronarius aureus, the Golden 
Philadelphus, and S)rringa vulgaris, the Common Lilac, are noted examples 
of the ''short-period'' type of plant, whereas many examples, such as the 
privets and most narrowleaf evergreens could be cited where cuttings can 
be taken over a long period of time a11d rooted successfull)'· 

The timeliness factor is tied up ,vith quality production as well as 
quantity production. Cuttings taken at the right time root readily and 
continue to develop rapidly and uniformly, if other conditions are satis
factor)', while cuttings taken ''out-of-season'' often root slowly, if at all, 
and the plants develop irregularly and often do not attain saleable quality. 
It might also be mentioned that the timeliness factor in the successful 
rooting of cuttings may be tied up with the period of rest in the stem 
tissues as well as the carbohydrate-nitrogen relationship. 

It is not ill)' intention to give here a complete review of the literat11re 
pertaining to these phases of propagation, but refer to a sufficient number 
to emphasize their importance . 

• 

Time of Taking Cuttings. Batson ( 1) ( 1933) working on the 
propagation of Camellia japonica stated that December through February 
were the best months for taking cuttings of this plant. Durham (7) 
( 1933) showed that the best season for talcing cuttings of some evergreens 
,vas variable. Some of these were rather specific in their requirements and 
others not. He stated that cuttings of Junipers and Arborvitaes would 
root readily when talcen from mid February to mid March. He further 
stated that cuttings of Euon)'m11s latifolius and Ilex opaca should be 
taken in the spring and those of Azalea mollis and Kalmia latifolia in 
October and November respectively. Several propagators would not 
agree on these dates since success is obtained with several species and 
varieties of Junipers and Arborvitaes by taking them in early winter 
( December to January) and handling them in the greenhouse or taking 
the cuttings in March and April or in August and rooting them in frames. 
All methods are satisfactory, depending on location and equipment avail
able. 

The variation existing between species was noted by Zimmerman and 
Hitchcock ( 30) ( 1933) as they found that late August was the best time 
to take cuttings of Ilex opaca but cuttings of Ilex cornuta could be taken 
and rooted successfully at any time of the year. Lindberg ( 13) ( 1952) 
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reported that Ilex opaca cuttings rooted nearly 100'.fo in less than two 
1nonths when taken in mid August and handlecl under conditions of high 
temperature and humidity. Cuttings taken in December rooted satis
factorily but were much slower in attaining a high percentage of rooting. 
It might be mentioned that while these statements are usually considered 
correct, cuttings of I lex opaca taken at Ohio State University the week of 
November 3, 1952, and handled. under conditions of high temperature and 
humidity are now well rooted. On the basis of this experiment and those of 
Ilex reported above, the time of taking American Holly cuttings may not 
l1c as critical as formerly supposed. 

Farrar and Grace ( 9) ( 1941) took cuttings of Norway Spruce 
throughout the year but a good percentage of rooting was attained only 
with those taken during September and October. Stoutemyer ( 24) ( 1942) 
reported that the period for successful rooting of Chionanthus retusus was 
limited to the first week in May at Washington, D. C., Wells ( 28) ( 1949) 
in his series of articles on the propagation and production of hybrid 
Rhododendrons in the American Nurseryman recommended late June 
through August as the best time for taking cuttings of this plant. 

At the recent International Horticultural Congress two papers were 
presented which emphasize the importance of the time of taking cuttings 
or the condition of the wood. l\1iss S. de Boer ( 4) of the Boskoop 
Nursery Research Station, Boskoop, Holland, in her paper entitled ''Some 
Aspects of Propagation by Cuttings of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs'' 
stated that one of the most i1nportant factors 1n propagation was the proper 
ripeness of the shoots used for cuttings. If the shoot is too soft it will 
frequent!}' rot and if it is too hard excessive callus and few roots often 
results. F. E. W. Hanger ( 11) of the Ro}'al Horticultural Society"s 
Wisley Gardens stressed the importance of careful selection of propagating 
wood stating it ,vas the most important factor determining uniformity of 
growth after rooting as well as rooting. 

Carboh},drates. The importance of carbohydrates in the development 
of roots was emphasized by Starring ( 21) ( 1923) and Schrader ( I 8) 
( 1924) but Reid ( 17) ( 1926) was perhaps the first to show the relation-.. , 
ship of the content of carbohydrates and nitrogenous compounds to the 
development of root and shoot growth on cuttings. Reid pointed out 
that a high carbohydrate content plus a fair amount or reasonable quantity 
of nitrogenous compounds in the tissues was best for good root and shoot 
production on cuttings. While Winkler (29) ( 1927) has shown that the 
correct carbohydrate content for good root production can be fairly easily 
determined, it is doubtful if many nurserymen will go to the trouble 
of making these determinations. Tuke}' and Green ( 26) ( 1934) have 
indicated the importance of selecting certain portions of long canes if the 
quickest and best rooting is to be obtained. Working with Rosa multi
flora they pointed out that long canes showed an increasing gradient of 
carbohydrates and a decrea,ing gradient of nitrogenous compounds from 
tip to base. 1'he best portions of the cane for cuttings was depende11t upon 
the carbohydrate-nitrogen relationship of those portions. While it varied 
sc)mewhat with the season, the best results with softwood cuttings were 
usually obtained when the cutting wood was taken from the section 
eight and sixteen inches back from the tip. 

Rest. Rest influences to a considerable extent the rate of rooting of 
cuttings and it requires correct manipulation of the environmental condi
tions for good success. Chadwick ( 3) ( 1933) reported that cuttings of 
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'l'axus taken in Febrt1ar,, would root in much shorter time than similar 
• 

cuttings taken in November or early December. If evergreen cuttings are 
taken before cold temperatures have broken the rest in the buds, shoot 
growth, and correspendingly rooting, will take place slowl)'· If the cuttings 
are taken after the rest period is broken, the buds will become active and 
root growth will develop rapidlv. Environmental conditions, especially 
temperature, must be much more closely regulated with cuttings take11 
after the rest period is broken. 

-
The correct manipt1lation of envi1·onmental factors, especial!,, tem

perature, is important in the storage of hardwood cuttings of de~iduous 
shrubs. Best practices vary depending upon the extent of the rest in the 
bt1ds when the cuttings are taken. Chadwick ( 2) ( 1931) reported that 
best results were obtained with hardwood cuttings if they were stored at 
temperatures of 65-70°F. for two to three weeks previous to storing at 
40°F. for the remainder of the storage J)eriod. Such a practice can be fol
lowed, however, only if the cuttings are taken previous to the breaking of 
the rest in the buds. If the plants had been exposed to considerable cold 
temperature before the cuttings are taken, the rest will be broken and with 
such cuttings the warm period of storage should be eliminated, and the 
c11ttings placed direct!)' at the 40°F. temperature. 

The references given above are adequate to show the importance of the 
time factor, carbohydrate supply, ancl rest in the successful rooting of cut
tings. It may be well to emphasize again the point that while the propa
gator may get a fair percentage of rooting when cuttings are taken other 
than at the best time or wood condition, growth will often be slow and 
irregular and the resulting quality of the finished plant unsatisfactory. Keep 
the growth of rooted cuttings continuously active. 

Morphological Relationships. There is little doubt that the morpho
logical structure of the tissues influences the rate of rooting, the amount of 
roots produced, and the qualit}' and uniformit)' of the plants produced. A 
few points will be mentioned in this categor}'· 

The factor of juvenility has been shown to influence the rooting ability 
of cuttings. Stoutemyer (23) (1937) showed its importance in the root
ing of apple cuttings. Thimann and DeLisle ( 25) ( 1939), Passecker 
( 16) ( 1940), and Kemp ( 12) ( 1948) have likewise noted the importance 
of this factor. Snow ( 19) ( 1941) reported that cuttings of Sugar l\,:Iaple 
taken from three to five )'ear seedlings rooted better than cuttings taken 
from older plants. Since O'Rot1rke (15) (1951) discussed this factor 
rather thorough!)' at the Plant Propagators Society ,neeting last year, I 
do not need to dwell on it longer at this time. 

The position of the basal cut was first shown to be of importance by 
Van der Lek ( 26) in 1925 when he pointed out the difference between what 
he termed wound roots and morphological roots. He pointed out that pre
formed root initials or the formation of root initials were most abundant in 
the first 011e-half inch below the node. These so-called morphological roots 
were stro11ger, more capable of supporting the cuttings and resulted, at least 
initially, in more uniform plants than those supported by wound roots. 

Chadwick ( 3) ( 1933) classified cuttings of various plants into several 
groups based on the patterns displayed by the morphological roots and also 
emphasized their importance to successful rooting and management prac
tices. It was further pointed out that very large calluses characteristic 
with cuttings of Weigela Eva Rathke could be prevented by using tip cut-
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tings with the basal cut made about ¾ to ¼ inch below the node. Such 
cuttings produced a smaller callous and rooted better than those made with 
the basal cut just below the node. Kemp (12) (194) points out that the 
basal cut should not be made through tht node bt1t at the base of the visible 
swelling associated with leaf insertion. 

Stewart ( 22) ( 1927) suggested that cuttings of Rhododendron often 
root poorly because of the large pith. He suggested cutting off the tip of 
developing shoots, forcing side shoots which have comparatively more wood 
in comparison with pith and better food supply. These side shoots will root 
more readily than the terminals. Kemp ( 12) ( 1948) has also pointed out 
that with softwood cuttings in general, late1·al shoots should be chosen in 
p1 efere11ce to leaders. Hanger ( 11) ( 1925) reported that Ericas have a 
deep seated cambium and for s11ccessful rooting, tip cuttings, ¼ inch long, 
should be taken before cork forms and stuck three-fourths their length in 
the rooting medium. • 

Lindberg ( 13) ( 1952) stressed the importance of taking a particular 
type of cutting, a short tip cutting, with Hydrangea petiolaris, if good 
results are obtained. S11ch cuttings set deep root well. Undoubtedly, 
morphological factors are influenced here. Hanger ( 11) ( 1952) stated 
that plants containing abundant fibers in the wood seldom respond from 
~uttings :ind cited Fagus as,an example of this condition. 

Many additional references could be cited wherein the importance of 
anatomical and morphological factors are influential in the rooting of cut
tings but those given are sufficient to denote the importance of these factors. 

Flowering vs. Vegetative Wood. Whether or not the presence of 
flower buds retards rooting has been the subject of considerable debate. 
Plant physiologists infer that respiration in flower buds takes place at a 
l1igher rate than in leaf buds. If this is the case, greater amounts of stored 
or manufactured food in the ct1ttings bearing flo,ver buds would be used 
leaving less for rooting. We might expect unde1· such conditions poorer 
rooting and poorer growth after rooting. 

O'Rourke ( 14) ( 1944) pointed out that vegetative cuttings of blue
berry rooted better than cuttings bearing flower buds. DeBoer ( 4) ( 1952) 
reported, as an example of this phenomenon, that Rhododendron cuttings 
root much better if the flower buds are removed. She further reported that 
the removal of leaf buds reduced rooting and root growth. 

It is the opinion of the writer that with many easy rooting species the 
selection of flowering wood tor cuttings is of little importance in their root
ing. With difficult to root subjects, the selection of vegetative wood for 
cuttings is preferred. 

Pos1t1on on the Pla11t /ro111 Which Cutting Wood zs Taken. Factors 
associated with rooting in this categor}' are no doubt closely aligned with 
those discussed in parts two and three above and perhaps the same funda
mental factors are operative. However, as closely associated as they ma}' 
be, I have elected to separate them for sake of discussion. A few refer
ences will be cited noting the importance of the part of the plant from which 
the cuttings are taken but time does not allo\\' discussion of the reasons 
back of these fi11dings. 

All propagators are familiar with the fact that only cuttings of erect 
terminals or erect side shoots of Taxus cuspidata capitata will result in 
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good uniform, upright plants, even though lateral or horizontal side shoots 
,vill root as well or better than the others. DeFrance ( 5) ( 1936) reported 
that n1ultiple stem cuttings of Arctostaphylos uva-ursi rooted better than 
single terminals. Grace (10) (1939) pointed out that cuttings of Norway 
Spruce taken from the lt)wer portions of the plant rooted better ( 86%) 
than those from the upper 1egion ( 48%). Deuber ( 6) ( 1924) also re
ported this tendency when he pointed out that he was· able to obtain some 
rooting from lateral t,vigs from the lower branches of Norway Spruce but 
11c, rooting from cuttings taken from other regions. O'Rourke ( 14) ( 1944) 
rt•ported that basal cuttings of blueberries rooted better than terminals. 

With many of the easy rooting subjects, the position on the plant from 
which the cuttings are taken is of no i1nportance. With some plants, as in
dicated, the position is important and for the sake of satisfactory and uni
form results, cutting wood sl1ould be selected properly. 

Influence of Sex. Undot1btedl}', considered on the basis of successful 
rooting only, this factor is of minor importance .. The value or importance 
of male or female trees for landscape use is not a part of this discussion. 
Only two references to the factor of sex and its influence on rooting of cut
tings will be cited. 

Snow ( 14) ( 1942) reported that, in general, cuttings from male trees 
root better than those taken from female trees. Edgerton ( 8) ( 1944) has 
also pointed out that cuttings of Red Maple from the upper part of the 
crown of male trees, or female trees producing little seed, rooted most 
readily. 

This factor may also be tied up with the respiration rate as brought 
out in the discussicin of floweri11g wood vs. vegetative wood, since it has 
been reported that the respiration rate of female flowers may be somewhat 
higher tl1an that of male flowers. 

Prevalence of DiseaJ·es a11d Insects. The importance of disease and in
sect free stock to satisfactory and uniform results is too well known to re
quire discussion here. It may be pointed out, however, that it is not'always -
easy to detect disease or insect infected wood when cuttings are taken. 
Because of i11festations growth may have become stunted or sufficient fun
gus may be present, which, under propagating conditions, develops rapidly 
a11d the cutti11gs are either lost, root poorly, or growth of the resulting 
plants become stunted. Infestations of Phytophora blight on lilacs is one 
example of the above. 

In conclusion, the following points can be emphasized: 

( 1) Marl}' factors influence the uniformity of rooting and the growth 
of resulting plar1ts. 

( 2) Keep in mind the various factors that can affect uniformity and 
try to select propagating "'ood accordingly. 

( 3) Good strong rooted cuttings will give 11niform plants of good 
quality. 

(.4) Propagate for quality as well as quantity. 
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PRESIDEN1' WELLS: Do we have any questions for Dr. 
Chadwick? 

1\1 R. JOHN B. ROLLER ( v· erhalen Nurser}' Co., Scottsville, 
'l'ex.): Dr. Chadwick, I would like to ask you about excessive callus on 
J uniperus SJ•lvestris. Is there some way it can be prevented. 

DR. CHADWICK. I can't answer that question as it applies to 
]unzperus sylvestris since we haven't propagated it very much, but I wo11ld 
suggest this as a trial, that )'OU regulate rather careful the pH of the 
rooting medium and carry -it on the dry side. We have fou·nd with 
A 11dorr{1 Juniper, which is ,t good example of a type often developing a 
large callus, that a pH of around 6. 9 to 6. 95 will materially .reduce the size 
of the callus. If the p'H is over 7, it will be larger and if it is below pH 
6.2-6.5 it also may be larger. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Any other question? 

MR. l\1AR1~IN VAN HOF (Newport,·R. I.): What kind of 
,,rood do )'OU prefer on Greek juniper? 

DR. CHADWICK: I think you can root the Greek juniper rather 
s11ccessfully, taking the cuttings at least three different times of the year. 
Hardwood cuttings may be taken about this time of the year on up to the 
1niddle of February and rooted in sand or sand and peat in a greenhouse. 
Hardwood cuttings can be taken the latter part of March· and rooted 
satisfactorily in outside framrs. Also, semi-mature cuttings of Greek 
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juniper can be taken in August and rooted in outside frames. I don't think 
that the type of wood on Spiny Greek juniper is too important. 

MR. VAN HOF: I have to disagree with you there. We have found 
that hardwood cuttings taken from the top of the plant won't root with 
11S. 

DR. CHADWICK: Yott take the cuttings, thrn, from side shoots, 
not top. 

MR. VAN HOF: The bottom of the plant. 

DR. CHADWICK: I haven't observed that difference in them. 

l\!IR. VAN HOF: I wonder if anyone else has. 

l\1R. LOUIS VANDERRROOK (lvianchester, Conn.): We have 
h:1d exactly the sarnc experience in Connecticut. Bottom cuttings root 

· practically 90 per cent. 

DR. CHADWICK: I an1 glad to have those comments. 

MR. VAN HOF: Cuttings taken from the bottom of the plant. 
show the start of air roots. If such cuttings are stuck in sand at a tempera
t11re around 68°F., they root in about a mo11th's time. 

DR. CHADWICK: 'faken at what time of year? 

l\1IR. VAN HOF: About this time of }-car. 

MR. VANDERBROOK: -we h:1ve had this experience with mo~t 
t~'pes of Junipers. We have found that cuttings taken about the first of 
October and handled 1n a greenhouse give good results. 

DR. CHADWICK: That comment illustrates one point I mcntio11ed. 
Cuttings of several evergreens can be taken over a fairly wide period of 
time. With Taxus, for instance, it doesn't make too much difference wl1en 
the cuttings are taken as far as the percentage of rooting is concerned. 
'l'he}' will root much faster if taken about the 15th of February than if 
taken about the 15th of November, but the percentage of rooting may 
be no better, maybe not as good unless you manage the environmental 
conditions within the greenhouse very, very carefully. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: An}' other questions? 

MR. MAURICE WILSEY (Wilsey Evergreen Nursery, Corfu, 
New York) : I wonder if you ,vould answer a question as to the tempera-, 

ture and the time of day m'ost beneficial for taking cuttings. 

DR. CHAD\VICK: \Vhat kind of cuttings are you referring to? 

MR. WILSEY: The evergreen line·-Arbor-vitae, Yew, etc 

DR. CHADWICK: Arc }'Oil bringi11g into tl1e picture the condition 
<>f frozen wood? If ,,ou are·--

l\1R. WILSEY ( Inte1·rupting) : As to the condition of the wood 
and the outside temperature. If it is below freezing, would it be better 
to wait until it warms uP? 

DR. CHADWICK: \Ve have t:1ken cuttings of Taxus when they 
,vere frozen hard and still had good results, but we thawed the cuttings 
out gradually before the}' were made up and stuck in the rooting medium. 
I ,vouldr1't advise it, ho,vever, because if the cuttings are frozen you arc 
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going to knock off a lot of the foliage in just tl1e manual operation of 
taking the cutting. 

MR. WILSEY: When you obtain a large number of cuttings, 
what is the proper way to hold them until you can get all of them made 
up? 

DR. CHADWICK: I would hold them jn a cool place, sprinkling 
them down and covering them with moist burlap. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Do we have any more questions? 

Thank you ver)' much, Chad. for your talk. It was an excet1lent 
one. (Applause) I have no doubt that Chad will be on hand later 011 

<: 
this evening if you have thought tip some more questions . 

• 

We are adjourned until 8 :30 this evening when we will meet in this 
• t·oom again . 

. . . The first session recessed at 5: 15 o'clock ... 

RECESSED 
BUSINESS SESSION 

Friday evening, December 12, 1952 

The business meeting convened at 8 :30 o'clock, in the Ballroom, 
Wade Park Manor, Cleveland, Ohio, Pr~sident James S. Wells, Koster 
Nursery, Bridgeton, New Jersey, presiding. 

PRESIDENT "\VELLS: Can we come to order, please? 

The first purpose of tl1e meeting toni~ht is to explain to you briefly 
what has happened since the meeting last 'year. 'I'hose of you who .were 
in this cit)' at our first meeti11g will perhaps remember the controversy 
\\-·l11ch arose over basic principles governing our society and it was finally 
left to a con1mittee of nine to try to thras\i these points out. 

At that meeting in Cleveland, I expressed a few ideas which met with 
a mixed receptio,1, bt1t ,vhen ,ve got down to examining those ideas we 
found there wasn't st1ch a wide difference really in our thinking; it was 
mainly in how to achieve what we had in mi11d. 

· What we hitd in mind was a society of skilled people, a society of 
craftsmen, a society of men, and women if an)• wish to join, who were 
skilled craftsmen in plant propagation. We felt that we needed to 
establish a reservoir of knowledge and, to tap that reservoir to help our
selves arid otl1er people coming on in the business. 

We had the mistakes of the past to look back upon because there· 
had been a society which had failed way back in 1932 or '33, and one of 
the main reasons for its failure, as I understand it, was that the people 
who knew fi11ally got tired of giving infor1nation to others who didn't 
know and who had no intention of doing anything but extract all they 
could from the organization. In such an atmos~1here those people who 
were prepared to give naturally dried up, so we felt it was necessary to 
establish ourselves this time in s11ch a man11er that such an atmosphere 
cou!d not recur. 
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Collecting, Storage and Germination of Maple Seed 
By Roy M. NORDINE 

The A1orton Arboretum, Lisle, Ill. 

Bailey's Encyclopedia list 110 species of maples, all are found in the 
northern hemisphere. They range from the northern tree zone to the semi
tropics of northern India. Rehder's Manual of Trees and Shrubs 2nd 
edition lists 87 species and many hybrids as being hardy in the various 
zones of this country. 

Maple seeds vary in size from less than one half inch long to nearly 
three inches. All are winged and the seed coats vary from a very thin 
covering to a hard nut that must be cracked open with a hammer. 

Two species, namely rub rum and saccharin um ( dasycarpum ). ripen 
tl1eir seeds in late May-all other maples ripen their seed in the fall. 

Maple seeds have only an embr}'O, they do not have an endosperm or 
stored food in the seed. 1'he embryos are green to yellow in color. This 
makes a cutting test a qt1ick and easy method to determine the value of a 
lot of seeds. Seeds will vary from a high percentage of filled seeds to 
50% in the case of saccharum where only half the seeds are ever filled. 
In old seeds the green color of the embryo will change to white or the 
embryo retains its good green color but it become very brittle, breaking 
into many small pieces upon cutting the seed. 

A few maples have fairly good records for seed crops each year. 
Other maples may produce good crops only every 2-3-4 or more years. A 
number of the exotic maples in this country produce good seeds infre
quently. In the intervening years only empty seeds a1·e produced. 

Germination is dependent on the moisture co11tent in the seed, there
fore the seed should be dried only enough for storage purposes. Too much 
drying of the seeds will kill the embryo rather than cause a delayed 

• • germ1nat1on. 

Seeds should be allo\\red to ripen on the tree and gathered when the 
stems are drying or have become completely dried. Seeds can be either 
hand picked from trees or beaten onto canvas on da}'S when there is no 
movement of air. They are easy to gather from street trees by sweeping 
them up from the pavement. 

Maple seeds range from those that must be sown soon after gathering 
to those that must be stratified. I have no work on the proper temperature 
or length of time to hold stratified maple seeds nor can I find any literature 
on this subject. I stratify seeds in sand, and keep them moist for a year. 

The two species ripening in the spring, saccharin um ( dasycarpum) 
and rubrum, must be sown at that time. Altho, rubrum, if it becomes too 
dry either before sowing or in the ground will lay over until the following 
)'ear, or the seed can be stored in tight containers and sown in the fall. 

Macrophyllum, a fall ripening species must be sown very soon after 
harvesting. 

All maple seeds except saccharin11m ( dasycarpum) macroph)'llurr1, 
and spicatum can be stored favorably for a year in a cool moist condition 
or tight containers at a temperat11re range of 32°-50-0

• 
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Fall ripened seed should be ~own in the fall, germination takes place 
in the spring. Seed that cannot be sown in the fall should be stratified 
for two months or more before spring sowing. When I receive seeds after 
Feb. 1st, too late for a brief stratification they are stored in a second hand 
refrigerator, maintained at its highest temperature of 42° until the follow
ing fall. The year's gro,vth is lost but we save the seed. 

Seed of ginnala, tataricum, spicatum and penns}•lvan1ca apparently 
require an early fall sowing. When saccharum ( Hard i\1aple) and Nor
way i\1aple is stratified prior to sowing it must be watched, sometimes it 
begins to germinate in the mediu1n. 

The man)' listed h)'brids prove that maples h)·bridize ver}' easil,, and 
produce new forms not true to either parent. A common one is rubrum 
c1·ossed with saccharin11m (so.ft) producing in r11brum a fast 1;row1ng tree 
with ver)' poor fall coloring. The colored and dissected leaf forms of 
11almatum and japonicum come quite true from seed. 

In securing seed from other sources it 1s wise to get seed fro1n areas 
as near your latitude as possible. Seed fro1n southern sources when grown 
in the north may retain their longer growing season and fail to ripen with
(lUt frost damage in the fall. Species with purple leaved forms are hardier 
than their green leaved forms. Schwedler i\1aple can be ,vell grown in 
arra~ whrrr thr common Norwa,, Maple freezes out. 

It should not be necessary to mention to this group about the prepar
ation of seed beds or good soil conditions for cultural conditions as maples 
grow well in a range of good soils. 

Seeds sown and grown outside are quite free from damping off. 
However seeds sown and growing in a greenhouse can be severl)• affected. 

Maple seeds requiring stratification for a }'ear are: 

campest re 
Diabolicum 

• gr1seum 
mandshuricum 
monspessulan um 
nikoense 
opalus 
triflorum 

i\1Iaple seeds suspected of requiring stratification: 

Francheti 
Heldrichi 
hyrcanum 
Trautvetteri 

l\tlaple seeds that should be sown in the fall after ripening are: 

argutum 
barbinerve 
Buergerianum 
capillipes 
cappadocicum 
carpinifolium 
caudatum 

• • c1rc1natum 
cissifolium 

Maximowiczii 
Mi}'abei 
mono 
negundo' 
Oliverianum 
palmatum 
pennsylvanicum 
platanoides 
Pseudo-platanus 
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Davidii 
divergens 
Ginnala 
glabrum 
grandidentatum 
Grosseri 
Henf)'i 
• • 
Japon1cum 
leucoderme 
macrophyllum 

Pseudo-Sieboldianum 
rufinerve 
saccharum 
Sieboldianum 

• sp1catum 
tataricum 
tegmentosum 
tetramerum 
truncatum 
Tschonoskii 

• 

' 
Chairman Nordine: The next topic on the program involves two 

individuals, one that you are perhaps well-known with in the nursery 
trade, and he is Wayne McGill. Unfortunately, he could not be here, 
but he has prepared this paper on the budding of maples, which is certainly 
an interesting thing and something in which ever)'One is interested. 

Dr. Snyder of Cornell University, will read this paper and the Plant 
Propagation Society or plant propagators in the country are certainly most 
fortunate in having Professor Snyder. It is the first time that a plant 
physiologist is working in conjunction with the problems of plant propa
gation, and plants in general. So we are very happy to introduce to )'OU 
Professor Snyder from Cornell, to read this paper by Wayne l\1cGill. 

DR. SNYDER: This paper, as Mr. Nordine has said, was prepared 
by Wayne McGill, and the title is, ''The Selection of Maple U nderstock, 
Budwood and the Timing and Placement of Buds." 

... Mr. Snyder read the paper ... (Applause) 

The Selection of Maple Understock, Budwood 
and the Timing and Placement of Buds 

By WAYNE McGrLL 
• 

A McGzll & Son, Fa1rv1ew, Oregon 

l\1r. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I was greatly honored indeed when asked to prepare this pape,r on 
the selection of Maple understock, budwood and the timing and placement 
of buds. When Mr. Nordine asked me to present this paper I did not 
know that it was going to be a Round Table discussion and in preparing 
it I find it is much more difficult to Prepare a paper which is going to be 
read than 1f one were going to read it himself. When reading it himself, 
any mistakes can be corrected as he goes along. However, as it is a Round 
Table discussion, possibly it is better that I am not here to present myself, 
for at least, I cannot be asked questions which I cannot answer. I feel 
certain that in the group there are man)' propagators with more experience 
than myself and a good many of them can answer any question that I have 
left unanswered. 

The experiences and details as outlined in the paper are from our own 
growing experience and of course, references are made to the growing 
conditions on the West Coast. The Field Superintendent of our firm, 

• 
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the selection of Maple understock, budwood and the timing and placement 
of buds. When Mr. Nordine asked me to present this paper I did not 
know that it was going to be a Round Table discussion and in preparing 
it I find it is much more difficult to Prepare a paper which is going to be 
read than 1f one were going to read it himself. When reading it himself, 
any mistakes can be corrected as he goes along. However, as it is a Round 
Table discussion, possibly it is better that I am not here to present myself, 
for at least, I cannot be asked questions which I cannot answer. I feel 
certain that in the group there are man)' propagators with more experience 
than myself and a good many of them can answer any question that I have 
left unanswered. 

The experiences and details as outlined in the paper are from our own 
growing experience and of course, references are made to the growing 
conditions on the West Coast. The Field Superintendent of our firm, 
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Mr. John McIntyre, has helped in the preparation of this paper and 
many of the practices we employ have been developed by him and certainly 
have gone far toward any success that we may have- in the propagation of 
Maples. 

References are _going to be made principally to the propagation of 
Acer Platanoides, Norway Maple, and its types such as Crimson King 
Maple, Schwedleri Maple, Pyramidal Norway Maple and some specia.1 
forms of Norway Maple that have been introduced by our good friend, 
Ed Scanlon .. We have had little experience with propagation of any forms 
of the Sugar Maple or any other of the Maples. We probably should be 
experimenting more with the propagation of special types as they are 
certainly in demand at the present time but have been concentrating on 
the Norway Maple types as they do grow so well on the West Coast and 
we must say that the Sugar Maple does not do nearly as well and is much 
more difficult to grow. 

Mr. McGill i.n a field of I -year Budded Crimson King Maples ( Acer Platanoides ,yar.) 

Mr. Nordine has talked about the collecting, care and sowing of 
Maple seed and while I do not wish to conflict in any way with what he 
has said, I would like to give a few side-lights on some of our practices 
in the collection and handling of our Norway Maple seed. We do not make 
any selection of seed from special trees for type, but of course, try to get 
seed that is well filled at harvest time. As possibly some of you know,. the 
Pacific Northwest, especially in the section west of the Cascade Mountains, 
is affected with the Verticillium Wilt of Maple, which as we call it locally1, 

is Maple blight. This is dependent considerably on weather conditions 
and is much worse in a season that has been too wet. In gathering seed 
we try very hard to elimin,ate any possibility of collecting seed from · the 
parent trees that are affected with blight. This is very easily discem·ible 
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as the tree loses its l~aves 
blight has killed them. 

' 

earlv and has man,, dead branches where the-- -

We have been experimenting late!)• with planting some Maple seed 
in the spring, as well as the fall. Customar)• practice in the past was 
always fall planting but sometimes weather conditions in the spring were 
such that it was very hard to get the seedlings through the ground. Late 
Spring frosts also took their toll in many cases of fall planted seed. For 
an insurance purpose we now plant part of our seed in the fall and about 
as much again in the spring. The spring seed is not stratified and we have 
just as good success with either fall or spring planting as far as germina
tion is concerned. Even the growth is as much in the spring planting and 
we are ver)' satisfied with having this insurance against a failure of the 
fall planting. At the present time we are using Norway Maple seed from 
two sources. We gather some locally from the section west of the Cascade 
Mountains but also get some from the section east of the Cascade 1\iloun
tains. This is also used as an insurance proposition in case one of the crops 
of seed is not as good as the other. 

From a commercial viewpoint the only selection that we make in the 
type of seedling that we use is to tr)• to plant as large a seedling as we are 
able to raise in the one year from seed. To get a good growth after 
budding, it is essential that you have a good large seedling in which to 
bud as it takes a heavy root system to push up the strong, straight growth 
of a one year old Whip as is necessary for the basis of a good branched tree. 

When it comes to giving the reasons for a good and successful stand 
of buds, there are several matters to be taken into consideration including 
the time of budding, condition of the understock, condition of the budwood 
and the human angle of the ab1lit)• of the budder himself. I think it is 
quite difficult to place any of these in the most important position as it 
means a combination of all of them to make a success of the operation. 
There are certain points in each of the operations which might be stressed 
a little bit more than others and it probably would be better to take them up 
one at a time for clarification purposes. 

Speaking of the time for the budding operation, reference will have 
to be made to the time that is used in the Pacific Northwest areas. We 
find that this usually is from the last week in Jul)• to the middle of August 
and we always try to place all of our Maple buds within that period of 
time, 1f at all possible. This is dependent, of course, somewhat on the 
season and weather conditions as to whether the seedlings are ready and 
also whether the budwood itself is in the proper condition. Year in and 
year out the dates given above will average out prett)' closely in our area. 
Budding can be done up to the last week in August under some conditions 
but we have never found a successful stand of buds to be had if the buds 
were placed during the month of September or later. 

The condition of the understock itself is, I believe, of the least im
portance as long as it is making a good growth and there is plenty of sap 
so that the bud will slip well under the bark. In our area we get a very 
small growth on our seedlings during the first part of the Summer but they 
usually start a second growth about the middle of July and are in full 
growth during the time that we bud them. They usually grow also until 
the first or second week in September in this rapid manner and it is at that 
time that the buds are uniting with the seedling and there must be this 
growth to cause this uniting process. It is needless to say that any seedlings 
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that are not growing or have dried up will never produce a stand of buds, 
as there is no sap available for the purpose. 

" If there is an)' of the above mentioned items the most important, it 
might be the budwood itself. We have found that a budstick a little on 
the soft, growing side is much better than the type that has matured into 
hard wood and on which the terminal has formed. We like it hard enough 
so that when bent it will snap and not bend but also soft enough so that 
the top one-third of the stick is too soft and has to be thrown away. We 
find that the buds are better developed on this type of a budstick and will 
give us much better success in the long run. It might be mentioned here 
that a good, plump bud will give a much better tree in the long run, with 
a better stand and better growth than a small, weak bud which is often 
found on some of the well matured sticks of one year growth. 

As you probably know, the Maple has a milky sap and it is our con
tention that this has a tendenC)' to sour if allowed to stand too long. For 
that reason we think 1t very adviseable to use the wood almost immediately 
after it has been cut. If the wood is kept for four or five days, it begins 
to turn brown and is definitely not good for use under normal conditions. 
We try to use our bud wood within a period of forty eight hours after it is 
cut from the parent plants. In preparing the budsticks for use our former 
practice was to tear the leaves from the stick, leaving no leaf stem at all. 
We have recently found that by cutting the leaves off and leaving a very 
short portion of a leaf stem to cover the bud, that the bud is protected, is 
easier to insert under the bark and this small portion of the leaf stem pro
tects the bud from burning in the hot sun and also keeps- the bark of the 
tree from growing over the bud as much as it did if there was no leaf stem 
on there. This latter situation ma)' sound peculiar as you would think 
,that the bark would grow over the leaf stem, too, but it seems to have a 
tendency to hold it open and give the bud a better chance to grow out in 
the Spring. 

Under the title of the Human Element of the budder himself, it is 
our contention that a budder of many )'Cars experience will have no better 
stand of buds than a new budder with only one or two years experience. 
Of course, this depends a lot on the training that he has had but in the case 
of Maple budding, there is another factor that makes the above statement 
true. In budding l\1aple, we always dewood the buds, inserting only the 
bark and eye itself. When the propagation of Maple by budding started 
in the Pacific Northwest years ago, it was done by cutting the usual bud 
with a part of the ,vood in it. Poor stands results 1n most cases from 
this and if anyone got a fifty percent stand of Maple buds in this way, it 
was considered exceptionally good. Our own experience one year gave us 
a stand of only five percent and made Maple budding most unprofitable. 
We do not claim the discovery from experience of dewooding buds but 
it 1s a· customary practice in the Pacific Northwest at the present time and 
we are able to get stands from eighty five to ninet)' five percent as a com
mon occurrance. It is much simpler for a budder to cut a bud that is to be 
dewooded as the exact depth of the bud does not make so much differ
ence. In some other items if too much wood is cut it is impossible for the 
bud to grow 1n properly but when the wood is removed, the bud sheath 
is usually cut quite deep anyway so that much of the bark will go under 
the bark of the seedling. 

The buds are tied in with rubber as is customary in practically all 
budding operations these days and it is our practice not to cut these rubbers 
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as the rubber will deteriorate in due time and we have had practically no 
loss from them cutting into the tree as growth continues throughout the 
rest of the Summer. With this comparaively early budding and late 
growth, there is a tendency for some of the buds to start out and form a 
growth of three to four inches long but this is not harmful at all and these 
are merely cut back and started all over again the following Spring. 

While the matter of cutting off the seedling in the Spring does not 
actually come under the subject matter of budding, a word might be said 
about this. It is our practice not to do this too early. We want to have 
practically all danger of severe cold weather to be past and the time period 
close enough to the growing season so that there will not be too much ten
dency for the seedling to dry back into the bud itself. We usually cut them 
from two to three inches above the bud and after they have started, cut 
them back close to the bud. This stub, in that way, gives them some pro
tection during the early parts of the Spring. 

In requesting some information as to what I wished to talk about, 
it was suggested that something might be said about the cultural pro
cedures used in the first year or two of growing the tree after budding. 
This definitely does not come under the subject matter of the paper but I 
might give a few items of our practices which have proven very satisfactory. 

The main object in growing a Maple after budding is to get a good, 
straight Whip which is suitable as a trunk for the finished branched tree 
in your customers planting. With us the growth is extremely rapid during 
the first part of the growing season in the early Spring and Summer. At 
that time the tree is extremely soft and has a tendency to form crooks, due 
to wind and rain and it is one of the ''musts'' that something be done 
to overcome these crooks that would show up in the finished product. This 
rapid growth 1s strongest during the first two to three feet growth of the 
tree from the bud. rl'o eliminate the possible crooks, it was a cultural 
practice to use a six foot stake on ever}' tree and keep tying them to the 
stake until they reached a height of five or six feet. This entailed constant 
work and much more expense than we felt necessary. Our method now 
is to use a four foot st;tke with one foot in the ground and three feet out. 
The growing tree 1s tied to this until it reaches the top of the stake with 
ties ever}' foot and these ties are raised as the tree grows. When the tree 
reaches the top of the stake all ties are removed and if time permits, the 
stakes are then removed from the field. 

A little explanation of our reason for this might be of interest to you. 
Referring again to the extremely rapid growth the tree is making in the 
early Spring, we have found that when the winds come, the tree has a 
tendency to bend six to eight inches from the terminal, causing the crooks 
mentioned. It is growing so fast and is so soft that within a day or two 
these crooks will harden and cause trouble if they are not staked. Therefore 
by tying the trees to a three foot stake these early bends are eliminated. 
When the tree reaches a height of three to three and one-half feet it is a 
little harder all the way through and any windstorm then has a tendency 
to bend the tree from the bottom instead of just the tip and the general 
condition of the tree then is of swaying from the bottom instead of bending 
from the tip. This may seem a little complicated but has certainly worked 
with us and has saved us many thousands of dollars in staking expense. 

Getting back to the propagation matter itself, there are two other 
• 

methods that might be mentioned. One of these is field grafting which is 
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practiced extensively in the Pacific Northwest. Dormant one year scion 
wood is used and the grafting done with a tongue graft on the seedling: III 

the field. Frankly, we have never tried this ourselves but understand that 
some of our neighbors in the Pacific Northwest have tried it with fair 
success. The growth is not nearly as heaV}' as from a bud and of co11r~e 
is a much more expensive operation. 

Another method is Spring budding. Dormant scion wood is cut during 
the Winter and Placed in cold storage and just as soon as enough sap is 
flowing 1n the seedling understock to permit the insertion of the bud, the 
operation can be performed. With us this is usually sometime about the 
first of May. Of course, with wood in dormant condition such as being 
used in this case the bud cannot be dewooded and the stand is very prob
lematical and usually poor. The growth also is much smaller than from a 
bud inserted the Summer before but this method can be used to increase 
the production of a scarce item a- little faster. 

This seems like a very simple report to present to a propagation 
society but I do hope the information that I have been able to tell }'OU is 
about what was wanted. I sincerely wish that I could have been present 
in person to meet }'OU all and talk over our joint problems but the pressure 
of work at home made this impossible. 

I again wish to express my thanks for the honor and opportunity of 
giving you what little information I have about the propagation of Maple 
by budding. 

l\1R. JOHN VERMEULEN (Neshanic, N. J.): Has anybody 
had any experience with budding maples in our section of New Jersey? 
Can you plant them in the spring and bud them in the same year or should 
they be potted and left over before the}' are budded? 

MR. WILLIAM FLEMER (Princeton Nurseries, Princeton, 
N.J.): We bud a lot of maples in Princeton and we found you can fall 
plant the seedlings and have them in sufficient growth for budding the 
following summer, but spring-planted seedlings usually are well enough 
if you dig them and plant immediately and they bud satisfactorily in the 
summer. I might say under eastern conditions this rapid growth in the 
spring is much more important than it is on the west coast. If you don't 
get a strong growth at first flush in the eastern condition what we call 
rosette sets in and it peters out in the tiny branches and weak buds so it is 
important to fertilize either the fall before or very early in the spring to 
get a terrific surge of growth before a hot summer condition and mildew 
and leafspot will set in. 

QUESTION: How large are the one year? 

NIR. FLEMER: We get six footers without much trouble if we get 
that early growth. If they are not in strong enough ground anµ they don't 
1nake that growth during the month of June, then you might as well 

• 
give up. 

CHAIRl\1AN NORDINE: l\1ight I ask Mr. Flemer, is your ref
erence on!}' to N orwa}' maple varieties? 

MR. FLEM ER: That applies to all the maples, all except silver 
which can be budded and will grow right through the summer. Red maples, 
sugar and N orways all seem under New Jersey conditions to get the rosette 
and they peter out into a number of tiny branches and weak terminal and 
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you have to cut them down to a strong e~'e, and that makes a crook in the 
tree. 

CHAIRMAN NORDINE: We might ask, all your budding is 
summer budding or June budding? 

MR. FLEMER: Summer budding-} uly. August is too late with 
us because the budwood on the older trees has alreadv started to harden 

• 

and the buds are stringy and they won't peel properly and won't unite. 
We have had no success with wood budding at all. If they won't peel like 
an apple you might as well give it up for that year. 

CHAIRMAN NORDINE: Your experience, then, with so-called 
wood buds is the same as the west coast experience. The}' will not grow 
with wood buds; they must grow with peeled bud? 

MR. FLEM ER: 'fhat is right. 
CHAIRMAN NORDINE: I am sorry to say I am not personally 

acquainted with Mr. Burton, but it is always a pleasure to introduce a 
good man. Now all of us in the nurser)' business have always known of 
Burton's Hilltop Nurseries at Casstown, Ohio. It has alwa)'S been a good 
name, a reputable name. The)' have alwa}'S had good stock. It is a pleasure 
to introduce someone with a good foundation and a good name. We pre
sent to you Mr. Howard Burton who will speak on ''The Grafting of 
Some Maples." (Applause) 

• 

-
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The Crafting of Some Maples 
B}' J. HOWARD BURTON 

Hill Top Nurseries 
Casstow11, Ohio 

The experience upon which I base the following conclusions regard
ing the grafting of 11aple varieties has accrued over a thirty year ·period. 
I apologize rather than boast 0f that because in that time much more 
definite data should have accrued than I have available to present to you. 

111}' 11Iaple grafting experience has been largel}' with Japanese Maple 
varieties, select t}'pes of Acer Rubrum, Special forms of Sugar lVIaple and 
attempts to graft Acer Nigra on Sugar understocks. (The less said about 
the latter the better). Although if successful they would have little com
mercial value. 

Japanese 11Iaples are often injured in our section b}' early Fall 
freezes like the one in October that killed back our W eigelas. Hence 
securing good and un-injured scion wood is sometimes a problem in winter 
grafting. Ho,vever as a rule 11aples graft quite readil}' and offer no 
insurmountable problems. 

To follow them in an orderl}' manner we should perhaps discuss the 
understocks first. It has always been our preference to have our under
stock of slow rooting or coarse rooted deciduous items established one year 
prior to grafting, as we feel there is less loss of valuable scions and labor. 
In summer grafts, this of course, is a necessity. Speaking of summer 
grafts that was at first the only time we grafted Maples. July or early 
August and outside in frames under glass with ·canvass shade in the same 
type frames we use for soft wood cuttings plunging the pots and union in 
sand at the usual angle. Our results were satisfactor)' if we syringed the 
grafts for a few da}'S to prevent excessive wilting of the scion foliage. 
Good shade is essential. If, after a few days the leaves have not dropped 
off the scions the critical period is over. However, some of the scions may 
be ripe enough to hold up, knit and start new leaves the same season, even 
though the original foliage on the scion does not hold on. Plants left in 
the frames over winter can be planted out the following spring. Just a 
comment however, that the}' are better bedded out wpere they can be given 
a little protection than given full exposure. Such resulting grafts are al
most a )'ear ahead of winter made grafts. 

A modification of the above is bench grafting in the greenhouse in 
the suthmer. The biggest problem with us is to keep down the frame 
temperature by ventilating the houses and shading them heavily enough to 
prevent wilting of the scion during the previously mentioned early critical 
period. 

After talking with Jim Wells in Detroit last summer I made up a 
hundred each J ap Maple and Viburnum Carlesi grafts as a controlled 
experiment on which to report at this meeting, with some exhibits. Grafts 
were made in late July. We had the house shaded with camouflage cloth. 
In re-glazing an adjoining house the contractors took off all the shading 
cloth over the house containing the grafts which were also in a glass covered 
sweat box. With daily temperatures in the high nineties they cooked 
quickly. At that a few survived and yesterday I took out several good 
plants which were heavil)' calloused, and which had sprouted from eyes 
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at the peat level or below. Before that accident they were coming along 
n1cel)'· Also a much higher percentage of Viburnum Carlesi survived than 
did the more tender Japanese Maples. 

In regular winter grafting, if the understocks are established it is 
better to graft before foliage starts, although I always like to see a little 
root action starting. Otherwise, the scion may pop out in leaf and wilt 
for lack of any sustenance from the root. This is much more likely to 
happen if the understocks are fall potted before winter grafting. 

Fall Potted U nder;tocks 

We always like to put our Maples in a cool house both to root up, and 
when grafted. About this cool house, we use one in which night tempera
ture may run as low as 40° house temperature. 

As to technique, there is nothing unusual-·we use a Veneer graft and 
plunge, but not pack, just cover the graft with Peat Moss in a grafting 
case. Laying the whole plant at an angle. 

For some years we have been dipping our scions in another water
proofing compound to try to avoid the deteriorating effects of wet media. 
This year I am going back to paraffin or try Howard Taylor's plastic to 
coat the scions. 

l\1uch of our loss in Jap Maples particular!)', can be attributed to the 
factor of too much moisture, often times this area of the scion covered by 
the grafting media will soften up and die. The reason we gave up dipping 
scions in paraffin or wax mixtures was that it slowed up grafting. The 
same goes for waxing with a brush but we may have to come back to it. 

Nearly equal results to plunging in a gratting case can be obtained by 
doing the same thing on an open bench with peat or sand and peat mixture. 
Results are slower but there is less l1kel1hood of damping off of leaves. I 
can't get by with just waxing the whole scion and union and setting them 
on the bench to ''hatch'' as some good propagators say they do, although 
if we had our Binl,s S)'Stem of humidification working it might do the 
trick. 

In standing the grafts upright in a deep case in peat the percentage 
results were off due to air space around the union which allowed too much 
drying. This result was not peculiar to the Maples, but was universal, I 
might say in all the grafts handled in that manner, J un1pers, etc. 

• 
The disadvantage of Case grafting of the Acer palmatum varieties is 

the ·difficulty of preventing mold on the new soft leaves before the)' are 
read~- to have the covering sash completely removed. We ventilate the 
frames and keep the understocks well cut back. The onl)' thing other than 
ventilation which we have tried to control this fungus on leaves, was a 
rather sparing trial of ''Sterile Lamps." I am not prepared to say that 
they helped too much in the control. I believe we were too afraid of injury 
to the soft growth. These same trials and tribulations occur to a limited 
extert't with other Maples. However these leaves seem to be sturdier and 
less susceptible to mold. 

We use only Palma tum U nderstock for J ap Maple varieties. For 
Sugar Maple type, of course only sugar l\1aple stocks. We have used 
Silver l\1aples for Acer rubrum, when rubrum understocks were not avail-
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able. Sugar Nlaple stocks were used for grafting Black Maple (Acer 
Nigrum), but in two attempts I have 11ever had any success. 

. 

Let me summarize the points which I believe lead to success in graft-
ing Maples. 

l. Select un-injured scions. 

2. Wax the scion. 

3. Plunge in a damp, but not too wet media, just covering the union, 
but not packing tightly around it. 

4. Ventilate the grafting cases frequently, especially as the buds start 
breaking. 

5. Cut back the understocks to prevent crowding. 

6. Get the grafts standing up on the open bench at the earliest mo
ment, even syringing frequently to keep from wilting. After a 
few days they harden up and require only routine attention. 

We normally throw some newspapers over our grafts just as a little 
additional protection from shade when they first stand up. That little 
foliage is very tender. 

Summer grafting gives a completed and dormant plant to handle the 
following spring as against one in leaf resulting from the winter grafting 
operation. One can also be sure in summer that the scion is alive and un
injured. You do have to be a little more careful of it. You can't knock it 
around like you can the dormant scion 1n the winter and you can't store 
them. I believe the percentage of good grafts should be about the same 
from either of these methods. Thank you. (Applause). 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: l\1r. Burton, do you wax your scions 
when you put them in the grafting case? 

MR. BURTON: Yes, we do it beforehand. I dip the scions in wax 
before we even make the cut. We haven't painted the union afterward. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Why do }'OU graft in a frame in the 
summer, because it is too hot in the greenhouse for your maples? 

MR. BURTON: We do it both wa}'s, Case. As I said, we started 
and grafted outside in frames, and I would just as leave do that, but since 
the greenhouse's are open in the summer we are not doing any other graft
ing in there. We just use them and put our maples in. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Do }'OU have much trouble? • 

MR. BURTON: Not as much in the summer as in the winter. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Is it easier to control your temperature 
in the frame than in a greenhouse. The temperature is much higher in a 
greenhouse than a frame. 

MR. BURTON: To answer your first question, the only reason I 
can give you why we use our frame is that ventilating it to keep the tem
perature down you get an awful circulation of air over your newly-set 
scions, whereas in the sweat box they are protected from that wind or air 
circulating over them and causing quick wilting. We think if we protect 
just a few days until they get hardened up, they are safe. They usually 
a re. 

• 
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MR. HOOGENDOORN: Do you also bury your union in the 
s;;i.nd in the summer? 

MR. BURTON: Yes, the union is covered by the_ grafting media 
whether it is peat, sand or a mixture of both. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: We wax all ours and, incidentally, in that 
waxing we don't paint the wax on. We made a little tin gadget which 
is a circular piece of tin with a V-shaped cut in it and a handle down, 
which slips over the top of the plant so the plant comes through the V and 
we can insert the whole thing over a bucket of wax and dunk it. The 
plant doesn't fall into the wax and we can do it quite quickly, as fast as 
you can put one in and out. 

What I wanted to ask you was this: When we have united our grafts 
and they have made their first growth, they make a vigorous first growth 
in the greenhouse and no matter what we do they stop. They don't make 
an}' further growth until the end of the summer. Do }'OU think there 
would be any value in passing the shrubs once they have grown and come 
to this dormant condition through a cold temperature of 35 or 40 degrees 
for a couple of weeks? Do you think that might break that dormancy and 
when they go out they might start growing again? 

MR. BURTON: 'I'hat is not a simple question to answer. It is my 
thought, Jim, that these Maples, when they come out of the grafting 
case are so tender that any cold sufficent to break the dormancy would 
also be fatal to them. It is an interesting thing to think about, and might 
merit some experimental work. 

l\1R. FLEMER: We tried that with just a few and it killed them. 

MR. FILL1\10RE: I was just going to comment on Mr. Burton's 
remark that waxed thread was as good or better than rubber hands. 

l\1R. BURTON: These rubber bands do cause a lot of injury by 
cutting in, because when you put rubber bands on plants that are 
dormant )'OU get an immediate expansion of growth as soon as that plant 
starts to grow and they start choking. I think there is a lot more damage 
<lone to grafts in that manner than we have ever thought. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Jack Blauw suggested that we use a rather 
coarse grade of cotton twine, the type they use in the drug stores to wrap 
up packages. It has a very low tensile strength. We do not wax that 
thread be}'Ond dipping it into the molten parafin wax, so the ball doesn't 
unravel in use. It usually holds together long enough for the graft to go 
through the bench out into the open ground and we don't have to cut it, 
loose11 it or do anything to it. As the wax breaks and the stem expands, 
moisture gets in and this cotton thread rots and we get no girdling what-
soever. -

MR. LOUIS V ANDERBROOK: ( Manchester, Conn.) : I would 
like to ask the number of that thread he uses. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: No. 3 cotton twine. 

CHAIRMAN NORDINE: The question has been alive in the 
nursery for sometime. What about fall coloring which is the principal 
asset and prime value in any form of •. ,4 cer rubrum. I have been grafting 
forms of Acer rubrum for seven or eight years on soft maple and I find 
that the soft maple has absolutely no influence whatsoever on the ability 
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of Acer rubrum to color in the fall of the year. In fact, one form of colum
nar Acer rubrttm ripened and showed excellent fall color earlier this year 
than it formerly did on its own root stock, the fall color is not lost on a 
different understock 

MR. JOHN SIEBENTHALER (Dayton, 0.): I wanted to ask 
)'OU if )'OU have had any experience in observing older trees of Acer rubrum 
tl1at had been budded or grafted on soft maple? 

CHAIRMAN NORDINE: No, I am sorr)'· 

MR. SIEBENTHALER: I am sorry, too. We had several hundred 
beautiful trees budded on soft maple. When they reached four and five 
inch diameter, the)' broke off at the union. There was a beautiful design 
there where the union was, a crystallized effect and that was the end of a 
good-sized investment, so it is something to consider. 

l\1R. V ANDERBROOK: Getting back to the waxing problems. 
If you use a high-1nelting wax, your wax peels off. You have to use a 
low-melting wax, about 128°. 

l\1IR. CHARLIE HESS: Has an)'One experience in growing Japa
nese maples from cuttings? 

CHAIRl\1AN NORDINE: Of all the books on nursery propaga
tion, there is only one book that mentions growing maples from cuttings. 
That 1s an English book by a Mr. Sheat. It is ''Propagation of Trees, 
Shrubs and Conifers," he says. ''Acer cappadociu,11 of half ripened wood 
from forced plants under glass and the cuttings in a closed case rooted 
ver)' well in three weeks." Otherwise, all of these references are brief, 
but it is just to give you some thought to think about and go home with. 

There 1s a little bit of information in some works in regard to the 
experimenting of maple cutting in the early days of root hormone, those 
reports are of such little value that I passed them over, but it is the begin
ning of work on growing maples from cuttings. 

The most interesting of all is by C. C. Thomas who did his work at 
Beltsville under the Federal Department, and he records his work in the 
National Horticultural Magazine for 1936, Volume 15, page 103 to 107. 
He used in this particular case this method: He placed his cuttings in glass 
cases that were 24 inches high with sliding doors. The benches were 
heated with lead cable to 72 degrees. The sand temperature varies two to 
three degr~es. Air temperature was about •five degrees less, meaning 67 
degrees. Sharp, washed sand was used that had a pH of 6.2. He made 
hardwood cuttings and stuck them into this glass case and he used Acer bar
bi11erve, caudatum, cissifol1um, rufinerve, and Tschonosk1i. These cuttings 
were made on February 27, and the time period extended up to the first 
week in April. The rooting, for instance, on A. caudatu111 that was taken 
in late February, rooted in 28 days with a percentage of 89 per cent root
ing. Other cuttings required longer periods, up to 40 da)'S. From some 
of them he got 89 per cent rooted, others only 20 per cent. 

Then as the new growth developed to four or five leaves about one 
inch long, the)' were pulled from these cuttings. These short green wood 
cuttings were pulled off with the heel and put back in the case with the 
hardwood cuttings and then similar material was pulled from plants out
side and in that case all the leaves were left on. 
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Now in this particular work, he used 17 different species of maple as 
follows: 

Acer barbinerve 
carpinifolium 

· cissifolium 
Ginnala 
palmatum 

• p1ctum mono 
Pseudo-S1eboldianum 
rufinerve 
Tschonoskii 
negundo 
rubrum 
argutum 
caudatum ukurunduense 
mandshuricum 
micranthum 
triflorum 

1'he cuttings were taken from February to July, cuttings were rooted 
from 18 days to 55 days. He had all the way from 100 per cent with 
A. caudatunz to the ,1. Pal,natu111 taken on Ma)' 11, rooted in 21 days with 
65 per cent results. 

The poorest results were cuttings taken on the first day of June, 
rooting in 37 days and the variety was A. M iyabe1. They rooted 50 per 
cent. There are man)' others. A. A rgutu1n is another one with 50 per 
cent results. Many of them rooted 7 5, 80, 85 and 90 per cent up to 100 
per cent in this particular work. 

And answering this question on Japanese maples, he used nine dif
ferent varieties. The plants were potted and in the greenhouse, and by 
the way, these were plants that had been imported that spring from Europe. 
·The cuttings were made as early as 11arch 13. In that case, it took 140 
'days to root. Other cuttings were taken throughout the month of April. 
They took from 37 days to almost 60 days to root and in all cases these 
cuttings rooted very well. Cuttings were taken as late as on June 3 and 
June 15. Cuttings taken on June 3 rooted in 65 days, cuttings taken on 
June 19 rooted in but 35 days. All of this was in that particular closed 
case. 

CHAIRMAN NORDINE: Now, the most interesting of all was 
some work done by Steve O'Rourke. His paper, his work, his records, and 
so forth, are not available, so 1t came to me second-hand from a man 
who quoted from memor)'· This is b)' the new method of mist propaga-

• t1on. 

They used cuttings of wood which had grow11 to a full season length 
but which had not yet passed from the soft stage into the hard stage. These 
were used under mist, in a greenhouse under ordinary cultural conditions, 
sand being the medium. N orwa)' maple rooted well and were planted out 
in late summer and the)' wintered well. A. Buerger1anum rooted well but 
it did not winter. Acer campestre rooted very well but it did not winter. 
Acer nikoense failed entirely. Many more maples were used but Mr. 
Morris quoted these to me; he did not rerr1ember what the others were. 
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MR. CHARLES HESS: I happened to- be out at the Greenbrier 
farms a year ago last summer and they had about 10,000 J ap maples in 
the greenhouse. They had a beautiful stand. The)' just tried it and it 
worked. 

Now we did some ,vork last winter ,vith forest t)'pes of maples and 
they rooted in open bed, no bench, just open house bed, shaded, that was 
all. We now have those outside. We don't know whether they will win
ter. rI'hey made beautiful growth this summer and they are now outside. 

MR. FLEMER: We have fussed with J ap maples from cuttings 
for )'ears. At times we have stuck as man)' as I 0,000 when we thought it 
could be done and we have never had any trouble getting a good stand 
rooting, but we have never succeeded getting them through the winter. 
The)' were planted outside 1n cold frames, potted up, rooted in boxes of 
peitt, and left. The roots start to go bad around the callus and the tip of 
the root will still be alive, but the thing is dead. 

MR. KERN: In regard to rooting Jap maples from cuttings, I have 
1nostl)' co11cerned myself with the production of the green type of Acer 
pa I 1,1at111,1. 

I have been bringing full plants into the greenhouse, usually beginning 
in Januar)', and forced them into growth, took off the soft wood cuttings, 
usual!)' about the 15th of Februar)', and from 18 to 21 days we have them 
rooted. We put them in an open sand bench with lead cable underneath 
carr)'lng a ten1perature of about 70°. As soon as the)' are rooted we pot 
then1 in a two and a quarter inch pot and in that same current season we 
are able to !)roduce a maple understock the size of a pencil, which we can 
use for grafti11g material. 

Last year, I brought in a plant of·A cer J aponicpm aureu,,1. We forced 
the !)!ant in growth and took the cuttings off like we did with the pal-
1natu1n, green form. I could not get any results from the J aponicum cut
tings. That perhaps was due to the lack of chloroph)'l content in the 
foliage of that plant. The rooting of the green form is highly successful 
and I recommend 1t. To grow a good Acer palmatum from seed usually 
talces about two )'Cars' time. In this case, we were able to do it in one 
year. 

l\1IR. KERN: I also mentioned I dipped these cuttings in Hormone 
No. 10. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: This batch of cuttings of Greenbrier 
seems to have bitten a lot of people, because I have heard about this half a 
dozen times. However, I did call in at Westbury Rose Company on Long 
Island, l\1r. Vosburg is the manager. 

Mr. Vosburg is a good propagator. He had a bench of Japanese 
maples there which I saw, which were beautifully rooted. He told me 
he had done it for a number of years. He had wintered them quite satis
factorily in fra1nes. The cuttings were put in early. It was early June. 
We did pull up a couple of cuttings and he does grow them without any 
callus or practically no callus, and I don't know how he does it, and he 
does it on magnolias, too. 

QUESTION: What was the rooting medium? 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Plain sand. He has a mist system there 
somewhat different to the orthodox one. He has a sheet of burlap at the 
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~ide of the greenhouse with jets that spray on the burlap and soak it and 
he saturates that every hour or so during the summer. 

MR. PIETER ZORG: I have had a little bit of experience of root
ing Japanese maples from cuttings. About three years ago I started out 
,with a very small amount, put them in a mixture of fine peat 1noss and one 
sand. They seemed to root pretty good. I put them during the winter in 
a frame and in the spring I had nothing left. They were all gone. Last 
year, I tried it again and this time I put them into three peat moss and one 
sand, used Hormone No. 3, and I put them right away in pots. During 
the winter I kept them this time in a cold greenhouse. When the tempera
ture goes very low, I open up a door between the heat house and the cold 
house, so they don't freeze too hard in there. I had that time about 50 
,per cent of those cuttings survive the winter. 

MR. J. RAVESTEIN (Mentor, Ohio): I made 800 cuttings of 
Japanese maples. I started out with a mixture of three peat moss and one 
sand. Excuse me for the language yet, but is 2¾'' pots right? (A voice: 
Yes). Put sand in and put five holes in there with a pencil, put my cut
tings in, this No. 3 hormone powder, and put them in the sweat box, and 
let it be real warm. They can have a lot of temperature but be careful 
with the sun. We had white cement under the greenhouse and burlaps 
hanging in the greenhouse and still they burn up. I had to put newspaper 
or cloth over the glass. They couldn't have any sunshine and they root in 
about 10 days, most of them. 

I think rooting Japanese maples is easy ,f you take the right time and 
the right strength cuttings. You can't go down to the field with a shears 
and go ahead and cut them off. It takes you about a morning to take 
1500 or 2000 cuttings. Keep them moist and bring them in and cut them 
off. 

• Most of the time you are supposed to cut them off about a quarter 
~nch below the node, but I found out when you cut them off on top of 
the node, about an inch they grow faster than the other ones. 

, I make them around the l 0th of June and had them in the sweat box 
ifor about five months and took them out and potted them. The ones that 
were not rooted, I stuck them in again in the sand medium, but no powder • 
on them any more. As I can see so far, they are living. I had them in 
,the greenhouse with a temperature of 50°. I am going to turn the heat 
off and give them a little rest. 

Mr. Zorg was over to my place a week ago. ( Dec. 1st). He can 
itell you the rooting is starting again. I don't think I will lose one of them. 
We have little cuttings in the frame from last year. They are that high, 
:with four or five side branches. 

It is not difficult to make Japanese maples under the right conditions . 
. It took us three weeks to make these cuttings and the last week it was too 
tlate. You have to do it, I believe, in five or six days. It depends on what 
temperature you have. 

MR. HAN COCK ( Cooksville, Ontario) : I have had no actual 
experience in rooting J apapese maples but I think that something is being 
missed by some of the propagators. There is no trouble to root them, but 
they don't grow. Now you rooted them in peat and you have the roots 
and you say you can't winter them. Anything that will root theoretically 
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will grow. If you \\'atch the old plants all through the ~untry, where do 
)'OU get the most vigorous Japanese maples? Alwa}'S where you have an 
alkaline pH or less or a neutral or alkaline. It doesn't make any difference 
how kind we are, the)' are not vigorous like the J,tpanese maples on clay 
loam. 

In ITI)' op1n1on, what )'OU have missed is probabl)' a question of pH in 
)'Our growing media. That 1s just an opinion from the floor on why )'OU 
have lost out in w1nter1ng. 

l\1IR. RA VESTEIN ( iVIentor) · What do 
more peat or sand? 

\'OU ,,,ant me to use, 
• 

l\!I R. HAN COCK: I think the peat moss is an excelle11t media. I 
think anv plant that is naturally neutral or alk,tl1ne association can't be 
left 1ndefin1tely in that said media. You have got a neutral or alkaline 
change to that as soon as )'OU get it rooted. Do }'OU know ,vhat the reaction 
of your potting media is, whether 1t is acid or alkaline? 

l\1IR. RAVES'fEIN: Well, I tell \'OU one thing, the last cuttings 
we didn't pot. I d(>n't like to pot a pla11t without an)' leaves. 'fhey started 
growing again. I think next )'ear I am going to put a little n1ore peat 
moss 1n ill)' pots. 

NIR. HANCOCK: Pardo,1 me, 1f I speak again. 1 think they are 
mixing up aeration with pH. You get plent)' of aeration in the peat. It 
ma)' not be the peat that 1nakes it root but the aeration. Soo11er or later 
you have got to get that acid to sl1ghtl)' alkaline or neutral. 

l\1IR. RA VESTEIN: It takes )'OU a while to pick cuttings, the 
cuttings fro1n the top of a maple don't root, they are too soft, there is too 
much strength in there. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: Do \'OU take the side branches? 
• 

l\1R. RAVES1'EIN: I take side branches and I like to take cut
tings from plants transplanted in the spring. 

l\1R. HOOGENDOORN: You will have a better cutting. 

l\1IR. RAVESTEIN: I believe that the cutting is harder. If it is 
two )'ears in the field it is too much strengthened. 

l\11 R. RA VESTEI N: You know when a 1naple will grow twice, 
wasn't it on the 8th of October, the last one? 

l\1IR. ZORG: About that time. 

l\1IR. RA VESTEIN: I 1nake 60 cuttings 

i\1R. HOOGENDOORN: That was on second growth? 

l\!IR. RAVESTEIN: I don't think there is much use making cut-, 
tings from the second growth. I think you should pick them in five or six 
da)'S and even when you see the tip you know when a maple grows it has 
two little buds on the top an'd it stops growing and )'OU see a little red 
point. Don't take those cuttings. 

l\1R. HOOGENDOORN: They have started again. 

l\1IR. RAVESTEIN: They don't grow. 
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l\1R. FRANK 0. ANDERSON (Erie): When does the sap stop 
in the maples you mentioned and when does the sap begin again? 

MR. ANDERSON: What I mean, I think the 
haps the only tree where the sap stops in June. 

MR. RAVESTEIN: That is right. 

maple tree is per-
• 

MR. ANDERSON: It begins to slow down in June and the sap 
begins to come again perhaps the last week in October. 

MR. RAVESTEIN: Oh no, sir. 

MR. ANDERSON: On sugar maples it will come in October in 
certain places in the country. 

MR. RA VESrl'EIN: Not on Japanese maples. 

MR. ANDERSON: It ma)' have something to do with it. 

MR. RAVESTEIN: I think the sap in a Japanese maple never 
stops, onl)' a little time. When I took cuttings from mine, underneath 
the ones which were not full grown the top was still growing again. 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON SESSION 

December 13, 1952 

The final session convened at 1 :45 o'clock, President Wells presiding. 
PRESIDENT WELLS: Gentlemen, please come to order. We are 

15 minutes behind time. We have to keep up to this British reputation. 

I don't know what one Englishman should say about another or per
haps Henr)' is an American b)' now. I don't know his present status ex
cept that it has recently become a married one, and that Henry is another 
real good plantsman. Most of you know of his original work on the 
propagation of rhododendron from leaf-bud cuttings. I think he was the 
first person to publish any information on that method. Just why he has 
chosen ''The Vegetative Propagation of Oaks and Suggested Research 
Technique'' I don't know. I have never heard him talk about oaks before, 
so I am going to be very interested in what he has to say. 

He has recently changed his position and some indication of the 
caliber of the man that he is is the fact he is the new Director of the 
National Arboretum in Washington. Henry Skinner. (Applause). 

DR. HENRY SKINNER: Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: 
After that introduction I must certainly try to do a good job-jeven on 
oaks. 

, 
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Vegetative Propagation of Oaks and Suggested 
Research Techniques 

HENRY T. SKINNER1 

Botanical!)', the oaks fall in the family }'agaceae, i11 which are also 
included both beech and chestnut, with their rather similar propagation 
problems. In a search of the literature through upwards of 300 propaga
tion references to these plants, ,the walnuts, lugla11s, have been included, 
in that difficulties have been experienced here too so that possible leads to 
our own problem might be discovered. Within the genus Quercus three 
major taxonomic subd1v1s1ons are currently recognized: Subgenus I ( Cyclo
balanopsis) with its few evergreen representatives is relatively unimpor
tant from our standpoint; subgenus II ( Erythrobalanus) comprises the 
large black oak group including Willow, Shingle, Water, Black-Jack, 
Scrub, Black, Scarlet, Pin, Red Oaks and several others; subgenus III 
( Lepidobalanus) includes the white oaks of which Turkey, Cork, Holm, 
Live, English, White, Post, Burr, Chestnut and Swamp White oaks are 
arriong the more familiar. These major divisions between black and white 
oaks should certainly be kept 1n mind in considering matters of propaga
ti<,n. Rehder's subdivisions of these major groups may at times have 
f11rther significance especial!)' in grafting and matters of stock-cion rela
ti ')nships. 

From a cytological standpoint the oaks are fortunately simpler than 
111any other plant genera. Present information, as summarized by Duffield 
( 4) indicates that the basic somatic chromosome count for all species is 
;:4 so that at least one cause for possible differences in behavior or response 
can be written off. 

In matters of propagation, seedage is the simple and straightforward 
method, whenever it can be used. But our topic today is confined to vege
tative methods and all of these become relatively difficult with many hard
wood trees and with oaks and the. oak relatives in particular. Let, us re
vi~w the kind of results that may be expected qy employment of the usual 
techniques, noting where these techniques · succeed or fail and where an 
occasional new avenue of approach may possibl)' lie. 

' 

Cuttings 
• 

Until the advent of chemical rooting substances the practical im-
possibility of propagating oaks by cuttings was so generally recognized that 
even mention of the method is almost wholly lacking in the older literature. 
Bailey's Cyclopedia is perhaps an exception in stating that ''the evergreen 
species are occasionally increased by layers and sometimes by cuttings''-
without further explanation. · 

With use of growth substances results have continued unpromising 
with cuttings from mature trees as especially evidenced by the work of 
Hutchings and Larsen (9) with white oaks and Flory and Brison (6) 
with the semi-evergreen Ness hybrids of Q. v1rgin1ana and Q. [yrata; the 
latter being almost a classic example of negative results. Of several thou
sand cuttings subjected to numerous variations in time of taking, type of 
wood, kind and concentration of growth substances, propagation media, 
etc., etc., a number developed callus growths and a few, set in February, 
produced roots but not one remained alive for longer than two months 
!Director, U. S. National Arboretum, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural 
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after the cutting, were tal{en. The parent trees from which cuttings were 
secured were 25 to 30 )'ears old. 

The last statement becomes important in rel,tt1on to the juven1!1ty 
problern discussed IJJ' Dr. O' Rou rice before this SocietJ' last )'ear. Using 
rndoleacetic ,1c1d at 400 rng. per liter on FebruarJ' made cuttings, rfhimann 
and Delisle ( 14) were able to secure 82 per cent rooting of red oak. 
Without auxin tre;1t1ne11t the rooting was 22 per cent. The wood ''more 
than a J•ear old," was from four )'ear old ,trees. Cuttings from old trees 
failed to root ent1rel}'· Using Ju!J• cuttings and auxin treatment, Komis
sarov ( IO) secured 56 per cent rooti11g of English oak eight }'ears old and 
34 per cent frorn trees 20 years old. Untreated cuttings failed completelJ•. 
Other exarnples could be cited point111g up the desirabilit)' of working with 
J'oung stock plants in all attempts at cutting propagation. Unfortunately 
our printed references are seldom complete 1n telling of the success of these 
cuttings after rooting. Such should be investigated, ;1s also an)' possibilities 
inherent i11 the use of sucker growths, induced bJ' pruning, as a substitute 
for actual )'Outh of the stock plant. 

1 t would see111 that the propagatio11 of oaks OJ' cuttings re1na1ns an 
u11dertaki11g for the experimentator rather than, to date, a method to be 
e111ployed with an}' certa1nt}' of results. 

La)·er111g 

While a limited ;1mount of !aJ•ering has occas1011all)' been practiced 
"ith the evergreen oaks as with the rather similar!)' responsive beeches, 
ft>r the deciduous oak species l,1yer1ng has proved al1nost "'hol!J' unsuccess
f11l. rfhis com1nent applies not on!J' to conventional methods but also to 
tl e more modern sJ•stem of ;1ir laJ•ering emploJ•ing growth substance treat
rr ents and the use of pol}•thene filrn. Of a number of air la)'ers made 
b)' ill)'Se!f at the i\tlorris Arboretum, on unusual species of beech and oak, 
in the spring of 1950, none were successful in producing an)' suspicion of 
r,ots, with or ,v1thout growth substance treat111ents. Similar wholl}' 
negative results ,vere reported b)' WJ•man ( 16) regarding fiftJ•-two air 
layers rnade 1n the spring of 1951 and involving Q11ercus bebbiana, bicolor, 
dentata, falcata, 111r1rylanrl1ca, 111011gol1ca, robu,·, rob111· a1·genteo-111arg111ata, 
r11 ·1cinatr1, stellatr1 and var1ab1!1s. 

However, to the best of ill)' knowledge, potentialities in the cutting
like relationship of air layering to age of wood and age of parents has 
not yet been full)' explored. i\1ore layers should certain!)' be tried out on 
very young trees. Furthermore in another difficult genus, the walnuts, 
ver}' fair success has been obtained b)' Hatton ( 7) at the East l\1alling 
Experiment Station b)' use of their traditional stooling methods. The 
}'Oung growths produced b)' this technique seem 'much more capable of 
root formation than top-grown shoots. Adaptations of the stooling method 
might well be investigated in connection with oaks. 

LaJ•ering then, like cuttings, must be classed as ;1 field for further 
experimentation rather than a present!)' practical technique. 

B11d1li11g 

In budding we have a further propagation method which is excellent 
for so man)' other wood)' plants but which, with oaks, seems to be of 
indifferent value or wholly useless,-and not, certain!)', for want of testing. 
Flor)' and Brison ( 6) maJ' again be quoted as furnishing a rather tJ•pical 
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• 

exa111ple. Using T-buds from the Ness h),brids mentioned earlier, these 
worl(ers used )'Oung seedlings of several species as understocks, including 
Burr, Chinese, Live, Overcup, P111, Post, Spanish, Water, Willow Oaks, 
etc., ,tnd on different years inserted the buds variously in August, May and 
October. 'fhe stocks seemed to slip well and after as long as 4 or 5 weeks 
1nan)' of the buds were plump a11d green, but apparently there was no 
union. Soon after this the bark l1egan curling and the buds dropped. Of 
376 buds inserted onl)' one united and produced a tree. Fro111 personal 
experience I could describe sim1l;1r results as doubtless could most propa
gators of wood)' plants. While the difficult)' cannot be expla111ed ,vithout 
discovered facts to go 011, it would see1n, nevertheless, that it m,t)' possibly 
involve ,t somewhat excessive dor1nanC\' 111 the bud and one wo11ders 

• 

,vhether earlier 1n the spring n11e;ht not be the t1n1e to tr)' budding with a 
pla11t of tl1is sort. 

1 n patch budd111g pecans 1n the Southern states there has developed 
a recognized practice of cutting previous )'ears' cion wood ,vhile still 
dor111ant 1n Februar)' or l\1I,1rch, storing the wood in moist sphagnum moss 
under cool conditions and then season111g it ( still in moist 1noss) at a 
,var1ner temper,1ture to induce slipping of the patch buds at the time of 
outdoor budding 111 late April or l\1Iay. Br1so11 (2) found a temperature 
of 80 degrees F. for ,t 10 da)' period to be about ideal for the seasoning 
process. If the can1b1al ch,tnges which take place during the seasoning 
process 1n pec,tn and which permit a read)' 111anipulat1on and subsequent 
unio,1 of tl1e p,ttch bu<l-,vould occur si1n1larl)' in oak, a basis 1night pos
sibl)' be found for the development of a 1nore successful budding technique 
in this genus 'l'his, ,it le_ast, might be,1r investigation. 

Graf t111g 

111 contrast to the above less prom1s1ng 1netho<ls of vegetative propaga
tion for oaks, grafting has long proved to be the means of increase next 
111ost successful to tl1e use of seed. While the obvious disadvantage of 
grafting lies in the fact that the rootstock is necessarily of seedling origin, 
with uncontrolled ph)'Siolog1cal responses, it is possible that future investiga
tion ma)' produce a mean~ of overcoming this sometimes objectionable 
feature. 

Pr1nc1pal graft methods are of two t)'pes: indoor bench grafting as is 
principal!)' practiced 1n this countr)', and outdoor grafting as has been used 
to a fair extent 1n Europe, but much less frequent!)' in the United States. 

Be11cl1 Grafting 

Indoor grafting on potted seedling understocks follows the general 
pattern used for other ,vood)' plants. Dormant cions are usually of the 
previous season's wood and either top or side grafts ma)' be employed. 
Closed cases are sometimes recommended ( Sheat ( 13) for January
Februar)' grafts, the open bench for those do11e later in February-l\1arch. 
An experienced propagator, ,vith proper selection of his understocks, 
should secure a reasonabl)' good turn-off in bench grafting. 

• 

011tdoor Grafting 

This method ma)' merit greater attention than it seems to have cur
rently acquired in this country. Actually it is a11 old system first apparently 
described b)' N age! ( 12) i11 German)' in I 829, for the grafting of chestnuts 
onto oak understocks. In 1867 we find reference to it again, in a similar 
connection, by Weber ( 15) writing in the French Revue Horticole, while 
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in later )'ears it has been used and described by Flory and Brison ( 6) 
and a few others in this country. 

In essence this method of outdoor grafting of oaks emplo)'S the use 
of dormant I year old cions about ¾ of an inch in diameter, gathered in 
February and stored under cool conditions until used. The stocks are out
door grown seedlings varying usually from ¼ inch to 1 inch in diameter 
and grafting takes place about two weeks after leafing has commenced. 
Various kinds of grafts may be used-whip grafts inserted slightly below 
ground level on the smaller stocks, or bark, inlay or cleft grafts placed a 
foot above ground on larger stocks. Flory and Brison found the whip 
grafts to be most successful with the Ness hybrid oaks. Grafts are tied with 
string and the cut surfaces usually protected with wax. Staking of the 
ci_on and desuckering of the stocks is necessary as growth proceeds. With 
proper selection of understocks, 100 per cent takes have been reported with 
this kind of graft. 

In a recent conversation with l\ilr. l\1ark Holst (8) the writer learned 
that outdoor grafting of Quercus robur and Q. sess1l1f Zora has been suc
cessfully practiced for some time by H. Barner of Stalsskovenes Planteav
lsstation, Humbleback, in Denmark. In describing this particular s,,stem 

• 

Mr. Holst places particular emphasis upon location of the basal cut of the 
cion in the bud scale region at the junction of the one and two year old 
wood, upon removal of the large-budded top section of the cion to secure 
growth from the lower, more dormant buds, and also upon the necessity for 
grafting only on quiet, cloudy days, the percentage take falling off rapidly 
un~er conditions of sun, wind, or rain. The Danish system also employs 
a low-placed side, rather than top graft and follows with stock restriction 
6 to 8 weeks after grafting and continued as the cion develops. Average 
takes run 60-80 per cent with this method although under ideal conditions 
it may run as high as 90 or I 00 per cent. 

Bud Graf ting 

. Of passing interest is the bud grafting of chestnut as described by 
Claus~n ( 3) ir Fr~nce in 1~81. Current season terminal buds were cut to 
a wedge-shaped \Jase with small piece of wood attached ahd inserted into 
the cleft terminal bud of a ripening young shoot of the understock on the 
24th of June. 'The bud was tied in place and shaded by the buf)ched-up 
terminal leaves. Takes were apparently good. Buq grafting of oaks might 
be worthy of at least a serious trial. 

Stock-Cton Relations 

The relationship of stock and cion is of very real importance in oaks. 
While considerable latitude sometimes seems to exist as to which species 
will unite successfully with which others, there is accumulating evidence 
that the factor of durability is not necessarily correlated with initial take. 
A century or more ago it was found in Europe that chestnut grafted very 
~asily on Quercus robur. Apart, however, from one tree which attained 
the age of 50 or 60 years in the Botanic Garden of Dijon ( and never bore 
mature fruits) apparently few others survived the stage at which the slower 
developing stock eventually throttled the fast growing chestnut cion. 

Cases have been described by Armstrong and Brison ( 1) in which 
Q. virginiana apparently united well with Q. stellata as a top worked 
stock, made rapid growth for 16 years only to deteriorate quite suddenly 
at the point of union and die three years later. Causes for the eventually 
unsatisfactory union apparently lay in the slower rate of xylem or wood 
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tissue formation by the cion, resulting in a break which caused a girdling 
effect temporarily compensated for by increased growth of the 'cion. 

In our American oaks there is ample evidence that in· general, species 
of the black oak group both unite and succeed much better with species of 
the same group as understocks than with any of the white oaks and vice 
versa. 

Perhaps cork oak ( Q. suber) is as adaptable as any for it has been 
cited as a tree 100 years old in the Crimea, grafted upon Q. pubescens 
( ~ederov ( 5), has been reported b)' another Soviet worker to take 100 
per cent upon stump sprouts of Q. castanaefolza and make 7 ft. growths the 
first year, while in California 1t does well upon the native Q. chrysolep1s 
( Mirov ( 11) which conveniently comes into leaf so much earlier in the 
spring that storage of the cork oak cions is unnecessar)'· 

By way of a brief summary we can therefore classif}' grafting as the 
1nost successful present method for the vegetative propagation of oak, 
whether indoor or outdoor procedures be used. Cuttings are very poor 
indeed, but merit further trial with emphasis upon the use of wood from 
quite young plants or sucker shoots from more mature specimens. Layer
ing, general!)' unsuccessful to the present, also merits experimentation in 
the use of juvenile plant parts. 

The oaks are perhaps outstanding in their ability to demonstrate the 
pathetic limitations of our knowledge of the basic scientific principles under
lying ,•egetative plant propagation. 
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. . ·. Dr. Skinner presented his paper, making the following inter
polation on page 7 of the paper: 

No. I : I didn't mean to imply in the question I asked following that 
excellent paper of Mr. Hoogendoorn that I am against grafting. Rather, 
as Mr. Seibenthaler asked this morning, are we getting the end results we 
want? Having been involved in arboretu1n work for quite a number of 
years, I have rather developed the habit of looking at plants not on a I to 
4 )'ear basis hut in terms of the 20 or SO )'ear results that we can expect 
with those plants. Th,1t has tended to make me a little bit critical of 
grafting in some groups, particularly in the bush t}'pes of plants-things 
like azaleas ;ind J,1panese c1uinces and lil,1cs and even f/1bur11u111 Carles1-
where }'OU have ;1 bush which under arboretum procedure and the pro
cedures of the ;1verage home grower needs to lie renovated periodically, to 
be pruned to get good flowers. Even an azalea, we like to cut off occasion
ally at the bottom. Y 011 know what happens. You kill the plant; if you 
don't kill the plant )'OU get a beautiful lot of understock suckers. It is a 
picture which has to be faced. I think ver}' often we haven't thought enough 
about that angle in grafting-the results after a long-time period. 

Well, we are not confronted with a bush type in oak. We are thinking 
of a large growing tree with a single trunk which should normally make a 
perfect!)' good plant as a graft but there are none-the-less after effects 
which we have to watch out for. I want to come to those just a little bit 
later on in relation to these graft-scion understock relations . 

. . . . Dr. Skinner finished reading his paper ... 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Has anyone any questions? 

• MR. HOOGENDOORN: Dr. Skinner, what 
is the best oak to use in understock for grafting? 

are you going to say 

DR. SKINNER: 1~hat is a problem which depends entirely upon the 
oak which you intend to graft. In general, I would say by all means 
graft within the groups I mentioned. If you are grafting oak of the white 
oak type such as swamp white, use a white oak understock-it may be white 
oak itself or swamp white or any one of the white oaks. If black oak, use 
a black oak stock. There may be cases when grafting is successful between 
these groups. 1~his is an example of the many understock-scion problems 
which we know so little about. We just do not know which are the best 
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u11derstocks for our main groups of plants, on a basis of long term per
formance. I am afraid, frankly that stock selection is largely a matter of 
trial and error. If you find one that works it will be good to use in the 
absence of better recommendations . 

. :· lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: "\Vhat I had in 1111nd ,vas ''fastigiata." 
We used that several )'ears ago on Quereus rob11r, which is the English 
oak. 

DR. SKINNr=R: I would say by all means put the f,1stigiata 011 
English oalc if )'OtI can get English oak seedlings. That is the closest 
relationship you can find. 

l\1IR. HOOGENDOORN: They have verJ' good stands 011 then1. 

DR. SKINNER: I think that is certain!,, the one to use. -

lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: Then I heard vou mention about out--
door grafting and you cut the top off the understock after it has leafed out. 
Is that what )'OU said? 

DR. SKINNER: Yes, it is done both wa)'S. One is a top graft with 
the stock cut off at the time of grafting. In other words, it is the top
working of a small understock, while the other is done much as in green
house bench grafting, a restriction of the stock after union of the scion. 
'l'he latter is the Danish system. In the restriction system it may be 8 or 
10 weeks or longer before the stock is completely remo,,ed. 

lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: Yes, but I heard you mention that you 
performed that operation after your own stock is leafed out. Is that what 
you said? 

DR. SKINNER: Just after leafing starts was what I meant to imply, 
not after they are fully leafed out-after the buds are broken. 

lVIR. HOOGENDOORN: That is right. 
' 

DR. SKINNER: It is much the same as in top-working fruit trees 
where your stock is definitely on the move. 

PRESIDEN'l' WELLS: Ro)' Nordine has a question. 

lVIR. NORDINE: A comment in regard to understock. The primar)' 
consideration in all understock, of course, is the ability of the plant to 
transplant in later years. In work that we have done in the white oak 
group we find that the English oak (Q. robur) as a stock for the entire 
white group has a good root system which is transplanted very e;1sily and 
very well. I would never consider using an)' of our native white oak as 
an understock. Anybody who has ever transplanted a white oak or burr 
oak knows what I mean, but the English oak and the English oak group 
will graft in a case very easily and very well. 80 per cent or 90 per cent 
should be a reasonable catch and they will grow out easily and well. 

In the red oak group, we use only eastern pin oak, which is Quercus 
pal11str1s. It transplants very easily, very well. It makes a fine root 
system and so this is the only one we ever consider using. In neither case 
would we substitute an)' other oak. I would rather forget the grafting 
if I had to substitute the understock. The entire red oak group is very 
difficult to graft. The stand is poor. They stand still for years to come 
and they have to be kept tied for at least two years, possibly three years, 
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because they will not unite. They will pull away from the union. I have 
seen them pull away from the union as much as four years after they had 
been grafted, indicating a difficulty in the red oak group. I have never 
found any case of the two types intermingling one on the other and there 
are also no reported hybrids between the red oak and white oak group, 
indicating there is apparentl)' no compatibility either in the flower or the 
plant itself. 

DR. SKINNER: I am sure Ed Scanlon will congratulate )'OU on 
having found a use for pin oak. 

l\1R. FLEMER (Princeton): We found the best way to get good 
understock grafting is to sow the acor11s directly in three-inch flower pots 
so they don't go dormant and become woody. You know the way they 
behave if you dig up seedlings and try to cut back that long tap root and 
establish them in a pot! 

DR. SKINNER: I think that is an excellent suggestion. Grafting 
is a prett}' slow process in some of the oaks as Mr. Nordine has said. 
With all the digging and moving you can do to seed bed raised stock )'OU 

may not get a root system worth a nickel. 

MR. JOHN B. ROLLER (Scottsville, Texas): We are at the 
present time doing hybrid work for Dr. Flory and Brison. 

DR. SKINNER: Do you have anJ' information on it? 

l\1R. ROLLER: In a small waJ'· At the time, it fell to ID}' lot to do 
grafting of these, oaks and we used-

D R. SKINNER (Interrupting): Wouldn't you like to come to the 
microphone? This is first-hand information on grafting of oaks. The 
main purpose of this paper was to promote discussion and secure informa
tion from you as to how oaks are best propagated. 

MR. ROLLER: Dr. Brison and Dr. Flory when the)' started their 
work with this Ness oak they came up to us and wanted us to work with 
them, to help them. So my boss-he is a good egg-<consented. Naturally, 
he came up to me and handed me a bunch of scions and said, ''Graft 
these." I knew nothing about it. I wasn't in on the deal, so to speak. All 
I did was graft them. I was a young kid, about 18 or 20, something like 
that, but we had a good stand on live oak understock, Q. ilicifolia. They 
grew well. But we got one of our 'fexas quick freezes. They were 
beautiful prizes and the next morning the bark was split from top to bot
tom. We more or less lost interest in it. Of course, I made notes for 
Dr. Brison on what happened to them. I was just doing the work. Mr. 
Ravenhaven was making the report. At the same time, you know how 
young fellows are. I think I had a date that night. I had a little handful 
of scions left over and I stuck them in the ground out there. I planted a 
few seed off those trees this fall. They are growing. When I see Dr. 
Brison I an1 going to tell him about it. 

DR. SKINNER: You mean the scions grew as cuttings? 

MR. ROLLER: They had been kept dormant, been stored in cold 
storage, in fact, the}' were stored with rose budwood to keep them cold 
and dormant. As I recall, they were just the current season's growth. 
They weren't extremely hard and they worked out very well. I am going 
to report that to Dr. Brison the next time I see him. 
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DR. SKINNER: Good. 

MR. FILLl\10RE: I would like to ask what species those were. 

i\!IR. ROLLER: They were Ness hybrid oak. 

DR. SKINNER: It is getting into the group perhaps the easiest to 
root from cuttings of most of the oaks. Any other comments or suggestions? 

i\!IR. J. V. STENSSON (Sheridan Nurseries): The shingle oak is 
a ver)' handsome oak but, unfortunate!)', it is almost impossible to get 
seed. Would it be feasible to graft it on the pin oak? 

DR. SKINNER: Mr. Nordine, have )'OU had any experience with 
that? Would it be feasible to graft shingle on pin? 

i\!IR. NORDINE: Yes, but the entire red oak group, in my ex
perience, is not at all satisfactor)'· It is not satisfactory at the present time 
for a commercial man to graft red oak because, as I said, they are too slow 
to grow, too slow to make a tree and unfavorable in their graft union. 
It would take too long. I would certain!)' attempt to get seed in that 
particular case of shingle oak. I would attempt to get the seed by all means. 

DR. SKINNER: I would say, incidental!)', by all means get on the 
ball right away. This is one of the best oak seed years and also one of the 
best beech seed years we have had for some time. Perhaps you can find 
shingle oak seeds this year when you cou'ldn't previously. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Thank you very much, Henry. (Ap-
plause.) 

Would )'OU like to have a break before we go into the holly- round-
table? 

. . . Brief recess . . . 

Gentlemen, will you please take )'Our seats again? 

We are now about to consider the propagation of holly. I think this 
is something which is of great interest to everyone of us. 

' 

I was out at Paul Bosley's nursery the other day. I came out here 
a day earlier and if any of you are interested in seeing some beautiful holly, 
just go out and take a look at some of the trees he has growing in his 
nurser)', I think they were beautifully grown, stiff, dark green leaves, 
masses of berries. It looked more like Oregon holly. Incidentally, I was 
out in Oregon a couple of weeks ago and I turned green with envy. 

It is not my purpose to talk about holly; we have some experts here 
to do that. The leader of this roundtable is Mr. H. Gleason Mattoon. 
I suppose all of us are nuts about some plant or other. Mr. Mattoon is 
nuts about holly, and he certainly grows some fine stuff. I have been 
down to his place at Narberth. He astonished me one day· by coming to 
our nursery, and buying a block of llex opaca seedlings. I wondered what 
he was going to do with them. He grafted them. I would think he 
ought to have saturated the market by now. There is no doubt he knows 
holly. He is intimately connected with the American Holly Society, I 
understand, and I am sure he can give us some good information. Mr. 
Gleason Mattoon! 

MR. H. GLEASON MATTOON: Thank you, Mr. Wells. -Yes 
' I am sort of a nut on holly. 
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From what I Sa)' l1ere )'OU ma)' gather that I am also posing as an 
authority on propagation but actually I realize that I know far less now 
about propagation and growing holly than I did when I started 7 or 8 
)'ears ago . 

. . . lVIr. l\1Iattoon read his paper, making the following interpola
tions as indicated: 

0 
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Vegetative Propagation of Holly By Crafting 
By H. GLEASON MATTOON 

N arbe,·tlz, Penna. 

The current popularity of the several species of Ilex that thrive in 
the United States may be due to improvement 1n the general run of avail
able stock as a result of vegetative propagation of selected clones, or, on 
the other hand, perhaps the reverse is true-that vegetative propagation 
of superior strains has become more general due to public demand for 
better stock. Whichever came first, there has been a noticeable improve
ment in the quality of nursery grown hollies. 

In some areas wild trees of llex opaca are still collected to be re
furbished in the nursery into attractive specimens through care, cultivation 
and fertilizing. The practice is d}'ing out, however, due in part to the 
natural variableness of the species, but more especially because such trees, 
when sold b}' the nurseryman, do not receive the care necess,try to maintain 
the compact form and deep green foliage, and without it they revert to 
typical sparse berried trees with leaves jaundiced }'ellow or reddish purple. 

A few nurserymen still grow their stock from seed, waiting from 
five to ten years to learn whether they have a preponderance of staminate 
or pistillate trees, and equall}' as long to find out whether the form, 
foliage and fruiting qual1t1es of the block of Ilex opaca are good, fair or 
poor. 

' 

In general seedling American hollies whether nurser}' grown or wild
ings are not very attractive. Yet the}' respond so quickly to beauty treat
ments of humus and fertilizers high in nitrogen and potash, that a fence 
row runt can be transformed into a beauty queen in a very few years and 
so long as she is continued on the high life diet her beauty remains. But if 
cuttings or cions are taken from such a pepped up holly, the resulting 
plants, if given normal treatment, resemble the runt instead of the reigning 
queen. 

' 

In contrast, if a holly growing under adverse conditions has good 
color of leaf and berry, the vegetatively produced offspring will also have 
superior qualities under varied growing conditions. Too often we have 
been misled by the superior qualities of a holly growing under optimum 
conditions, into believing such qualities are inherent rather than environ
mental. Careful examination of existing conditions and the past record 
should be had before deciding on the value of a particular specimen as a 
stock plant or for ornamental use. 

The methods of reproducing the inherent qualities of the parent plant 
are several: by soil la}'ering, air la}'ering, cutting and grafting. 

Mound and branch layering are useful methods of limited application 
in the nursery trade. However the owner of a bush type holly who wishes 
to produce additional ones on a small scale may find either method desirable 
since no special equipment is needed and care during the rooting process 
is unnecessary. An adequate root system is slow to develop, usually re
quiring two growing seasons before the layer can be severed from the 
parent plant, but the size of the resulting plants compensates for the 
protracted period required to produce them. 

Air la}'er1ng or marcottage as it was former!}'· practiced, was a long 
and exacting process. The tedious dail}' maintenance of the moisture 
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content of the sphagnum moss or other material in which the stem was 
encased, limited its application to tropical and semi-tropical areas and the 
glass house. With gas pervious and water impervious plastic film now 
available, maintaining the moisture content of the moss is simple, depend
ing upon properly encasing the ball of moss and correctly binding the film 
at top and bottom. Air layering has been successful on 14 species and 60 
horticultural varieties of red berried persistent leafed hollies. Well 
branched attractive plants from 12 to 30 inches in length can be produced 
in from 10 to 14 weeks. On most strains of I lex opaca, I lex aquifolium 
and llex cornuta a good root system develops more rapidly on layers made 
in June and early July than on those applied in April and Ma)'· 

In earlier da)'S especially in the Britsh Isles and in parts of Europe 
where gardeners were thoroughly trained and the skills of plant propa
gation were highly regarded, the ability to reproduce plant life by grafting 
was a necessit)'. Today with greater control of environmental conditions 
and with the use of root inducing hormones, reproduction by cuttings can be 
carried on· hy anyone who has simple equipment. Though grafting of 
hollies is an art employed b)' only a few, its merits are such in the reproduc
tion of horticultural varieties that it should be more widely employed. 
Not only is it a sure way of producing strong growing, sturdy hollies, but 
because of the choice of stock on which to graft, a large, active. root system 
can be selected which will cause the plant to develop rapidly. Grafted 
hollies, once the union is made, require less care than rooted cuttings. 
Grafting may be done successfully over a long period of time. In the 
greenhouse it may be carried on in mid-winter when other work is less 

• pressing. 

Criticism of grafted plants is so1netimes voiced, because of poor union 
between cion and stock or because the latter produces suckers. But these 
are not valid objections to grafting, rather they are indicative of faulty 
technique. Grafting, the text book tells us, is the technique of inserting 
a part of one plant into another, so it will grow and produce its kind. 

Each proficient holly propagator develops his own method of grafting; 
there is no right and no wrong way to graft hollies-only successful and 
unsuccessful ones, the latter invariably the result of poor workmanship. 

Ideally the stock and cion should be of the same species, for thus they 
are entirely campatible. But necessity at times forces the use of various 
combinations within the genus. In general a union will result, though 
it is frequently weak. It is especially unwise to use a fast growing stcick,, 
to which a slower cion is joined, because the tendency of the stock to out
grow the cion is too great. llex aquifolium for instance, can be grafted 
on opaca stock if need be, but to reverse the relationship is to court trouble, 
since aquifolium grows more rapidly than opaca. The first specimen of 
Ilex platyphylla found growing in New York was actually a stock plant 
on which an Ilex aquifolium integrifolia cion had been grafted twenty or 
thirty years before. When identified, suckers from the stock had developed 
into a twenty-two foot tree which overtowered the cion by more than ten 
feet. 

Many holly propagators use the side graft, a modification of the 
veneer graft in which the inch long incision in the stock is made only 
slightly off the perpendicular. The base of the cion is shaped to fit t:pe 
incision with both cambiums meeting. The graft is tied with paraffined 
cotton twine and plunged into peat moss in a greenhouse grafting· box. ,If 
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the potted stock is in active growth when the graft is made, callusing will 
start quickly. After callusing is well under way, ventilation should be 
given dail}', lengthening the period each week until the grafts are hardened. 
In six or seven weeks they may be lifted from the grafting box and placed 
on the bench. 

Recent tests in which the graft is coated with lanolin to stimulate 
rapid callusing and to protect the union from drying out have produced 
gratifying results. When lanolin is used there is no necessity for covering 
the union with peat moss. In both of these methods the top of the stock 
is not touched until after ventilation has been given for two weeks. At 
that time, one half the part above the union is removed. The remainder 
is cut off short!}' before the grafts are shifted to the bench. 

A modified saddle graft in which the stock is not cut until after the 
union heals has produced excellent results. 

Bench grafting has been successful using the whip or tongue graft 
when the stock and c1on are the same size. These are also carried in the 
grafting box through callusing and gradual hardening. With wax applied 
over a lanolin application, such grafts have been successful when placed 
direct!,• on the bench . 

• 

If the stock is in proper growing condition, grafting ma}' be done 
from September to l\1arch 1n the greenhouse. Field grafting has not been 
practiced except locally in the deep south. Patch budding is occasionally 
carried on in July and August, especially to produce a staminate branch 
on a pistillate tree. Although such an operation is practical, the tree 
should be examined periodical!}' to maintain a proper balance between 
the male and female parts. Sometimes a cleft graft is put on one branch 
of an isolated pistillate tree using staminate cions to improve pollination. 

While only Ilex opaca has been mentioned in this discussion, the com
ments apply equally to Ilex aquifolium, the altaclarensis hybrid group, the 
native species vomitoria and cassine and to the oriental species cornuta, 
pedunculosa and pernyi. It is fortunate that the genus I lex lends itself 
so readily to vegetative propagation because with 'its tendency to seed and 
bud mutation, the new horticultural varieties which so frequent!)' appear, 
can thus be perpetuated. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Well, gentlemen, do we have an}' ques
tions? 

l\1R. FILLMORE: I would like to comment on the use of lanolin. 
I used it quite a few years ago. Like yourself, I think in certain instances 
it exerts a beneficial effect. It gets more callusing and certainly provides 
protection for long use. 

MR. FRED J. NISBET ( Musser Forests, Indiana, Pa.) : Is that 
lanolin purified or raw? 

MR. l\1ATTOON: I get it in the drug store in a large can. It 
must have been slightly purified. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Any other questions? Well, Mr. Mattoon 
is going to be here, and incidentally, I would like to pass the word along 
that we would like all the speakers on the program here for the round-up 
clinic which will follow our next speaker. 
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Of all the people on the program this afternoon, Roger Pease is the 
one man I know nothing about at all. I met him once or twice and we 
have had very pleasant talks on plant propagation. He comes from the 
University of West Virginia, which is the limit of my knowledge. Maybe 
that is a rather terrible thing for a person in ill)' position to say, but it is 
the truth. I think, nevertheless, we are going to have some good informa
tion from him, and without more ado I would give you Roger Pease on 
''Propagation of Holly Cuttings." Mr. Pease: 

- MR. ROGER W. PEASE: When Ed Scanlon wrote to me about 
this talk, he said, ''Try to make it 15 minutes." It is rather difficult 
to cover rooting and growing holly in 15 minutes, but even though I 
shouldn't waste time, I would like to make a short peroration. 

I remember long ago, when I was an undergraduate, one of the wisest 
men, and certainly the best teacher, I ever sat under, called me up after class 
one day and said something to this effect: One of the strangest character
istics of man is his eternal search after the truth or the cause. Those were 
the words he used1-t/1e cause. He went on from there. When you are 
dealing with living things, there is never tl1e cause. There are man)', man)' 
causes, some of which you can mention, many of which only God knows. 

Now I think that is applicable whether we are propagating plant ma
terials or being doctors. 

I think it is especially applicable in scientific pursuits. When we con
duct research or an experiment, we try to isolate and control all of the 
enviromental factors except one. There is, therefore, an unconscious tend
ency to think of that one factor as the cause. In the ''forties," growth-in
ducing substances-auxin or hormones-appeared to be the cause for root
ing many plants. Right now I am guilty about fog nozzles. I have to watch 
myself to prevent thinking that they are the trick. 

So in preparing this paper I have jotted down 21 enviromental facto!"s 
which I believe have to do with rooting holly. There may be 150 others. 
No two of us would put down the same 21: 

When six years ago I started to root and grow holly in a manner 
suitable for a small producer or farmer, I did some reading, listed 21 
factors, and tried to supply all of them as well as my facilities and knowl
edge allowed. 

As I improved rooting conditions, the importance of factors varied. 
J uvenility is an instance. Mr. O'Rourke reported last year from a pam
phlet by F. E. Gardner, who had obtained 100 per cent rooting of soft 
wood cuttings from one year old trees, 60 per cent from two year old trees, 
and 47 per cent from 3 year old trees. With trees older than 3 years he 
had reported no success. This year I placed in my cold frame 25 cuttings 
of American Holly from trees ranging from over 100 years old to 2 years 
old. The percentages of results for the old trees were: 100, 100, 96, 96, 84. 
Cuttings from the juvenile trees all rooted 100 per cent. J uvenility was a 
factor, but it was what I called ''masked." My other conditions were de
sirable enough to make juvenility become relatively unimportant. 
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Rooting American Holly from Softwood Cuttings 
Cold Frame Method 

Roe ER W. PEASE, A ssista,,t H 01·t1c11lt111·1st 

/17 est f/11·g1n1a Agricultural Expe1·1111e11t Sta/1011 

111orga11town, West f/irg1111a 

SOi\1lE FAC'J'ORS INVOLVED,-PROCEDURES 

I. D1·a111r1ge 

Free drainage-tile drain-l8-1nch excavation. White, ,,•ashed, build
ing s;tnd fill if fog nozzles are to be used. Otherwise top four inches one
third peat moss and two-thirds sand. 

2. S01! Cr1ble 

Optional. Not necessary 1f other conditions are ver)' good. Advised 
to be installed for emergenC)'· Thern1oswitch readil)' adjustable without 
removing from soil medium. EaS)' adjustment of thermoswitch. Cover 
thermoswitch above ground with inverted plastic bag. Thern1os,vitch ad
justable for temper;itures from freezing to at least 70°F. 

3. Tl1e Cold }'ra111e 

Cement block construction recom1nended. Not wood. 

4. Sajhes 

Flexoglass more expensive in long run than glass. Hinged or sliding 
sashes reduce labor. 3 ft. b)' 4 ft. sashes eaS)' to work under. 

5. 1-l u1111rl1ty t1nd W ate,· 

Humidit)' 1007,J. Low press111·e fog nozzles reco111mended. On during 
da)'-,off at night. 

6. Ligl1t ]11te11sity 

Variable. One-fourth to one-third light recommended. 

7. fl e11tilat1011 

Open sashes a few minutes each evening be/ ore fog nozzles are turned 
off. 

8. A 1r 1'e111pe,·t1ture 

Up to 90°F. Fluctuatio11s of te,nperature not desirable. White
painted sashes plus fog nozzles reduce fluctuations and extreme heat. 

9. Type Sl1ade 

Natural shade steadies ,tnd reduces air tem1)erature, but roots enter 
frame and interfere with drainage. 

10. S01[ Te111perature 

Not less than 70°F. until roots are well formed. 

11. '' Rootabilzty'' of Parent Tree 

J uvenility a factor but not critical_. Vitalit)' a factor but n1ay not be 
critical. U nkno,vn factors ma)' be lumped under inherited ''rootability.'' 

12. TJ,pe Cutt111g 

New wood-not soft, curled tips. Stout rather than spindlv P-rowth. 
Not sucker shoots. 

I 
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13. Tin1e of Taking Cuttings 

July to February. 11iddle of August recommended. 

14. ll1et/1orl of Taking Cuttings 

Entire new growth. Place at once in moist sack. 

15. Storing Cuttings 

The less storage the better. Never store in water. A damn <;:ick 

placed in a dark, moist, cool place. 

16. Tl1e ''auxi,1'' or ''hor111011e'' 

Manufactured products not preferred. Prepare fresh each season. 
Store, sealed, in refrigerator. To prepare: 3/20 grams indole-3-butyric 
acid crJ'Stals dissolved in a beaker containing 18 cc of 95 % alcohol. Add 
20 grams talcum powder (unscented). Stir to a paste. Allow to dry 
several daJ'S. Pulverize with mortar and pestle. This powder is a little 
stronger than Hormodin B-2. Acid crystals maJ' be obtained from: 
Fisher Scientific Company, Pittsburg, Pa.; or Distillation Products Indu
tries, Rochester 3, New York. 

17. Preparing tl1e Cuttings -

With sharp knife prepare 3 to 4-inch cuttings. Ends, center, and 
base of new growth may be used. Remove with knife all but 2 or 3 leaves. 
Don't mutiliate bark. Drop each prepared cutting at once in a pail of 
water. 

18. Appl,cation of ''Aux111'' 

As each cutting is set, dip about ¼ inch of the base in the powder. 

19. Plr1nt111g Dept/1 

20. 

the 

Shallow-about 1 ¼ to 1 ¼ inches. 

Spac111g 

l\1odify according to needs. 
rows, leaves touching neither 

Rows 6 in. apart, lea\'es pointing across 
the sand nor each other. 

21. ''Harrle11i11g Off'' 
Procedure optional. After roots are well developed about middle of 

October, transplant to light soil ( verJ' well drained), reduce ,vater and 
temperature. Don't let plants freeze during winter. 

Will }'OU turn to page two, I tern II? I think that it is an important 
item. Before starting to root holl)', select a highlJ' ''rootable'' parent tree. 
Some clones root better than others. There is much variabilitJ' over and 
above juvenilitJ' and vitalit)'· Some trees apparentlJ' inherit high ''root
ability''. 

To illustrate: In West Virginia, there is a little tree in the wild. We 
call it the Helvetia holly. The top was taken off bJ' vandals. It has grown 
under heavy shade. It has poor vigor, judged bJ' the length of annual 
growth. There isn't any central 'leader. The tree nearly died two years 
ago. It has, however, rooted 100% four J'ears in a ro\\-·. Then there is the 
Brooks hollJ', probably more than one hundred }'ears old, which roots 90 
to 95 o/o )'ear after J'ear. 

The first job, then, is to select a clone that will root. 

'I'he twelfth item is the tJ'pe of cutting to take. I don't think tJ'PC 
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is critical, but soft, curled tips are undersirable. I prefer a stout, rather 
short cutting to a long, spindly one; and I don't take sucker shoots. 

I tern_ 13. The time of taking cuttings is not critical-from Jul}' to 
February. Maybe one could root them in Wla}'· But I do think that cut
tings taken August 15 will root with a high percentage and will have time 
for the roots to become well established before winter sets in. 

Item 14. wlethod of taking the cuttings. I take the entire ne,v 
growth, if it looks healthy, and place the cut shoots at once in a moist 
sack, but not in a pail of water. If shoots sta)' in a pail of water, the leaves 
become water-logged. One year I set out about four hundred water-log
ged cuttings, and they defoliated. 

I tern 15. Storing of cuttings. The best wa)' to store cuttings is not 
to store them. In other words, the quicker one can get them off the tree 
and set, the better. If cuttings must be stored, it is satisfactor)' to put them 
1n a moist burlap bag and keep the bag in a cool place where there is 

• aeration. 

Item 16. The auxin or hormone. I prefer to prepare the hormo11e 
powder ffi)'Self. A commercial company can procure good quality indole 
butyric acid crystals. This is an advantage. On the other hand, I have 
asked several chen1ists about storing the talc mixture. 11ost of them say 
that although the}' don't know how long one can store the powder, it is 
s,1fest not to carry 1t from season to season, and that for even short storage 
it should be kept sealed in glass and under refrigeration. Com1nerc1ally 
prepared powder may be old and is sometimes kept in a warm place. Hence, 
I al,vays prepare ill)' own hormone powder. 

When one mixes his own hormone, he also has an opportunity to pre
pare exactly what strength he wants. 'fhe 1-150 mixture I recommend 
is in no way critical. Wl}' objection to a 1-100 mixture is that it mav 
burn the cutting, but I have had stems turn black when I used a 1-200 
mixture. This blackening 1nay or may not have been caused by the hormone. 

Item 17. Preparing cuttings. I think this is one of the least critical 
procedures in rooting holly. As an example, a farmer once showed me 
how he had torn a small limb from a bush, balled the base of the limb 
with mud, planted it, and produced a healthy plant. This may or may 
not be good procedure. I, however, prepare my cuttings with a sharp 
knife and make them three to four inches long. A nice shoot will make 
two, three, or sometimes four cuttings. I can see no difference in growth 
habits between terminal and basal cuttings. 

Item 18. Applicatio11 of the hormone. I dip cuttings into the acid 
po,vder about half an inch. The cut surface of a newly prepared cutting, 
when exposed to the air, oxidizes quick!)' and turns brown. This may be 
avoided by dropping each cutting, as it is prepared, into a pail of water. 
Do not store the cuttings in the water but use them at once, dipping each 
cutting into the powder when the cutting is removed from the pail. 

Item 19. Planting depth. Planting depth is important. I set the 
cuttings about an inch and one-quarter deep. 

Item 21. Hardening off. I think that rooted holly cuttings should 
be given a rest period because nature gives holl)' trees a rest period. On 
the other hand, rooted cuttings may be damaged by freezing. As an 
exampl~, all of my rooted cuttings died of winter injur)' two years ago. 
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A deep snow had fallen soon after the cuttings had been hardened. After 
warming the cold frame, the heavy snow melted quickly, and then the 
temperature dropped below zero. The bark on the cuttings was split. 
Cuttings should be kept from severe freezing and from sudden changes of 
temperature. 

Now back to the beginning of the paper. I tern 3. Cold frame. I 
recommend cement block construction of a cold frame and not wood. 
I tested a wooden frame for three years beside a cement block frame. 
Consistentl}' the wooden frame rooted holly about 20% lower than the 
cement block frame. Perhaps it is a matter of ventilation. 

Item 4. Sashes. I feel strongl}' about wasting labor since I have to 
construct and care for ffi}' own cold frames. One of the things which 
irritates me most is handling a 3x6 ft. sash. I break the panes,-lose my 
temper. Also, under a large sash, one cannot reach the middle of the cold 
frame and hence damages the cuttings while caring for them. U oder a 
3x4 ft. sash, on the other hand, I can reach the center of the cold frame 
even though ffi}' arms are short. 

Item 5. Humidit}' and water. In my opinion this item, along with 
Item I-Drainage-comes as near to being tlze cause as any one factor 
listed. Fog nozzles give high humidit)'•-and excess water. Therefore, 
because of the excess water, the)' should be accompanied b}' free drainage. 
The}' also save labor. When I come to work in the morning, I 11ft the 
cold frame sashes and leave them up a few moments. While the sashes are 
up, the fog nozzles are operated. Then I close the sashes, leave the fog 
nozzles on, and go about ffi}' work. At quitting time I lift the sashes 
again, wait a few minutes with the fog nozzles on, and then shut both the 
nozzles and the sashes for the night. This is the onl}' care the cuttings 
receive, except that I keep trash removed from the cold frame. 

I believe that holl)' and azaleas, and many of the rhododendrons, like 
water running in and out. Frankl}', Jim, I am scared to death of fog 
nozzles used over ver}' much peat moss. You aren't? Remember, Jim 
told us that he had to replace peat moss. vVhy? 

PRESIDEN'f WELLS: Can }'Ou tell me? 

MR. PEASE: No, I don't think so, but I will tr}', Jim. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: By all means. 

Mav I? 
• 

l\1R. PEASE: We don't see that peat moss breaks down rapidly, 
but it starts breaking down at once. This break-down has two effects: 
the peat moss packs and causes the water to settle, and the packed peat 
moss interferes with aeration. M}' rooting results improved when I 
changed from one-third peat moss and two-thirds sand ( under fog nozzles) 
to white, washed building sand without an)' peat moss. I maintain drainage 
and humidit}' and excess soil water simultaneously. To obtain the drain
age I excavate eighteen inches, la)' drain tile, and fill with sand or very 
light soil-preferably sand. 

Another point. I see no advantage in removing the sashes if fog 
nozzles are used. The nozzles are erratic then, especiall}' in the wind. 
Because I use low pressure nozzles, each one will cover a circle onl}' three 
feet across, with the sashes raised. With the sashes closed, however, they 
cover ever)'thing in the cold frame. 

To return to ffi}' talk. I tern 2. The soil cable is not needed except 
in an emergency. Cuttings set this year on August 15 were inspected after 
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28 da)'S and had developed root systems. These rooted cuttings could have 
been carried into the rest period without bottom heat and probably would 
have developed secondary roots before resting. However, no matter how 
careful one is, holly cuttings will root slowly in some years, and by October 
15 there may be only callous formation. Unless one has bottom heat avail
able such cuttings probably will be lost. Hence, soil cable should be in
stalled for such an emergenC}'· 

Item 9. T}'pe of shade. I ha,,e mentioned in the outline root inter
ference under natural shade but have not mentioned that natural shade 
reduces the air temperature. Holl)' doesn't like extremes of temperature. 
I like to keep air temperature in the cold frame under 90°F. This is not 
difficult with the use of fog nozzles, with shade strips and• sash frames 
painted white, and with the cold frame located in natural shade such as is 
furnished b)' the north side of a building. 

Item 10. Soil temperature. I v\'as once told that indole but)'ric acid 
wouldn't work at less tha11 70° F. Let's leave that to the chen1ists. That 
is wh)' I keep soil temperature at a minimum of 70°F. 

Tha11k )'OU ver)' much. (Applause). 

PRESIDEN1' WELLS: Do we have an)' questions? 

i\1IR. H. i\1. TEi\1PLE1'0N, JR. (Winchester, Tenn.): I "vould 
like to Sa)' i11 rI'ennessee ,ve are having success with all holl)', and inciden
tal!)', ,vith I lex opaca we are ,ll)parentl)' doing ever),thing wrong, but it 
works. \Ve root 1n soil ,vhich is cla)', a prett)' heaV)' cla)', a little sand 
mixed with it to make 1t work e;1sier. It is essential!)' on the surface of 
the ground, a slightl)'-raised bed, with a temporary greenhouse erected over 
it, a ver}' si1nple, light temporar)' greenhouse. 

We use fog nozzles down the length of the house, ,vhich is only 14 
feet b)' 3 feet high. 

PRESIDEN1' WELLS: l'h1s gentleman has so1nething quite inter
esting to sa)'. He was talking to n1e about it. I think if he cares to describe 
his method of rooting not Ilex but other plants, it would be of interest to 
all of us. Perhaps )'OU might like to start again, sir. 

l\1IR. TEMPLETON: rl'he house is sheet acetate and wooden 
frames, with beds four feet wide, 48 feet long. The total height of the 
little V-shaped roof 1s 3 feet, which gives room to distribute mist under
neath. The fog nozzles, well, the)' are not fog nozzles, the)' are spra}', 
low pressure operating on 40 pounds, throwing water rather than mist. 
We put cuttings 1n in the simplest w,t)', chop up the pieces, treat them ,vith 
Hormodin No. 3, get the cla)' dirt nice and mudd)' a11d stick them in about 
an inch deep, turn on the fog nozzles and give them about 50 per cent 
light, and leave them. l'hey sta)' there. We put them in in Septe1nber. 
We leave a little shelter over a11d leave the spray nozzles on. The spray 
nozzles are under automatic control. In September, the)' will run possibly 
2 to 3 hours a da)' on and off. I11 the middle of the winter, some days they 
never run at ,111, some da)'S a te11th of an hour, sometimes two-tenths. By 
spring, we remove the whole installation, give them a little shade and just 
let them grow right where they rooted. 

After hearing this excellent talk, it seems I am doing everything 
wrong with possibly three exceptio11s. I am giving them plenty of water. 
I want to have free water left on all the time, if possible. That seems to 
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be necessary. I am treating them with Hormodin No. 3, which probabl)• 
isn't quite strong enough, and I am using juvenile wood which I consider 
of the utmost importance. Other than that, everything is wrong, but by 
success I mean in the 90 per cent range. It is cheap. It is simple. We 
don't have to handle them. They grow there and make nice growth the 
next season. Understand, the)' freeze in the first winter, sometimes even 
before the)• root. They begin to root in 23 days and continue to root all 
winter and so1ne of them finish rooting the next spring. Thank )'OU. 

(Applause). 

PRESIDENT WELLS: I don't know why there are any nursery
men left up north. These fellows down south seem to be doing impossible 
things. 

MR. FRANK TURN ER ( Berryhill Nurser)' Co., Springfield, 0.) : 
I would like to ask Mr. Templeton the thickness of polythene 1 mil. or 
2 mil. 

PRESIDEN1' WELLS: What is the thickness of pol)•ethylene plas
tic you use? 

MR. 1'EMPLETON: Four-thousandths. 

MR. LOUIS VANDERllROOK (Manchester, Conn.): Jim, I 
would like to ask if anyone is doing anything about increasing the hardiness 
of different t)'pes of hollies. We tried growing some seedlings in 1\1an
chester and out of 10,000 got I 5. We gave up raising holly. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Is an)•one doing an)•thing about selecting 
super-hardy strains? Paul, have you an)' comment to make on that? 

MR. J:> AUL BOSLEY ( lVIentor, 0.): I think you better join the 
American Holly Society and meet holly people. A lot of work is being 
done with the selection of forms and types. You will meet people who 
live in your section of the country and who have trees that are very, very 
old. From those you should propagate. l\1ost hollies existing in the field 
are 98 per cent worthless. That is, worthless from the standpoint of using 
in a garden. Therefore, your propagation should be done from those better 
two per cent. There are people who have narrowed that figure down to 
one-hundred thousandths of a per cent. We do have fine, very hardy 
hollies that in our case I know have gone to 20 below zero in winters of 
'33 and '34 and stayed zero for six weeks. That is hardy enough for any
body in Connecticut or Ohio, most places in New York. 

MR. V ANDERBROOK: How do )'OU find the two per cent? Are 
• 

they registered with the Holly Society? 

MR. BOSLEY: The Holly Society, unfortunately, does not have a 
system of registration. They should have. It is something that is needed. 
I have advocated it, like the American Rose Society, which has a registra
tion. It doesn't cost much to belong. You will meet a lot of people and 
gain a lot of holly information. I hope that partial!)' answers. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: John Vermeulen? 

MR. JOHN VERMEULEN (Nashanic, N. J.): We have grown 
quite a bit of holly for a number of years. I have had trouble in the green
house for two weeks, three weeks and sometimes four weeks with the leaves 
starting to drop. The callus has started to root but all of a sudden, every 
leaf disappears. Two years ago we had about 15,000 cuttings and we lost 
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at least 10,000 that wa}'· I have not been able to find the reason. Last 
year we had no trouble. This year, so far, we haven't. Three years ago, 
I also had the trouble on Long Island. I would like to find the cause. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: I will make a comment on that and Roger 
here has one, too. 

We found exactly the same thing. The whole gamut of propagation 
becomes very complicated because, as Roger has pointed out, one factor 
may mask another and what is important at one time and in a certain 
set of conditions 1s no longer important at another time and under different 
conditions, and one of the values· of humidification, in ill}' opinion, is that 
it tends to eliminate some of the other variable factors. A plant under 
humidification continues in a health,, state with less variation of conditions 

• 

and is more l1kel}' to root. Th:tt I believe. 

Now ,ve have found that holl}', if taken at the right time and main
tained under humidification, does not drop its leaves nearly so promptly 
or so generally as it does without it, and I think that is one of the factors. 
I think water as a high state of humidification is an important factor in 
the rooting of holl}'· 

l\1R. VERMEULEN: Ma}' I ask one more? These particular 
}'ears when I S}'ringed more, I had 1nore drop-off of leaves. Last }'Car, I 
kept them the opposite. I kept them dr}', and I didn't have the loss I had 
before. (Laughter) 

PRESIDENT WELLS: I will let Roger on that one. 

l\1R. PEASE: I won't try to answer it. I want to ask another 
question. How close together do }'OU have }'Our holl}' set? 

l\1IR. VERMEULEN: We stick them in rows. The rows are two· 
inches apart or two and a half. It depends on the size of the cutting. In 
the row the}' are one inch apart. 

MR. PEASE: Do the leaves touch each other? 

l\1R. VERMEULEN: I think so. 
• 

1\1R. PEASE: I was going to sa}' that if }'OU sprinkle }'Our holl}' in 
like hair on a dog, you may have good luck one }'ear, but I saw 20,000 
that a good commercial man, one of the best, had. Ever}' one defoliated. 
Now I can't give the cause in your case, but in his case he had them so 
close together, that there wasn't aeration, fungus got in, and the leaves 
dropped. When I started using fog nozzles I didn't lose an}' leaves. . 

MR. MATTOON: lVIr. President, may I comment on that? I am 
also doing things quite wrong in rooting holly cuttings, because I root 
them in a closed bench with Plexoglass top, which I lift up once a day. 
I have no fog nozzles in there but it remains humid because I do syringe 
them once a <la}', but I plant them close enough so I get about 100 to the 
square foot. In other words, the}' are more than touching; they are over
lapping. (Laughter) And we run 90 to 95 per cent on most varieties or 
strains of opaca, English and Chinese. 

In respect to holly growing up in Connecticut not being hardy, I 
wonder where the seed came from that was sown up there? 

MR. VERMEULEN: Same region-New England seed. 
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l\1IR. MATTOON: I have opaca growing in southern Vermont 
doing ver}' well and it has for sometime. They are not seedlings. They 
are rooted cuttings taken from trees of known hardiness and I have never 
hand an)' difficult)' except the deer which proceed to eat them off unless 
they are protected. 

MR. TED E. FOULKE (Peeper Hollow Farm, l\!layfield Heights, 
Ohio) : I had rough!)' I 0,000 opacris in the greenhouse this fall, put in in 
September and about 1500 of them were kept a little on the dr)' side and 
the bala11ce were kept quite moist. The trees had some dropping over half 
of the leaves did fall, a little black stem, and I assumed there was fungus. 
I went back a month later and picked what I thought was good foliage, 
free from fungus and put in another couple of thousand. This ti1ne I 
sprayed them with 13ordeaux and there isn't one leaf off in 30 days. Well, 
I don't know what 1t means. Is it tl1e cause? 

PRESIDEN1' WELLS: I believe t1m1ng has quite a lot to do with 
leaf fall. I remember seeing cuttings put in at the end of Jul}' and 
beginning of August, and three weeks later the whole lot was dead. The 
stems were black and leaves dead. They took them out and put anoth'er 
batch in and the)' were fine. I believe towards the middle or end of 
August is the best time. We wound all our cuttings. You have probably 
seen a few of them. We apply a heaV}' wound. 

The reports in from Boskoop this year in indobut}1 ric acid, which is 
three times as strong as Merck No. 3 powder, gave 90 per cent or higher 
rooting in frames, and we put it in and have used two per cent on all our 
cuttings this )'Car and got pretty good stand. I don't know the exact \Jer
centage. Do )'OU know it, Jack? 

l\1R. JACK BLAUW: 80 to 90 per cent. 

PRESIDEN'l' WELLS: These c11tt1ngs were put in the end of 
August or September have been lifted out and put into flats to put awa)' 
for wintering. As a small test, we treated 25 cuttings with the two 
hormones which we have been playing with on rhododendrons, labeled over 
there A-5 and A-10. Those two hor1nones are 15 times as strong as 
Merck No. 3 from a rooting capacity. The names on them-there isn't 
much t1me-:are crack-jaw names, I can tell you. We used one per cent 
powder and on 25 cuttings of I lex opr1cri we treated with A-10 we got 25 
roots. The roots were not abnormal, which you might expect from a 
strong powder. 'fhey were apparent!)' normal root system and a topping 
good ball. The)' have been lifted and put in flats for wintering. 

, MR. PAUL BOSLEY ( Mentor, 0.) : The ability to root I think is 
determined a year in advance of your rooting and plants. In other words, 
if your holly is well fed, has the nutrients it needs and if there are no spider 
mites on your leaves, your chance for success is much greater than it would 
be with an underfed cutting. Keep your stock plants in top condition, 
and be sure you have a good var1etJ' to start with. 

I will say that I have opacas co1npletel)1 defoliated at this time of the 
year under normal }'ears. I judge that would be a verJ' poor hollJ' to 
propagate. That is the purpose of sexual!)' reproducing fine t)1pes. Feed
ing is a big factor in there, too. 

MR. HOOGENDOORN: l\!Iay I ask the gentleman a question? 
Isn't the hardiness of your I lex opaca determined a good deal by the loca
tion where a plant is planted? After all, opacri likes exposure. 
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PRESIDENT WELLS: 'l'he question, in case you didn't hear, is: 
Is the hardiness of I lex op(1ca affected b)' the location of the plant? 

MR. BOSLEY: It sho1,1ld be ver)' hardy. It should be a\Jle to ,,,ith
stand open field conditions. We grow them like a farmer grows corn, 
open field and no protection whatever. If the v;1riety i, good, it should 
withstand those conditio11s. If it 'Won't, we don't want any part of that 

• variety. 

MR. 'I-:IOOGENDOORN: In their native haunt )'OU always find 
the1n in the woods showing th,tt the)' prefer shelter. 'l'hat ts ,vh)' the)' are 
growing there. You will 11ever find them exposed. . 

i\1I R. BOSLEY': 'I'h,1t is true, the)' prefer th,1t. If we are goi11g to 
propagate, 1t has to be a variet)' tough enough to withst;1nd exposure. The 
Brooks Holl)' stands on top of a mountain. There is nothing between it 
and the North Pole. It has withstood it for a nu,nlJer of )'ears. It is 
trees lil<e that we must 1Jrop,1g,1tc from. '[here i, a wide variance. 

MR. l\1AT'l'OO N . l\1Ia)' I comment? ln Ches;1pealce 13ay, there 
is ;111 island full)' exposed t<J the north and west that l1as a perfectly beauti
ful stand of hollv. There ,ire over 40 trees more than 24 inches in caliper . 

• 

The island 1s three inches above 11ormal high tide. It is frequently washed 
b)' brackish \\•ater 1n abnor1n,1ll)' high tide. The l1olly ts so dense on that 
isla11d that no vegetat1011 grows under it. 'I'he soil 1s principally deco111-
posed leaves. 1'hose trees are full)' exposed with 11oth111g between the1n 
and the North Pole, as Paul 13osley said. 

l\1IR. HOOGENDOORN: And the)' stand all wi11ter. 

l\1R. lVIA'f'l'OON: The)' have been doing 1t for ISO )'Cars and 
11ever winter-injured. 

DR. SKINNER: .T ust one little observatio,1. l\11 r. Pe,1se 1nent1011ed 
the need for drainage 111 rooting. I just want to n1cnt1on the fact that \ve 
are unorthodox i11 our little fra1ne at the l\1Iorr1s Arborctu1n. We keep a 
co11sta11t \\'ater level ;1t one 111ch to one and a half l1elo,v the base. 'fhat 
fra111e has rooted more 111111sual stuff. It eve11 doe, with ho!!,,. \Ve are 

• 

old-fashioned because ,using th,1t S)'Ste1n we don't h,1ve to IJUt in fog nozzles. 
It 1s ;1 little trick that worl<s ,vith us. I don't sugge,t gener,111)' )'OU go i11to 
subi rrigation. Some of you h,1ve probabl)' trietl it ,111d f,11led. \Vl1ate, er 
technique works for us 1s the one we lil<e to use. 

J n1ight also Sa)' gener,111)' we put holl)' in vern1iculite and peat about 
the middle of Dece1nber in closed c,1ses "'ith \\•,1tering or spraying more 
or less when "'e thin le 1if it. Under those co11ditions about all the hollies 
will usual!)' root before the end of J anuar)'· And ,,gain, it i, a little trick 
that suits us. 

PRESIDEN'l' \VELLS: 'fha11k )•011, Henr)'· 

i\1IR. WILSEY: i\1lr. Wells, do )'Ou find all)' va1·ieties that root n1ore 
re,1d1I)' than others? 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Nii. Now, of course, we ,ire at fault l1ere 
that we haven't any of the recognized flex opara. Somel1ody in the di1n 
p;1st must have gone out i11to the woods and collected what looked like a 
good holl)'· We have 15 trees 15 or 20 feet high, ,1 dozen ,v1th good forn1 
a11d gloss)' leaves and we propagate from them. We have one big 1nale tree. 
'l'here is certain!)' no juve11ile wood in the cuttings ,ve talce. We take 
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ripe11ed wood from current season's gro,,,th and are having quite reasonable 
success. 

lvlR. FILLi\1IORE: A question for i\1lr. Pe;1,e. 1 ,vould like to ask 
1f he just uses con1mo11 talc i11 preparing hor1no11e 11<>,vder or does he use 
;1 ,peciall}' fine gro1111d? 

• 
Ml{. PEASE: I just go t<> the drug st<>re ;111<1 ;1,l< for u11sce11ted t,1lc. 

I a111 careful when I 1n1x it with the pestle to 1n;1l<e it as fine as I can. 

JlRESIDEN'l' WELLS: We mix up quite ,1 lot of our hormones 
;111<1 we bu}' our powder frl>111 i\1Iercl<. 'l'he, ,vo11't ,ell }'OU the hormones 
l111t the,, will the t;1lc . 

• 

i\1IR. \ 1 ANI)ERl{ROOK: I "'ould 11l<e t<> ;1sk i\1Ir. Jlea,e if in putting 
}'011r cutting 111 the 1nediu1n }'OU put it in solid or loose? 

i\1IR. PEASE: 1 11ut then1 111 the 111elliu111 ;ind 11ress around with n1v 
fi11gers and then hefl>re I turn the fog nozzles (J11, with a hcise without ;1 
nozzle that i, giving ;1 ,tre;1n1 perhaps ,t, hi!,!: ;1s a le,1d pencil, I flo,,,I 
;1ro1111d ;1nd under the leav_es. 

i\1IR. AR'l'HUR LANCAS1'ER, JR. ( l)<>rt,111outh, Va.): I a111 
i11terested 1n the droppi11g of leaves of I lex co,·1111/(1. Quite a lot of peo11le 
;ire having trouble with tl1;1t. So ;ire ,,·e. L;1,t } e;1r, bec;1use our te111per
;1t11res ;ire 1noder;1te ,ve do11't 11eed much l1e;1t i11 our greenhouse, so ,ve 
i11,t;1llell gas he,tters. \rVe dilln't kno,,, Just ,,,h,tt tl1e results were going 
to be. 1'he hollies callused and were about read}' to hreal<, when the 
le;1ves t11rned }'ellow ;ind dropped. I ,,·;1, u11cler the assu1npt1on it was 
d11e to the gas. Since others are h,1v1ng the ,;1111e troul1le, I wonder if it 
w;1s gas. 

i\11 R. PEASE: 'l'l1ere has been published ;1 ver}' good bulletin at 
Cor,,;1[lis on the ''Effect of Eth),lene Gas on Holl}'·" 1'his gas does 1nake 
the leaves drop both 011 English holl}' a11d A111er1can. You probabl}' h;1d a 
speci;tl case, but there are other things besides th,tt ,vhich will cause drop, 
,v1 tl1011 t l1uest1on 

i\tIR. HENRY I{. i\1IETZELAAR (\V. H. Cor11ing Estate, l\1Ientor, 
0.): 1 want t<> he,tr ;1l1out sul1,el1uent care of tl1e,e little h<ill1es after l1;1vi11g 
put them (Jut 111 fr;1111e,. HO\\' soon c,111 } lJtt set the111 out? Su1111ose }'Ott 
w;111t to pl;1nt the111 ;1w;1}' frc>1n where }·ou c;111 t;1l<e care of the1n, ho,v 
so<>tl c;tn vou dti tl1;1t ;1fter \'OU h;1ve ,et the111 <>11t 1n ;1 fr;11ne? 

• • 

i\1IR. WELLS: We rl>ot our cutt111gs f1<>111 the 1111ddle of August to 
the e11d of Septe111l1er, when cutting, ;ire l1ftecl, the}' have a pr1111,tr}' ;incl 
secondar,, root ,,,,te111. 'l'he1' ;ire lifted ,111cl heeled i11to flats in the s;1111e . . . 

root111g 1ned1u111 ;111d left 111 the greenhouse u11t1l the}' get established in the 
f\;1ts. 'l'hen the}' ;ire 111oved outside i11tl> <iee11 fr;1111e, ,,,here the}' ha,,e 
protection of de11th s;1sh, ,vhere the}' sta}· until s11ri11g. We plant the1n 
out earl}' in the spr111g, ll)' 1nach1ne. 

i\1IR. PEASE: ] wciuld lil<e to 111;1l<e ;111 tih,e1·v,1t1<in alo11g this li11c. 
I thin!< that it should be pos,ihle to gro,v hcill1e, t;1ller, ,vith nice darl< 
green leaves, the first )'ear. 'fhe next }'ear ;1 little 1nore, and the third 
}'ear have a nice pl;1nt. I wonder if an}0bod}' h,is tried growing holl}' under 
;1 che;1p overhe,td irrigation. 

l\1IR. FRED C. GALLE ( Hort1cultur;1l De11art1nent, Ohio State 
U11iversit}',) You can get them up 18 to 24 i11ches under a lath house the 
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first year u11der irrigation, the11 take them out into the field and develop 
)'Our plants from there. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: Did ever)'o11e hear that? 'fl1at is quite an 
important observation, I \\'ould say. 

l\1IR. 1~ AUL BOSLEY: One thing I would like to 1ne11tion, that is, 
having fresl1 fruit an)' J)!,1ce around )'Our hollies. If )'OU cut holly and 
bring it i11to storage do11't have all)' fresh fruit in that sa1ne ,torage ho11se 
or the le,1ves will be off )'Our 11011)' in a fe,v days. 

PRESIDENT WELLS: What kinds of fruit? 

l\1IR. ]30SLEY: AJ)J)!es particular!)'· 

l\1IR. PEASE: 1'h,tt goes back to t
0
his bulletin I ,v,1s referring to a 

minute ago. An)' fruit, acc1)rding to it, will give off just a trace of ethylene 
gas. It affects the abscission layer. That accounts for your state1nent, sir. 
Any fruit will do it. 

DR. SNYDER: l\11,t)' I rn,tke ;1 po111t of observatio11? Apples are 
not the 0111)' thing th,1t 1)rocl11ces eth)•lene g,1,. The)' h,1ve found i,1 the 
storage of cut flowers man)' of the flowers themselves produce enough 
eth)1lene g,1s to c,tuse a cornplete absci,,ion of ,111 floral J),trts. That is the 
biggest problem the)' ha,•e run 111to ,v1th c11t flo,ver material. If they put 
1n act1v;1ted, brominated ch,1rcoal it w1ll al)sorb the eth),Jene ,tnd the)' do 
not get the ,tbscissron. L1l(e,,•1se, if )'OU store m,tterials witl1 c;1rnations 
and other 111;1terials )'OU ,,,,!] get ,1 lot of ,1bscission. Eth)•ele11e apJ)arentl)', 
at least one theor)' is, 1t sti111t1lates the growth regulator in the floral parts, 
in leaves and causes al),c1ssio11. rl'hr, hus1ne,s of apples ,tncl holl)' fit, into 
the pattern general!)' know11. 

PRES1DEN1' WELLS: Gentle1nen, "'hat 1s )'l)Ur ple,1sure? \,Ve 
have bce11 s1tt111g here quite ;1 whrle. ,,Ve ;ire supposed to l1,1ve ;1 clinic to 
,vrnd thi11g, up. I don't l(11c>w ,,,hether "'C should have tl1,1t or adjourn 
tl1e meeti11g or continue tl11, 1!1,c11ssron until ,,,e all fall 011 tl1c floor. vVhat 
i, )'OU r plc,1se? 

l\11 R. HESS: I 111ove ,,,e ,1djou r11 the 111eeting . 

. . . rl'he mot1011 ,v,ts regul;1rl)' seco11ded ... 

PRESIDENT vVELLS: 13efore we ,1dopt the 111otion, I ,vould lil,e 
to 111al(e 011e or t\\'O closing cornmer1ts. l th1nlc that durrng these past 
t,,,o da)'S .,,,e ha,•e seen the ,1iir1t of that Pl,1nt Propagators Socret)' 1n action 
as ,,,e had ,111 hoped to ,ee 1t. ,,v e have ,een the free and ver)' pleasant and 
happ)' exchange of information ,,,e had hoped to obtain. · I thi11k )'OU ,,·ill 
all ,tgree we have had ,0111e J)rett)' good 1neet1ngs ;ind 1t t)•p1fies wh,tt all of 
us h,td 111 111111d when we ,t,1rted to get together a )'ear ag1i. It also t)'pifies 
,vhat we hope to see in the f11ture. 

Nothing could be better I thrnk th,111 ,,,l1,1t ,,,e h,1,•e l1,1d )'estcrda)' ,tnd 
toda)', b11t of course ,,,e sl1,1ll tr)' to rnal(c rt better. A ge11tlernan can1e up 
to 111e arid s,11d, ''In )'Our ,cl1eme of things, what about the ,trnateur ?'' Of 
course, we ,tre not a11 ;1111,1teur ,ocret)'· '['l1at doesn't precl11dc ,t lcee11 ancl 
vigorous ,tr11;1teur becoming ,t member i11 course of time 1f l1c ,visl1es, a111! 
I suggestecl to that gentle1n,111 th,tt he sho11ld register as ,t 111e111!)er or as a 
prospective n1e111ber and e,•entuall)' if he h,1d the tirnc ;111<! expcrie11ce lie 
sho11ld a1)!)l)' for full 111e111l)ershrp. 
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1 ,vot1ld like to J)Ut ;1nother idea before )'Oll. We J)!an to be active, 
one pro11osal is that this societ)' shall malce 1t its respons1b1lit)' for collect1ng 
inforni,ttion on a given pl,tnt or· a given grt1up of plants, considering his
torical references, m,tlc111g ,tbstracts where 1t seems advis,tble to do so, and 
perh,tps eventual!)' publ1sh1ng a monogr;1ph or bulletin, g1yi11g all the 
pert111e11t 111format1on. If we get into 1t, ,ve arc going to have ,1 job finding 
people to do the work. l t 1s no small job to tackle a thing lrke that. We 
1n1ght perhaps have to p,t)' so1neone to do 1t and final!)', we 1night publish 
those results crther as JJ,1rt of our proceedings or as a sep;1r;1te 1nonograph, 
if 1t see1n, j ust1fied. 

'l'h,1t ,ee1ns to 1ne t<> be something ver)' well worth while. We are 
not tr)•i11g to run before we can wall{. We are just tr)'itig to get ideas 
and I ,vould like to h,1ve )'Our reactions to this suggestion at this time. I 
do thi11I< that such a worl{ would• be 'A'Orth ,vh1le. Would it be of interest 
to \'OU? 

• 

iVlR. FLEiVIER: Si11ce the var1tius gr<iups of plants arc talcen up 
)'ear b)' )'C,tr, onl)' 011e <Jr two groups ;1 )'e,1r, sl1ouldn't the bibliograph)' be 
limited t<> just those grouJJ, ,ind appe11dcd t<J the proceedings? 

PRESIDEN'f WELI..,S · Tl1at is ,,,h,1t ,,,e h,,d in n11nd. "\Ve ma,, 
• 

not be able to taclcle this for a ,•ear . 
• 

Wh,1t I re,111)' w;111tctl t<J get d<Jwn t<J is this: Do )'OU thinlc the idea 
is re,111,, worth while? Would it be wh,1t 1°ou would l1!{e to have a, a 

• • 

service from ·,,our societ,•? 
• • 

i\1IR. HUGH S'l'EVENSON (Forest Keeling N11rser)', Elsberr)', 
i\1Io.) : Yes, 1 th1nlc so. I dt1n't kno,v of an)' read)' refere11ce on propaga
tio11 <>f ,1n1• of these 1te1n,. '['he texts that are ;1vailable are ver,, old. I 

• • 

!{no,,, <>f no recent l1il1!1ogr,1ph)' ;1s a11 i11dex to where we could secure 
wr1tte11 1n,1ter1,1l on atl)' g1ve11 subiect. It seerns to me it would be of 1n
est1mal1le v,1lt1e to ;1 pro11,1gator. Your c<1rn1n1ttee will h,1ve to decide how 
far ,,,e c,1n go with the 111one)' ava1lable but ·111 so f,tr ;1s an)' progress can be 
rnade or ,1 co111plete b1bl1<>graph)' can lie 1n;1de, ,vhen funds are available 
to 111alce 1t, 1t would lie v,1!11,1ble to ;1 co111111erc1al propagator or professional 
n1,111. 

I w<>uld l1!{e t<J s11c,1!{ t>n one 111ore 11tJ111t. '!'here 1s11't all)' real good 
pr<>11;1g;1t1011 textbool{-th,1t ,s no reflection on some-that is very complete 
on 11rop;1g,1t1on 1n;1tter Even one of the 1110,t useful nurser\' texts b,, 

• • • 

Chadw1cl{ h,1s been out <if 11r1nt for about 15 ,•ears and 1t 1s about 25 1•ears 
• • 

old. so there isn't ;1n)'th1ng that has recent!)' l1een b1ought together of the 
for111 we ;ire t,1!!{1ng ;1l1tiut, ;ind we need it. 

i\1R. GAl3E Sli\1ION (i\1ed1na, 0.): 1 would !1lce to suggest that 
s111ce we h,1 ve sever,1! ur11versit1es ;1nd scho<Jis represented here that ma)'be 
one gr<>u11 of plants coultl he assigned t<J each school and these schools 
ende,11•or to "''orlc up ,111 the 1r1format1or1 ;1v,11l,1hle on one particular group 
of 11l,1n ts. 

JJRESIDEN1' Wl~LLS: We c,111 11ut th,1t sugge,t1011 to our con1-
1nittce ;1r1d see 1f there ,Lrc ,Ln)' h1gh-1n1n<lcd public officials prepared to 
acce11t the t,1,I{. 

i\1I1ght ,ve h,,,,c, vcr)' briefl)', so111e st1ggestions of what 11lants )'OU 
,,,0111<1 !1l{e 1nfor1natior1 011? If )'OU could cl1oose one, ,vhich one ,vould 
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,•ou choose ? 
• 

l1lce to have 
Does aI1)'011e have an)' sugge,t1011 011 what p];111t the)' would 

dealt with first? 

l\1I R. C. PAYNE?: I would like to lc110,v ,tbout graft111g Koster 
s11 rucc. 

l)RESI DEN'l' ,vELLS: I ,viii give this gc11tlc111,111 the inforn1ation 
di rcct. 

Do ,vc h,1ve an,, fu1·ther co1ll1lle11ts? 
• 

l\1IR. Jil\1I ILGENFRI1'Z: I have cert,11111)' c11JO)•ed these last two 
cl,t)'S 111ore th,tn rllost ,lO)' 1lleet1ng th,tt I h,1ve ever attended and during 
tl1c t1111c I h,1ve felt that I have been w,1lking w1tl1 the great and near 
grc;tt i11 the hort1cultur;1] world. Wi1)' cannot we l1,1ve imrllediately after 
reg1str;1t1011 ;1t e;1ch of these sessions ,1 rlli1lleogr,111hed list prep,1red of those 
prcsc11t to be circulated to the whole rllember,h1p, g1v1ng the n;1mc, address, 
11r111c111,tl occup;1t1011, business connectio11, ;ind sucl1 other i11formation as is 
11erti11ent, so that e;1ch of us Illa)' more ea,il)• seelc out tl1e Jll,tn we want 
tti t,1llc to. I thinlc 1t would be rather helpful. 

l wo11lcl l1lcc to ;1]so point out th.it i11 ;1]! of the discussio11s here in this 
roo111 11ot 011c s111gle word h,1s been ,aid abot1t hardwood cuttings. That 
is 011r bre,td and butter Illethod of propag,1t1on. I would like to hear a lot 
about tl1at 11ext }'ear. 

F111all)', 1 l1el1eve there is a lot of e11thusias111 l1cre 011 the part of n1aI1)' 
uf the 111c111bers to do so1lle good b)' i111p,1rt1ng such i11for1llation as they 
h,t\'e, to h,1,•e ,111 of those people s,t)' all that the)' have to sa)' i11 a three-day 
111cct111g 11ext )'ear 1s going to be impossible. 

I suggest that those 111terested 11repare papers d11ring the }'ear and 
s1161111t the1ll to son1e con1mittee who Illa)' pass upon the111 and either see to 
1t that those papers are published 11rior to the Illeeting or are in some 
111;111ner disposed of ,ts befits their value. (Appl;1use) 

JJRESIDENT WELLS: 'l'hat seerlls to n1e to be an excellent sug
).!;Cst1u11 ;111d I arll c1u1te s11re that the executive co1111111ttee will warmly wel
corlle ,111)' 11,111crs tl1at ,tn)•onc Ill,t)' wisl1 tu 11re11,1rc. We arc ,1lrc,1dy thinlc-
111g of 11cxt )'C,1r', 11rogra111. W c h,1vc u11c or two tc11t,1tivc spe,1lccrs li11ed 
1111 ;111tl 1f ,Lll)'011c l1as ;111)•tl1i11g th;1t he '-''Ot1ld l,lcc to ,,t)', either vcrb,tlly or 
111 ,,,rit111g, 11le,1se do let us he,1r fro111 }'OU. 

• 

'1'111, bri11gs tip 011e !,1st po111t. I 11ro1111sc )'OU rt 1, tl1c ],1st. 'l'hc 
t111c,t1011 of whctl1er we should h,1ve a su1111ner 111ceti11g. 'l'here has been a 
suggestio11 th,1t ,ve sl1ould have ;1 111eet111g ;1s,oci,1ted with the A.A.N. 
111 Ne,v York. It 1s suggested that we 111ight arra11gc a tour i11 so1lle of the 
11urser1cs 111 New Jerse)' and perhaps down to I~eltsville. Is it }'Our pleasure 
th,tt we tr)' to organize an aux1!1ar)' Illeeting to coincide with or come just 
before or after the A.A.N. meeting in N cw York? What is )'Our pleasure? 
Hands up, those who \\•ould like to have a meeting in N·ew York. (Prac
tic,111)' 11one) I think that settles the question. 

Well, ge11tlerllen, I 
,•ou were ;1ble to corlle . 
• 

ye,1 r . 

thank }'OU for )'Our forbearance. I arn very glad 
,v e will look forward to seeing )'OU again next 

. . . 'l'l1c Seco11cl A11nu;1] l\1Icct111g t1f Pl,111t }Jro11,1gators adjourned 
si11c t!ic . . . 

ADJOURN i\1IEN'l' 
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